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Resumo 

A recente possibilidade de depositar filmes finos com espessuras da ordem dos Â (IO -10 m) 
permitiu o desenvolvimento dos chamados dispositivos nanoestruturados. A sua importância 
é já enorme, com um mercado potencial estimado nos milhares de milhões de dólares. 
O trabalho apresentado nesta tese foca dois destes novos dispositivos: Válvulas de spin, 
correntemente utilizadas em aplicações comerciais (como sensores em cabeças de leitura), 
e junções de efeito túnel, que são o alvo de uma intensa investigação na demanda de uma 
memória magnética universal. 

Neste trabalho realizámos um estudo comparativo entre válvulas de spin convencionais e 
especulares (com camadas nano-oxidadas). Observámos que a Magnetoresistência Gigante 
aumenta consideravelmente com a introdução de camadas nano-oxidadas em válvulas de spin 
convencionais. A comparação entre as curvas de magnetoresistência [MR(H)] e magnetização 
[M(H)] de válvulas de spin especulares mostraram uma quebra na correlação habitual entre 
os dois processos, indicando que a difusão interfacial é extremamente importante neste 
tipo de estruturas. Inferimos também a existência de um óxido antiferromagnético (AFM) 
com uma temperatura de blocking Tg ~ 175 K, tendo então estudado a sua influência nas 
curvas de MR(H). Medidas de arrefecimento com campo magnético aplicado permit.iram-nos 
demonstrar que as curvas de magnetoresistência dependiam fortemente do sinal e magnitude 
do campo de arrefecimento if o- Esta dependência foi relacionada com o efeito de Ho no 
ordenamento AFM das camadas nano-oxidadas. Medidas de arrefecimento com campo 
magnético aplicado até diferentes temperaturas permitiram-nos concluir a existência de uma 
larga distribuição de temperaturas de blocking nas camadas nano-oxidadas. Realizámos 
também medidas de efeito treino para estudar a estrutura de domínios das camadas AFM-
nano-oxidadas. 

Estudámos em detalhe o efeito de comutação de resistência induzida por uma corrente 
eléctrica (CIS) em junções de efeito túnel finas (barreira de 7 Â) e de baixa resistência. 
Este novo efeito foi atribuído a electromigração de iões metálicos em nanoconstrições na 
barreira isoladora. Seguimos então a evolução do efeito CIS entre dois (ou três) estados 
resistivos, induzidos por uma corrente eléctrica, com e sem campo magnético (H) aplicado. 
Esta evolução é controlada por rearranjos nano-estruturais nas interfaces entre os eléctrodos 
e a barreira e pela comutação magnética da camada fixa quando correntes suficientemente 
elevadas são aplicadas (para H ^ 0). Foi realizado um estudo sistemático na gama de 
temperaturas 300 - 25 K, tendo sido observado o decréscimo do efeito CIS com o decréscimo 
da temperatura. Estimámos então duas barreiras de energia para electromigração: Uma baixa 
(~ 0.13 eV) e uma alta (~ 0.85 eV), associadas com electromigração envolvendo diferentes 
tipos de sítios/defeitos. Se medirmos ciclos CIS sob um campo magnético aplicado, somos 
capazes de, com uma corrente eléctrica, modificar o sinal do campo de troca da junção de 
efeito túnel e o correspondente estado magnético (de antiparalelo para paralelo). Este efeito 
aparece devido a um excessivo aquecimento local na junção, e permitiu-nos obter um ciclo 
CIS com três estados resistivos diferentes. 

Realizámos então estudos em diferentes séries de junções de efeito túnel com uma camada 
não-magnética (NM) de Ta depositada abaixo, acima, e abaixo-e-acima da barreira isolador. 
Em particular, estudámos a influência destas camadas no efeito CIS. Interessantemente, 
descobrimos que, em junções com uma camada NM depositada abaixo da barreira, a co-
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mutação da resistência é induzida por uma corrente de sentido oposto ao de junções com 
uma camada FM (CoFe) depositada por baixo da barreira. Utilizámos então o modelo 
balístico de electromigração para demonstrar que a força directa domina a electromigração 
nas nossas camadas de Ta, enquanto a força "vento" é dominante nas camadas de CoFe. A 
diferença nos sentidos de comutação é então associada com o domínio de diferentes forças 
de electromigração (directa ou vento) nos diferentes tipos de junções estudados. Verificou-
se que o efeito CIS depende fortemente da corrente máxima aplicada e da temperatura. A 
temperatura constante, o efeito CIS aumenta com o aumento da corrente máxima aplicada, 
ate ser atingido um plateau constante, relacionado com degradação da barreira. Estudámos 
também como tal degradação da barreira modifica a dependência térmica da resistência 
eléctrica. Observámos uma suave transição no processo de transporte eléctrico dominante, 
de efeito túnel para metálico e relacionámo-la com a formação e crescimento de pinholes 
na barreira. A evolução temporal da resistência eléctrica com diferentes correntes aplicadas 
foi também estudada, permitindo-nos verificar como se comporta dinamicamente o nosso 
sistema na fase de electromigração. A baixas temperaturas verificámos uma rápida variação 
quase contínua da resistência eléctrica com o tempo, passando contudo gradualmente para 
flutuações descontínuas denotando diferentes processos de electromigração. O aumento da 
temperatura conduziu a um sinal mais complexo, com muitos flutuadores activos. 

Por último, estudámos as propriedades de transporte de junções de efeito túnel magnéticas 
sub-oxidadas. Mostrámos que o transporte neste sistema é controlado por nano-constrições 
e defeitos na barreira de A10x . De facto, ruptura dieléctrica nestas junções ocorre em 
regiões localizadas da barreira, provavelmente onde existe uma maior concentração de defeitos 
(vazios de oxygénio devido à sub-oxidação da barreira). Observámos também fluctuações 
da resistência eléctrica dependentes do spin, associadas com transporte através de defeitos 
localizados na barreira. Medidas da resistência eléctrica em função da temperatura em 
diferentes junções com tempos de oxidação extremamente reduzidos mostraram um conjunto 
diversificado de comportamentos: metálico (dR/dT>0) , isolador (dR/dT<0) e uma mistura 
dos dois (metálico para o estado paralelo e isolador para o estado antiparalelo). A origem 
da elevada magnetoresistência observada em junções cujo transporte eléctrico é predominan
temente metálico foi atribuida a transporte dependente do spin através de canais metálicos, 
provavelmente devido a magnetoresistência balística. 
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Summary 

The fabrication of smooth films with well controlled thicknesses as low as few Á (10~10 in) 
allowed the development of the so-called nanostructured devices. Their importance, especially 
in this new information age, is enormous, with an estimated potential market of billion of 
dollars per year. The work presented in this thesis focus two such devices: Spin valves, that 
are already used in commercial applications (like read head sensors), and tunnel junctions, 
that are being intensively researched in the quest for an almost universal memory, Magnetic 
Random Access Memory. 

In our work we performed a comparative study between conventional and specular (with 
nano-oxide layers) spin valves. The Giant Magnetoresistive ratio was greatly enhanced by 
the introduction of the nano-oxide layers. A comparison between the magnetoresistance 
[MR(H)j and magnetization [M(H)J curves of the specular spin valve showed a break in 
the usual correlation between the two processes, indicating that interfacial scattering is 
extremely important in this type of nanostructures. We further inferred the existence of 
an antiferromagnetic (AFM) oxide in the nano-oxide layer, with a blocking temperature 
TB ~ 175 K, and studied its influence on the MR(H) curves. Field cooling measurements 
allowed us to show that the shape of the MR(H) curves depend strongly on the sign and 
value of the cooling field HQ. We related these features to the effects of HQ on the AFM 
ordering of the nano-oxide layers (NOLs) below its blocking temperature. Furthermore, field 
cooling measurements with different cooling temperatures showed the existence of a broad 
distribution of blocking temperatures in the nano-oxide layer. Training-effect experiments 
enabled us to study the domain structure of the AFM-NOL and its importance on the residual 
magnetoresistance observed in the MR(H) curves at large positive fields. 

We also studied the Current Induced Resistance Switching (CIS) effect on thin, low resistance 
(7 Â barrier) CoFe/A10x/CoFe tunnel junctions. This new effect was attributed to electromi-
gration (EM) of metallic ions in nanoconstricted regions of the insulating barrier. We traced 
the evolution of resistance switching in consecutive CIS cycles between two (or three) states, 
driven by an electrical current, both under zero and applied magnetic field (H). Such evolution 
is controlled by the nanostructural rearrangements of ions at the electrodes/barrier interfaces 
(electromigration) and also by magnetic switching in the pinned layer under sufficiently high 
current pulses (under H =̂  0). Current induced resistance switching was observed over the 
300 - 25 K temperature range, decreasing with decreasing temperature. Low (~ 0.13 eV) 
and high (~ 0.85 eV) electromigration-energy barriers were estimated and associated with 
EM involving different types of ions sites/defects. If CIS cycles are measured under an 
external magnetic field, one is able to current-induce a change in the sign of the exchange 
bias of the tunnel junction, and in the corresponding magnetic state (antiparallel to parallel). 
This effect arises from excessive local heating in the tunnel junction, and enables us to obtain 
a CIS cycle with three different electrical resistance states. 

We also performed a study on different series of tunnel junctions with a Ta non-magnetic 
(NM) layer deposited below, above and below-and-above the insulating barrier, investigating 
the influence of such layers in the Current Induced Switching effect. Interestingly, we found 
that tunnel junctions with a NM layer deposited below the barrier have opposite R-switching 
current direction when compared to that of TJs without such NM layer inserted below the 
barrier. We then used the ballistic model of electromigration to show that the direct force 
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dominates electromigration in our Ta layers, while the wind contribution is dominant in our 
FM (CoFe) layers. The different switching directions are then associated with the dominance 
of different EM forces (direct or wind) in the two types of tunnel junctions. The Current 
Induced Switching effect was found to be strongly dependent on both maximum applied 
current {Imax) and temperature (T). At constant temperature, the CIS effect increases with 
increasing Imax, until a plateau of constant CIS is observed, related to barrier degradation. 
On the other hand, the CIS effect decreases with decreasing temperature. We also studied 
how increasing barrier degradation (irreversible resistance decrease) changed the TJ-R(T) 
behavior, and we observed a smooth transition from tunnel- to metallic-dominated transport, 
related to the formation and subsequent increase of pinhole size. A study of the time evolution 
of the electrical resistance under both low and high electrical currents allowed us to probe 
the dynamics of our system as electromigration proceeds. At low temperatures we found 
a fast quasi-continuous R-trend in the early stages of EM. However, as time increases, this 
trend gradually disappears and the resistance varies by discontinuous steps denoting different 
EM-processes. The increase of temperature leads to more complex R(t) signals, with many 
active fluctuators. 

Finally, we studied the transport properties of underoxidized magnetic tunnel junctions. We 
showed that transport in this system is controlled by nanoconstrictions and defects within 
the AlOa; barrier. In fact, dielectric breakdown in the studied MTJs occurred at different, 
localized spots of the barrier, likely where a large concentration of defects (oxygen vacancies 
due to the underoxidation of the barrier) exists. We observed spin dependent resistance 
fluctuations between two closely separated levels, associated with transport through localized 
defects in the barrier. Measurements of the electrical resistance as a function of temperature 
on MTJs with extremely small oxidation times allowed us to observe a wealth of behaviors: 
Metallic-like (dR/dT>0), insulating-like (dR/dT<0) and a mixture of the two (metallic for 
the parallel and insulating for the antiparallel state). The origin of the large MR values 
obtained even when metallic dominated transport is observed will be attributed to the 
existence of a metallic spin dependent transport channel, likely associated with ballistic 
magnetoresistance. 
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Resume 

La fabrication bien contrôlée de couches minces de matériaux divers, avec des épaisseurs 
si petites que Â (10~10 m ), ont permit le développement de dispositifs nano-structurés. 
Leur importance, particulièrement dans ce nouvel âge de l'information, est énorme, avec un 
marché potentiel de milliards de dollars par an. Le travail présenté dans ce rapport de thèse de 
doctorat étudie deux de ces dispositifs : Les valves de spin, couramment employées dans des 
applications commerciales, comme des sondes de tête de lecture, et des jonctions de tunnel, 
lesquelles sont intensivement recherchées pour les mémoires magnétiques universelles. 

Dans notre travail nous avons réalisé une étude comparatif entre les valves de spin conven
tionnelles et spéculaires (avec des couches nano-oxydées). Le rapport magnétorésistant géant 
a été considérablement augmenté par l'introduction des couches nano-oxydées. Une compa
raison entre les courbes de magnétorésistance [MR(H)] et de la magnétisation [M(H)j de la 
valve spéculaire de spin a montré une coupure dans la corrélation habituelle entre les deux 
processus, indiquant que la diffusion interfaciale est extrêmement importante dans ce type 
de nanostructures. Nous avons plus loin impliqué l'existence d'un oxyde antiferromagnetic 
(AFM) dans la couche nano-oxydée, avec une température de blocage TB « 175 K, et avons 
étudié son influence sur les courbes de MR(H). Les mesures de refroidissement sous champ 
magnétique nous ont permis de prouver que la forme des courbes de MR(H) dépendent 
fortement du signal et de la valeur du champ de refroidissement HQ. En autre, les mesures 
de refroidissement dans champ avec différentes températures de refroidissement ont montré 
l'existence d'une large distribution des températures de blocage dans les couches nano-
oxydées. On a aussi effectué plusieurs expériences de façon à d'étudier la structure de domaine 
de l'AFM et de son importance sur la magnétorésistance résiduelle observée dans les courbes 
de MR(H) à grands champs positifs. 

Nous avons également étudié l'effet commutation de résistance induit par courant (CIS) sur 
les jonctions de tunnel minces (barrière de 7 Á) de CoFe/A10x/CoFe de basse résistance. 
Ce nouvel effet a été attribué à l'électromigration (EM) des ions métalliques dans les nano-
constrictions dedans des régions de la barrière isolante. Nous avons étudie l'évolution de la 
commutation de résistance dans les cycles CIS consécutifs entre deux (ou trois) états, conduits 
par un courant électrique, en-dessous de zéro et champ magnétique appliqué (H). Une telle 
évolution est commandée par les remises en ordre nano structural des ions aux interfaces 
d'électrodes/barrière (électromigration) et également par la commutation magnétique dans 
la couche goupillée sous des courantes suffisamment élevées (dans i / ^ 0). On a observé 
qui la CIS dans un large intervalle de température 300 - 25 K, diminue avec la décente 
de température. Bas (~ 0.13 eV) et élevées (~ 0.85 eV) barrières d'électromigration ont été 
estimées et associées à la EM relié à différents types d'ions sites/défets. Si des cycles CIS sont 
mesurés sous un champ magnétique externe, on peut induire un changement dans le signe de 
la polarisation d'échange de la jonction de tunnel, et de l'état magnétique correspondant 
(antiparallèle au parallèle). Cet effet résulte du chauffage local excessif dans la jonction 
de tunnel, et nous permet d'obtenir un cycle CIS avec trois états électriques différents de 
résistance. 

Nous avons également réalisé une étude sur une série différente de jonctions de tunnel avec 
une couche non magnétique de Ta (NM) déposée au-dessous, au-dessus et au-dessous-et-au-
dessus de la barrière isolante, étudiant l'influence de telles couches dans l'effet CIS. En plus, 
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c'est intéressant de noter que nous avons constaté que les jonctions de tunnel avec une couche 
de NM déposée au-dessous de la barrière ont une direction de courante de commutation de la 
résistance opposé de courante de R-commutation sans la couche NM insérée au-dessous de la 
barrière. Nous avons utilise le modèle balistique de l'électromigration pour prouver que la force 
directe domine l'électromigration dans nos couches de Ta, alors que la contribution de vent 
est dominante dans nos couches avec des électrodes FM (CoFe). Les différentes directions 
de commutation sont alors associées à la dominance de différentes forces de EM (directe 
ou de vent) dans les deux types de jonctions de tunnel. L'effet CIS s'est avéré fortement 
dépendant du courant maximum appliqué (imax) et de la température (T). À température 
constante, l'effet CIS augmente avec l'augmentation de Imax, jusqu'à ce qu'on observe un 
plateau de CIS constant, lié à la dégradation de barrière. D'autre part, l'effet CIS diminue avec 
température décroissante. Nous avons également étudié comment la dégradation croissante 
de la barrière (diminution irréversible de résistance) a changé le comportement R{T), et nous 
avons observé une transition de transport tunnel pour transport métallique, lié à la formation 
et à l'augmentation suivante de pinholes. Une étude de l'évolution en temps de la résistance 
électrique sous de bas et élevés courants électriques nous a permis de sonder la dynamique 
de notre système pendant que l'électromigration procède. À basses températures nous avons 
trouvé un comportement rapide de la résistance aux premières parties de EM. Cependant, 
à mesure que le temps augmente, cette tendance disparaît graduellement et la résistance 
change par des étapes discontinues dénotant différentes EM-processus. L'augmentation de la 
température mène à des signaux plus complexes de R(t), avec beaucoup de fluctuations. 

Nous avons étudié les propriétés de transport des jonctions magnétiques de tunnel non 
complètement oxydé. Nous avons prouvé que le transport dans ce système est commandé par 
des nanoconstrictions et des défauts dans la barrière d 'A ld . Enfaîte, la panne diélectrique 
dans les MTJs étudié s'est produite à différentes, endroits de la barrière, probablement où 
une grande concentration des défauts (vacances de l'oxygène dues à la sous-desoxidation de la 
barrière) existe. Nous avons observé des fluctuations de résistance dépendantes de spin entre 
deux niveaux, liées au transport par des défauts localisés dans la barrière. Les mesures de la 
résistance électrique en fonction de la température sur les MTJs avec l'oxydation extrêmement 
petite, nous ont permis d'observer une richesse des comportements : Métallique (dR/dT>0), 
isolant (dR/dT<0) et un mélange des deux (métallique pour l'état parallèle et isolant pour 
l'état antiparallel). L'origine de la grande valeur de MR obtenu même lorsqu'on observe le 
transport métallique est attribué à l'existence d'un canal de transport métallique dépendant 
de spin, probablement liée à la magnétorésistance balistique. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The recent developments in thin film deposition techniques, down to the nanometer scale, 
opened a huge new field both for technological applications and fundamental research. It 
is now possible to deposit smooth films with thicknesses as low as a few À (10 - 1 0 m), and 
the accurate and reproducible fabrication of the so-called nanostructures: Multilayers, spin 
valves, tunnel junctions and granular films among others. A great variety of applications 
based on such nanostructures are already commercially available, while others are in accel
erated development. 

Multilayers are made of thin layers (~ 30 A) of two different materials (e. g. Co, Fe, Cr, 
Ru, Re, Cu) stacked alternatively. When one of the materials is ferromagnetic (FM) and the 
other non-magnetic (NM), interesting physical phenomena appear, like interlayer coupling 
and the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect. Griinberg et al. [1] observed in 1986 that the 
magnetizations of two Fe layers separated by a thin Cr spacer were spontaneously antiparallel 
aligned (antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling). Four years later, Parkin et al. [2| showed 
that in Fe/Cr multilayers, the magnetic coupling between the Fe layers depended on the 
thickness of the Cr spacer, oscillating between ferromagnetic (parallel Fe magnetizations) 
and antiferromagnetic (antiparallel Fe magnetizations). This oscillatory coupling was later 
found in several multilayered systems like Co/Ru [3] and Co/Re [4]. In 1988, Baibich et al. [5] 
and Binasch et al. [6] observed that the electrical resistance of Fe/Cr multilayers changed by 
about 50% (at 4.2 K) when a sufficiently high magnetic field was applied (~ 10 kOe). This 
effect was then called Giant Magnetoresistance and it was shown that the electrical resistance 
of the multilayer stack depended on the relative orientation of the magnetizations of the 
Fe layers. The antiparallel alignment of the magnetizations at zero magnetic field exhibits 
much larger resistance than the parallel alignment, due to spin dependent electron scattering. 
Several other multilayered systems were then investigated and GMR values as large as 50% 
at room temperature were obtained. However, the high magnetic fields necessary for switch 
between the two resistance states limited the implementation of multilayers in technological 
applications. 

In 1991 Dieny et al. [7] developed simple try-layered structures made of two ferromagnetic 
materials (NiFe) separated by a non-magnetic spacer (Cu). One of the FM layers (the so 
called pinned layer) was deposited just adjacent to an antiferromagnetic (AFM) material. 
Its magnetization was then fixed by a strong exchange interaction at the AFM/FM interface 

33 
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(see section 1.2.1). The other FM layer (free layer) stayed magnetically loose from the 
pinned layer due to the Cu spacer, and so its magnetization could be easily reversed under a 
small applied magnetic field of a few Oe. Although this new structure had a lower GMR than 
multilayers (5% at room temperature), the switching field from the parallel to the antiparallel 
configuration was greatly reduced ( « 10 Oe). Thus, this new structure, named spin valve 
(SV), is currently used in the read heads of hard drives. 

In 1995 Moodera et al. [8] and Miyazaki and Tezuka [9] were the first to fabricate magnetic 
tunnel junctions (MTJs) with large Tunnel Magnetoresistance (TMR) at room temperature 
(TMRœ 12%). The structure of a tunnel junction is very similar to that of a spin valve. The 
difference is that the metallic non-magnetic spacer of the SV is replaced by an insulating layer 
(I; usually AI2O3 or, more recently, MgO). Due to spin dependent tunneling, the electrical 
resistance of the MT J also depends on the relative orientation of the two FM layers and TMR 
ratios exceeding 200% are now obtained [10] (compare with the maximum GMR obtained 
in spin valves of « 20% [11])- Another important difference between these two structures is 
the direction in which the electrical current flows. While in magnetic tunnel junctions the 
current has to flow perpendicularly to the film plane (CPP geometry), in spin valves it can 
flow either in the CPP geometry or in the plane of the film (CIP geometry). 

1.1 Magnetoresistance 

Magnetoresistance (MR) is the change of the electrical resistance (R) of a material when an 
external magnetic field (H) is applied, and its magnitude is usually written as: 

MR(H) = P ( g ) - P ( ° ) x 1 0 0 ( % ) , ( i . i ) 

where p{H) [p(0)] is the resistivity in a magnetic field H (zero magnetic field). The reasons 
for such resistance variation can, however, be multiple. In fact, a material does not even have 
to be magnetic for its resistance to be change by the application of a magnetic field. Every 
metal exhibits what is called the Normal Magnetoresistance [12], arising from the effect of 
the Lorentz force on the electron's trajectory, ev x B (e the electron charge, v the velocity 
of the electron and B the internal magnetic induction). This effect is, however, negligible in 
thin films, because of the inherent small electron mean free path. 

Another magnetoresistive effect is the Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR). In transition 
ferromagnetic materials (and their alloys), the electrical resistance is a function of the angle 
between the magnetization and the direction of the current flowing through it. The resistance 
is usually maximum when the magnetization and the current are parallel and minimum when 
they are perpendicular, and values as high as ~ 5% at room temperature can be obtained. 
The physical origin of the AMR effect is the spin-orbit coupling, reflecting the interaction 
between the spin of the electron and the lattice [13]. 

The Colossal Magnetoresistance (CMR) is observed in doped manganate perovskites [14]. 
The electrical resistance of these materials can change by several orders of magnitude as a 
result of a magnetic driven metal-insulator transition at the corresponding magnetic ordering 
temperature. CMR is then only observed near the Curie temperature of these materials and 
requires very high applied magnetic fields. 
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Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) is related to the change in the electrical resistance of 
multilayers or spin valves when the angle between the magnetizations of ferromagnetic layers 
separated by thin metallic non-magnetic spacers is altered [15, 7]. In this case the resistance 
is usually maximum when the magnetizations of the magnetic layers are antiparallel and 
minimum when they are parallel. The microscopic origin of the GMR effect is electron spin 
dependent scattering within the FM layers and at their interfaces. When a SV is in the 
parallel configuration, majority (spin) electrons flow through both magnetic layers suffering 
little scattering. On the other hand, minority electrons scatter often. When the SV is in the 
antiparallel configuration, majority electrons in one FM layer are minority in the other and 
vice-versa. Both spin electrons will then suffer multiple scattering events and the resistance 
of the spin valve is increased when compared to the parallel situation (as long as the spacer 
thickness is smaller than the electron mean free path). 

Before the discovery of the GMR effect, it was already known that the electrical resistance 
of magnetic tunnel junctions depended on the relative orientation of the magnetization of 
the FM layers, much in the same way as observed for GMR. This effect, called Tunnel 
Magnetoresistance, was found several decades ago [16] but only recently were large TMR 
ratios observed at room temperature [8, 9]. Currently, TMR ratios of over 70% in tunnel 
junctions with AI2O3 barriers [17] and over 200% in MgO tunnel junctions [10] are achieved, 
making MTJs promising candidates for numerous applications. The TMR effect has a 
different physical origin of the GMR effect. In tunnel junctions it is the (non-diffusive) spin-
dependent tunneling probability that causes the electrical resistance to depend on the relative 
orientation of the pinned/free layer magnetizations. In the GMR effect this dependence is a 
consequence of (diffusive) spin-dependent scattering. 

Nevertheless, both TMR and GMR ratios are similarly given by: 

MR = RAP~ Rp x 100(%), (1.2) 
Rp 

where Rp (RAP) is the electrical resistance in the parallel (antiparallel) configuration. This 
definition will be used throughout this thesis. 

1.2 Exchange and coupling fields 

1.2.1 Exchange field 

In tunnel junction and spin valve magnetoresistive devices, one can obtain two distinct 
resistance states if an external magnetic field H is used. This is possible because the two FM 
layers constituting the device invert the orientation of their magnetization (M) at different 
H values. For this to occur, one can either use FM layers with different coercivities (different 
FM materials and/or of different thicknesses) or, as first introduced by Dieny et al. [7], one 
can deposit an antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer just adjacent to one of the FM layers, fixing 
its magnetization. 

In fact, when an AFM material adjacent to a FM material is cooled below its Néel temperature 
(TJV) under an applied magnetic field (Ho; its direction is taken as positive), the interfacial 
AFM spins will align (usually ferromagnetically) with the FM spins as long as T/v < Tc (Tc 
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Figure 1.1: Exchange bias. Upon cooling under an external magnetic field an exchange 
interaction is impressed at the FM/AFM interface. The resulting M(H) cycle is shifted away 
from H = 0. In the figure we present the MOKE M(H) cycle of a MnPt(150 Á)/CoFe(50 
A) structure showing i/exch = 340 Oe at room temperature. 

being the Curie temperature of the FM layer) [18, 19]. The other (underlying) spin planes 
in the AFM layer will follow the corresponding antiferromagnetic alignment, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.1. Below TTV an exchange interaction (equivalent to an unidirectional anisotropy) is 
then induced between the interfacial AFM and FM spins. If a M(H) hysteretic cycle is then 
initiated (Fig. 1.1; sample starts with a positive magnetization in the free layer), under a 
decreasing H, the FM magnetization (MFM) will only reverse its direction when a sufficiently 
large (negative) magnetic field (H~) is applied, so that MFM = 0 at H = H~. The strong 
exchange interactions continuously try to align ferromagnetically the FM moments with the 
AFM spins at the interface. These AFM interfacial spins are, in turn, strongly coupled to the 
AFM lattice and will therefore (ideally) experience no misalignment. In the M(H) ascending 
branch, the FM moments will rotate at a magnetic field higher than H~ due to the coercivity 
(so that M F M =0 at H = H+; see Fig. 1.1). The M(H) hysteretic cycle will then be shifted 
in the direction opposite to that of Ho. The exchange field Hexch is then defined by the simple 
expression (Fig. 1.1): 

H+ + H-
•"exch — (1.3) 

In magnetoresistive devices the FM layer in contact with the AFM layer is called the pinned 
layer because its magnetization is fixed. The magnetization of the other FM layer, called the 
free layer, readily follows a small magnetic field as it is applied. Antiferromagnetic materials 
studied for applications include FeMn [20], NiO [21], F e 2 0 3 [22], Mnlr [23] and PtMn [24] (see 
Reference [25] for a detailed analysis of Mn alloys exhibiting exchange bias), and exchange 
fields as high as 850 Oe have been obtained [26]. 

Several theories exist which try to explain the exchange bias effect but none was able 
to fully account for the variety of associated phenomena, like the existence of a blocking 
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temperature, the training and memory effects, positive exchange bias and enhanced coercivity 
[27]. The simplest model [28] assumes coherent rotation of the magnetizations of the FM (at 
temperature T) and AFM layers. The energy per unit area E can then be approximated by: 

E = -noHMFMtFMCOs(6 -(3) + KAFMtAFMsin2{a) - JFM/AFMC0S(P - ")> (1-4) 

where /io is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, MFM is the saturation magnetization of the 
FM layer and tpM {ÍAFM) is the thickness of the FM (AFM) layer. KAFM is the anisotropy 
of the AFM layer and JFM/AFM is the interfacial exchange constant between the FM and 
AFM layers, d is the angle between the applied magnetic field and the FM anisotropy axis, 
/3 is the angle between the FM magnetization and the FM anisotropy axis and a is the angle 
between the AFM magnetization and the AFM anisotropy axis. Minimizing the energy with 
respect to a and /3 one can obtain the hysteresis loop shift [28]: 

H =
 JFM I AFM , 

V-OMFMIFM 

However, theoretical estimations based on Eq. (1.5) give values of i/exch much larger than 
those obtained experimentally. Malozemoff [29] then considered a random-field model arising 
from features such as roughness and defects. These create sites of unidirectional interfacial 
energy due to the coupling of uncompensated moments in the AFM layer with the FM spins. 
Such model was able to predict the correct order of magnitude of iîexch- More recently, the 
domain model [30, 31] explained the exchange bias effect by considering the magnetization 
of the AFM layer divided in multidomains, giving rise to a net surface magnetization at the 
AFM/FM interface that controls the exchange bias. 

1.2.2 I n t e r l a y e r c o u p l i n g field 

We stated in section 1.2.1 that the magnetization of the free layer rotates readily when a small 
external magnetic field is applied. This is not entirely correct. In fact, one needs to take 
into account that a (usually and desirably) small interlayer magnetic coupling exists between 
the pinned and free FM layers which can have important consequences for technological 
applications [32]. This coupling is responsible for a small shift of the free layer hysteresis 
loop away from zero magnetic field (Fig. 1.2) and can be phenomenologically described by 

E = - J cou P cos (0 ) , (1.6) 

where E is the coupling energy, JC0Up is the interlayer coupling parameter and 6 is the angle 
between the magnetizations of the two FM layers. The coupling field Hconp is then given by: 

^ c o u p = ^ M ^ ' ( L 7 ) 

where Mfi (tfi) is the saturation magnetization (thickness) of the free layer. 

The interlayer coupling was found to have three physical origins: magnetostatic (Néel) 
coupling [33], RKKY-like exchange coupling [34] and pinhole coupling [20]. 
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Figure 1.2: Magnetization reversal of the free layer of a spin valve under small applied 
magnetic fields obtained by the MOKE technique. Notice the small shift from zero magnetic 
field due to the interlayer coupling (Hcoup = 15 Oe). 

Figure 1.3: a) Correlated interface roughness that causes Néel coupling, b) Simulated Néel 
and RKYY interlayer coupling as a function of spacer thickness, using h = 0.04 Â, A = 100 
Â, Mpi = Mfi = 1 T, Jo = 0.01 mJ/m2, A = 10 Â and <p = 1.4TT (see text for discussion). 
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Née l coup l ing . This coupling has a magnetostatic origin induced by correlated interface 
roughness. In this model one considers two ferromagnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic 
spacer. If the pinned layer/spacer and spacer/free layer interfaces have correlated roughness 
[Fig. 1.3(a)], described by two-dimensional sinusoidal waviness of amplitude h and wavelength 
A (usually associated with the average grain size), the magnetostatic coupling J^e.e\ is given 
by [33]: ' 

71-2 ^ / »r w \ _2lVIi , , oN 

^Neel = -^= y (fi0MpiMfl)e A , (1.8) 

where the FM layers are assumed to have infinite thickness with saturation magnetizations 
Mpi (pinned layer) and Mfi (free layer), and t is the spacer layer thickness. Under this model, 
the Néel coupling is always positive (favoring parallel alignment) and decreases exponentially 
with spacer thickness [Fig. 1.3(b)]. 

This model can be readily extended to account for both the effect of the finite thickness of 
the FM layers [33] and of non-conformal roughness [35]. 

R K K Y coupl ing . Another coupling mechanism is the oscillatory RKKY-like coupling, 
first observed in Co/Ru and Fe/Cr multilayers [36]. The coupling oscillates as a function of 
the thickness of the non-magnetic spacer, with a period that depends on its Fermi surface 
[37]. 

An exchange interaction between the spins of the conduction electrons in one FM layer and 
the corresponding ionic magnetic moments, induces a spin polarization in the conduction 
electrons. This polarization is then propagated to the other FM layer, resulting in an indirect 
interaction with the magnetic moments of the second FM layer. This gives rise to an exchange 
coupling JRKKY between the two FM layers that oscillates with the thickness of the spacer t 
as [38]: 

Jo . (1-Kt \ ,, n. 
JRKKY = -jjsm I - y + ip I , (1.9) 

where Jo is the coupling strength, A and <p are the period and phase of the oscillation [39]. 
As can be seen in Fig. 1.3(b) (parameters taken from Ref. [40]), the RKKY-like coupling is, 
in spin valves, often masked by the Néel coupling due to roughness. It is, however, possible 
to observe in high-quality smooth spin valves [41]. 

The interlayer exchange coupling was, in magnetic tunnel junctions, predicted to exhibit a 
non-oscillatory behavior with spacer thickness [42, 37] and both its intensity and sign can be 
changed by an applied bias voltage. However, as long as the system is in equilibrium, the 
coupling across an insulating spacer should be much smaller than across a metallic one [43] 
and depend on the intrinsic parameters of the insulating barrier and band structure! of the 
tunnel junction system [42]. Such dependence was experimentally confirmed in epitaxially 
grown Fe/MgO/Fe/Co tunnel junctions [44]. 

P i n h o l e coupl ing . As one decreases the thickness of the non-magnetic spacer (metallic in 
spin valves, insulator in tunnel junctions), undesired direct paths between the two FM layers 
start to appear. Direct exchange coupling then becomes the dominant contribution to the 
total interlayer coupling [20]. To achieve a pinhole-free nanostructure, the spacer must be 
deposited on a very smooth surface and under well controled deposition conditions [20]. 
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1.3 Applications 

Magnetic nanostructures show enormous potential for a multiplicity of applications such as 
read head [45, 46, 47], strain [48], current, position and speed [49] sensors. Other applications 
include field programmable spin-logic gates [50] and the detection of magnetically tagged 
biological specimens [51, 52]. However, probably the most sought after application is high 
performance, low cost, non-volatile magnetic random access memories (MRAMs) [53, 54, 55, 
56]. 

1.3.1 M R A M s 

As we have seen, in magnetoresistive devices the magnetization of the free layer reverses 
almost freely when a small magnetic field is applied. One can then obtain two distinct 
resistance (R) states, associated with the magnetizations of the pinned and free layers 
being parallel (low R) or antiparallel (high R). This makes magnetoresistive devices suitable 
for technological applications as non-volatile magnetic random-access memories (MRAMs) 
[53, 54, 55, 56]. In particular, tunnel junctions are much more attractive for actual device 
implementation than giant magnetoresistive (Current In Plane; CIP) spin valves [57]. The 
reason for this is that, to achieve high memory density, several (N) GMR spin valves have 
to be connected in series, resulting in a reduced reading signal (GMR/N). On the contrary, 
in (Current Perpendicular to the Plane; CPP) tunnel junctions, the electrical current passes 
through a single MTJ, giving a reading signal equal to TMR. 

A MRAM cell based on magnetic tunnel junctions is constituted by a single TJ stack, a single 
transistor and several current carrying lines (Fig. 1.4). The tunnel junction stack usually 
includes several other layers in addition to the simple A F M / F M / I / F M structure. A few 
selected buffer layers are deposited below the AFM to provide adequate growth conditions 
for the actual device. Also, the (single) pinned layer is usually substituted by a tri-layered 
structure called synthetic antiferromagnet (SyAFM or SAF) of composition F M / R u / F M . 
The Ru layer of adequate thickness provides very strong antiferromagnetic coupling between 
the two FM layers, with the further advantage of improving device thermal stability. 

The digit line (Fig. 1.4) is unconnected to the tunnel junction and is used to create a 
(unidirectional) magnetic field in the TJ hard axis direction (created by shape anisotropy). 
The bit line is used both as a top electrode and to create a (bidirectional) magnetic field 
along the easy axis [Fig. 1.4(b)]. To write a bit in a selected tunnel junction, current is 
passed through the corresponding digit and bit lines, producing a large enough magnetic 
field in the crossing region to reverse the magnetization of the MTJ-free layer. The magnetic 
state of the tunnel junction is written as "0" or " 1 " depending on the direction of the current 
passing in the bit line. In the cross point architecture (Fig. 1.5), each memory cell is in the 
intersection of a bit and a digit line. Thus, if a current is passed through two such lines, only 
the tunnel junction in the corresponding intersection senses the magnetic fields along the 
easy and hard axis. All other cells are exposed to the magnetic field created by a single line 
(and are thus called half-selected bits), or to none, and their magnetizations are, in principle, 
not programmed. 

Read operations [Fig. 1.4(a)] are performed passing an electrical current through the tunnel 
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Figure 1.4: Single MRAM cell constituted by a magnetic tunnel junction, a transistor and 
two current carrying lines, (a) Cell sensing scheme: The transistor is in the "on" state so 
that an electrical current can flow through the MTJ. (b) Cell writing scheme: The transistor 
is in the "off" state and electrical currents flow through the digit and bit lines, generating a 
magnetic field large enough to reverse the magnetization of the free layer of the TJ . 

Figure 1.5: MRAM cross point architecture. Each memory cell is in the intersection of a bit 
and a digit line. An electrical current is sent through one digit and one bit line and, ideally, 
only the MTJ in their intersection is written. 
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MRAM SRAM DRAM FLASH 
Read Moderate-Fast Fast Moderate Fast 
Write Moderate-Fast Fast Moderate Slow 

Non-volatility Yes No No Yes 
Endurance Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Limited (105 -

Cell size Small Large Small Small 
Low voltage Yes Yes Limited No 

Table 1.1: Comparison between different memory technologies. 

junction, while the isolation transistor is in the "on" state, and measuring the corresponding 
voltage drop. 

Nevertheless, there are still some unsolved problems for commercial MRAMs. Due to the 
exponential thickness dependence of the MTJ-resistance (see section 5.4), small variations in 
the insulating barrier thickness result in large variations in the resistance. This puts great 
challenges to produce wafers with uniform tunnel junction resistance. In addition, not only 
the resistance but also the TMR ratio has to be as uniform as possible. Tunnel junction 
non-uniformities can also lead to a distribution of free layer switching magnetic fields. The 
current passing through the bit and digit lines has then to be large enough to assure that one 
can switch the magnetization of the free layer of all tunnel junctions, but small enough not to 
disturb half-selected bits. The operating window is then limited and needs to be maximized. 

A comparison [53, 54, 55, 56] between different features of several commercial memory 
technologies with MRAMs is given in Table 1.1. Notice that each technology has its own 
advantages and disadvantages, making each suitable for different applications. However, 
MRAMs show acceptable read/write speed, non-volatility, endurance, high density and low 
power consumption, making them attractive for a wide range of memory applications. The 
major non-volatile memory in use today is FLASH. Major drawbacks limiting FLASH ex
pansion are the high voltage needed for operation and their slow write time, low scaling 
possibilities and limited endurance (~ 105 - 106 cycles before failure). 

1.3.2 Read head sensors 

CIP spin valves are currently being used as sensors in commercial read heads [45, 46]. 
However, and although the GMR ratio of spin valves has been continuously improved over 
the years, its performance seems to be reaching a limit. Alternatives for the next generation 
of read head sensors include CPP spin valves [58] and tunnel junctions [59, 47]. 

Magnetic recording uses a write and read head to record and retrieve information from a 
magnetic media (Fig. 1.6). The data (bits) are stored as a regular succession of (equal size) 
differently magnetized regions in the magnetic storage media. The write head consists of a 
series of coils winded around high permeability magnetic poles. When an electrical current 
flows through the coils the write head provides an in-plane magnetic field near the write 
gap (penetrating into the magnetized region), enabling the switching of the magnetic state 
of a bit. The read head will then be used to detect the magnetic flux "escaping" from the 
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Figure 1.6: Read and write head architecture. When a current flows through the coils of the 
write head, a magnetic field is generated and penetrates into the magnetic media, switching 
the state of a bit. The MR sensor is then used to detect magnetic flux "escaping" from 
transition regions between two oppositely magnetized bits. 

transition regions between two oppositely magnetized bits. When we have two successive 
bits oriented in the same direction, no significant magnetic flux comes out in the transition 
region. Such absence of signal in the read head is then identified with one definite logical 
symbol. 

The magnetic media stacked in one or more hard disks rotates at speeds as high as 15000 
rpm [57]. The head is suspended just above the surface of the magnetic media and is moved 
across the magnetic media by an actuator. However, a few miliseconds are needed to access 
the first magnetic bit, due to the need to rotate the media to the head. Complex electronics 
is then used to process the necessary write and read signals. 

1.3.3 O t h e r a p p l i c a t i o n s 

Besides being used in read heads, the highly sensitive magnetoresistive detectors can be used 
whenever a magnetic field can be generated to monitor some other physical quantity. For 
example, successful applications include electrical current, position and speed sensing and 
control [49]. 

A bridge configuration, with four magnetoresistive elements, is usually used in sensor appli
cations [60]. This enables thermal variations in resistance to be minimized and zero output 
in the absence of an external magnetic field. Two of the elements are usually shielded, while 
the other two are incorporated in flux guides to enhance sensitivity. Also, the easy axis of the 
pinned and free layer are set perpendicular to each other. The resistance will then change 
linearly with the applied external magnetic field. 

The magnetic field generated by a high electrical currents (e. g. in power lines) can be 
monitored by a bridge sensor [Fig. 1.7(a)]. The changes in such electrical currents can 
be sensed as a variation in the resistance of the magnetoresistive element. Linear position 
sensors consisting simply of a bridge sensor and a small ferrite attached to a moving object 
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Figure 1.7: Detection of: (a) High electrical currents, (b) linear position for robotic control, 
(c) strain and (d) magnetically tagged biological specimens using magnetoresistive sensors. 
In the last case, the biomolecule to be detected (target) is immobilized on a magnetic label 
and passed over probe molecules immobilized over magnetoresistive sensors. 

can be used in, e.g. robotics applications [Fig. 1.7(b)]. To monitor the engine speed in 
automobiles a sensor is placed in the proximity of a ferrous gear, which, in turn, disturbs the 
magnetic field of a close permanent magnet. Combining the high sensitivity of MR devices (to 
changes in the relative orientation between the magnetizations of the pinned and free layer) 
with enhanced magnetostrictive properties of selected materials for the FM layers allows the 
development of highly sensitive strain sensors [48] [Fig. 1.7(c)]. 

Magnetoresistive devices can also be used to detect magnetically tagged biological specimens, 
using either DNA-DNA hybridization to detect genetic diseases or antibody-antigen interac
tion to detect micro-organisms [51, 52, 61] [Fig. 1.7(d)]. The actual detection chip contains 
an array of immobilized probes to which the biomolecules to be detected (target biomolecules 
having a complementary DNA strand to that of the probe) will bind to. Magnetic microbeads 
(labels) will then bind to biotin present in the target biomolecules. The magnetic field of the 
marker will then be detected by the magnetoresistive sensor, enabling the concentration of 
target biomolecules to be determined. 

1.4 This thesis 

In the following chapters we will present the main results of the work performed in the last 
four years, focusing on our studies on transport and magneto-transport properties of specular 
spin valves and magnetic tunnel junctions. 

In Chapter 2 we briefly summarize the main experimental techniques used in this thesis. We 
start with the deposition tools and nanostructure-fabrication techniques available and used 
at INESC-MN to develop and finally fabricate the SVs and MTJs studied in this work. We 
then present in some detail the techniques available at IFIMUP to measure the transport 
properties of thin films, and also the cryogenic system used in our measurements down to 15 
K. 

In chapter 3 we revise the current knowledge on giant magnetoresistance and spin valves. 
We start with the use of the semiclassical Boltzmann transport equation to calculate the 
conductivity of a thin film and its extension to the case of a spin valve. Quantum mechanical 
models are also considered. Finally, we refer some advanced spin valves recently developed 
with improved characteristics, namely higher GMR ratio and exchange bias, better thermal 
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stability and bias point control. We describe the specular spin valve formed by the partial 
nano-oxidation of the FM-pinned and free layers (exhibiting an improved GMR ratio due to 
specular reflection at the nano-oxide/FM interfaces), as well as the synthetic AFM and spin 
filter spin valves. 

The next chapter focus on the experimental results obtained in specular spin valves having 
nano-oxide layers (NOLs) incorporated. We present a comparative study between conven
tional and specular spin valves, showing that the latest have more than twice the GMR value 
of the first. Comparison of MR(H) and M(H) cycles shows an unusual separation between 
transport and magnetic processes in the case of the specular SV, which is attributed to 
the enhanced role of specular scattering at the NOL interfaces. We will further show that 
the NOL is an AFM oxide with an average blocking temperature T # « 175 K. However, 
we demonstrate the existence of a broad distribution of local blocking temperatures in the 
nano-oxide layer, extending from just below RT down to 25 K and having a maximum at 
« 175 K (from dominant-size domain regions). The here observed training effect in specular 
spin valves will be related to rearrangements in the domain structure of the AFM nano-oxide 
layer. 

Chapter 5 provides an overview of several topics on tunnel junctions. We first introduce 
some simple theoretical models that are usually used to explain the tunnel magnetoresistance 
effect: The model proposed by Juliere based on the tunnel Hainiltonian method and that of 
Slonczewski that treats FM-electrodes and barrier as one single quantum mechanical system. 
We will then briefly describe Simmons' model that allows us to obtain information on the 
insulating barrier characteristics from experimental current-voltage curves. We then present 
and discuss several existing models that explain the temperature dependence of the electrical 
resistance R(T) of tunnel junctions. The effects of pinholes (metallic paths between the 
two FM layers through the insulating barrier) in R(T) will also be discussed. We briefly 
present the spin-torque effect, enabling a sufficiently high spin polarized electrical current 
to reverse the magnetization of a FM layer. Such large electrical currents can, however, 
also lead to electromigration (EM), i. e., to a net flux of ions. Due to its relevance to the 
experimental results presented in this thesis, we give a fairly complete description of the 
electromigration phenomenon. We refer the usual separation of the electromigration force 
into two components: The direct force arising from the interaction of the electrical field 
with the direct valence of the ion, and the wind force that results from momentum exchange 
between accelerated electrons and the migrating ions. The ballistic model of electromigration 
will also be presented. 

In chapter 6 we will introduce the Current Induced Switching effect (CIS), resulting from 
electromigration of metallic ions (Co, Fe) from the bottom electrode into the barrier, induced 
by an electrical current. The effective barrier thickness of the tunnel junction is then 
reduced and consequently its electrical resistance as well. If the current sense is reversed, 
electromigration in the opposite direction occurs and metallic ions previously displaced into 
the barrier return into the electrode. We present a study on the Current Induced Switching 
effect on a series of extremely thin (7 A AI2O3), low resistance magnetic tunnel junctions 
(FM/I /FM) . We will discuss the CIS effect in terms of heating, relaxation processes and 
temperature dependence. The CIS effect is thermally assisted and we show the existence 
of a low (~ 0.13 eV) and a high (~ 0.85 eV) energy barrier for electromigration. Time 
dependent measurements enabled us to observe two distinct relaxation times, associated 
with opposite resistance changes, suggesting the involvement of ions from the two FM/ I 
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interfaces. Nevertheless, we conclude that the majority of migrating ions arise from the 
bottom electrode/barrier interface and relate this to the asymmetry in the MTJ-deposition 
procedure. CIS cycles measured under an external magnetic field allowed us to conclude on 
the existence of excessive local heating in the tunnel junction and to demonstrate a CIS cycle 
with three different electrical resistance states. 

Studies on Current Induced Switching in different series of non-magnetic tunnel junctions 
will be presented in chapter 7. We observe that tunnel junctions with a Ta-NM layer 
deposited just below the barrier show an opposite current switching direction when compared 
to that observed in FM/ I /FM and FM/I /NM tunnel junctions. We show that this difference 
results from the competition between the direct and wind forces causing electromigration. 
Furthermore, relaxation phenomena are only observed in tunnel junctions without a Ta 
layer deposited below the insulating barrier, indicating that Ta ions remain stably inside 
the barrier. We found that the Current Induced Switching effect is strongly dependent on 
both maximum applied electrical current (/max) and temperature. At constant temperature, 
the CIS effect increases with increasing / m a x , until a plateau of constant CIS is observed, 
related to barrier degradation. Furthermore, with decreasing temperature the CIS effect 
is seen to decrease for the same maximum applied current. We further study how such 
electromigration of ions into the barrier influences the R(T) behavior of the tunnel junction: 
With decreasing TJ resistance (due to the presence of metallic ions in the barrier) we find 
that R decreases less with decreasing temperature. In particular, we show that the dominant 
transport mechanism in TJs can be changed from tunnel to metallic, by electromigration. We 
also probed the existence of individual EM-events down to the 10 ms scale. We will show that 
as temperature increases, more ions become active in electromigration and the dynamics of 
the system becomes complex. However, at low temperatures a fairly detailed and neat study 
was possible and several EM-driven resistance fluctuation events were revealed and studied. 

In chapter 8 we study the transport properties of underoxidized magnetic tunnel junctions. 
We show that transport in this system is controlled by nanoconstrictions and defects within 
the A10x barrier. In fact, dielectric breakdown in such MTJs occurs at different, localized 
spots of the barrier, likely where a large concentration of defects (oxygen vacancies due 
to the underoxidation of the barrier) exists. We further observed spin dependent resistance 
fluctuations between two closely separated levels, associated with transport through localized 
defects in the barrier. Measurements of the electrical resistance as a function of temperature 
of different MTJs with extremely small oxidation times allowed us to observe a wealth of 
dependencies: Metallic-like (dR/dT>0) , insulating-like (dR/dT<0) and a mixture of the 
two (metallic for the parallel and insulating for the antiparallel states). We then studied the 
influence of unoxidized Al nanobridges on the magneto-transport of such tunnel junctions. We 
conclude that transport through such metallic channels is spin dependent, which results in the 
fairly large MR values observed for extremely underoxidized tunnel junctions. This effect will 
be discussed in terms of ballistic magnetoresistance through non-magnetic nanoconstrictions. 



Chapter 2 

Experimental techniques 

In this chapter we give an overview of the experimental techniques used in this work. 
First we present the deposition, oxidation and lithography techniques used to fabricate the 
nanostructures studied in this thesis, including the Ion Beam Deposition (IBD) and Physical 
Vapor Deposition (PVD) methods, available at the Research Group INESC-MN lead by Prof. 
P. Freitas. We then shortly describe the cryogenic systems available at IFIMUP, providing 
temperatures down to 3.7 K, and the experimental methods used to characterize the samples 
studied: Transport and magneto-transport measurements (resistance, magnetoresistance, 
current-voltage characteristics), SQUID and MOKE magnetometries. References to previous 
works where these techniques are fully explained will be given. Due to its very recent 
observation, a detailed description of the experimental method developed to measured the 
Current Induced Switching (CIS) [62] effect will be given here. 

2.1 Deposition and fabrication of nanostructures (INESC-MN) 

Since the samples studied during this work were deposited at INESC-MN within collaborative 
research projects with local researchers, only a brief description of deposition tools and tunnel 
junction fabrication methods will be given. Detailed descriptions on these subjects can be 
found in Refs. [63, 64, 65] that were followed in the subsequent sections. 

2 . 1 . 1 P h y s i c a l V a p o r D e p o s i t i o n 

INESC-MN has a fully automated magnetron sputtering Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) 
machine, Nordiko 2000 [64, 65]. This system is used for the deposition of spin-dependent 
tunnel junctions (pinned and free layers and insulating barrier) and for plasma and natural 
oxidation of thin films. 

In a sputtering deposition method, the target material is bombarded by energetic; particles 
(usually Ar or Xe ions) and is then deposited in a substrate (Fig. 2.1). The target is held at 
negative bias voltage with respect to the earth, while the shield and chamber are grounded, 
which results in the ionization of the inert gas (Ar, Xe) present in the chamber. These ions 
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Water cooling 

Figure 2.1: Magnetron sputtering deposition technique. Accelerated Argon (or Xenon) ions 
bombard the target, whose surface atoms are progressively ejected (sputtered) and deposited 
on the substrate in front, originating film growth. 

are accelerated in the direction of the target, while electrons move in the opposite direction, 
ionizing more atoms of the inert gas. In magnetron sputtering the ion plasma is confined 
near the target (and away from the substrate) by a static magnetic field created by an array 
of permanent magnets. Electrons will then spiral as they travel around the magnetic field 
lines, increasing the probability of gas ionization. The target and the magnet array are water 
cooled due to the incidence of the energetic ions. 

The target can be biased by a DC or RF power supply, depending on the material being 
deposited. In the case of insulating materials, the RF power supply must be used, because 
the charge of the ions hitting the target is not neutralized. 

The substrate can also be grounded or biased by a RF power supply. In the last case, a 
ionized plasma is created close to the substrate, much the same way as near the target. 
When ions hit the substrate, they remove part of the previously deposited material, resulting 
in a decrease of the effective deposition rate. The use of substrate biasing during deposition 
is known to reduce surface roughness [66]. This process can also be used after deposition, to 
remove material from the sample or to clean metallic surfaces with oxide residues. 

The magnetron sputtering-based Nordiko 2000 system is fully automated with six water 
cooled 4 inch diameter magnetrons (3 inch diameter targets), all with two 2.5 kW DC power 
supplies. Two magnetrons are also equipped with a 550 W RF power supply. The substrates 
are inserted in the deposition chamber through a loadlock into a substrate table with 12 
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deposition stations. The table rotates, and places the station used for deposition under the 
desired target. A shutter stops the target ejected material from reaching the substrate until 
the desired station is in place. The substrate table is water cooled, except for one quadrant 
(3 stations) that is electrically isolated from the rest of the table for substrate biasing. One 
of the stations is equipped with a magnet array providing a 30 Oe magnetic field to induce an 
easy magnetic axis in the films under deposition. The working base pressure in the Nordiko 
machine is ~ 8 x 1 0 - 8 Torr. 

INESC-MN also has an Alcatel SCM450 commercial sputtering system with one deposition 
chamber and fully manual control. The absence of a load-lock requires the (adverse) venting of 
the chamber for substrates loading and unloading. The Alcatel SCM450 has three magnetrons 
with 4 inch diameter targets and a substrate table with four stations (three water cooled). 
Substrate biasing during deposition is provided by an external power supply. The working 
base pressure of « 2 x 1 0 - 7 Torr is achieved in 24 hours with a turbomolecular pump. 
The main use of this machine is for deposition and oxidation of insulating barriers used in 
spin-dependent tunnel junctions. 

For the electrical contact between the fabricated microscopic devices and transport property 
measuring probes, one usually uses Al films. In INESC-MN the metal used for tunnel junction 
leads and pads is deposited by an automated metallization cluster tool, Nordiko 7000. It 
consists of four process chamber modules (base pressure 5 x 10~9 Torr) served by a load-lock 
(5 x 1 0 - 6 Torr) and a central dealer (2 x 1 0 - 8 Torr). After cleaning the sample using soft 
sputter etch, the metallization is achieved by depositing Al98.5Si1.0Cu0.5 and Tii2.5W'5o(N37.5). 
The soft sputter etch is a modified sputter etching process that uses two RF power supplies. 
The first biases the substrate, accelerating the Ar + ions towards it, while the second keeps the 
plasma stable through a continuous ionization of the Ar gas. The AlSiCu layer is deposited 
by a sputter process with a DC power supply. TiW(N) is deposited from a TiW target in an 
Ar and N2 gas atmosphere. 

A complete description of these systems and deposition parameters can be found in References 
[64, 65]. 

2.1.2 Ion Beam Deposition 

INESC-MN has a fully automated Nordiko 3000 Ion Beam Deposition (IBD) machine [63] 
that is used for film deposition (metallic films, AI2O3 oxide films, granular multilayers), 
plasma and natural oxidation of thin films. 

This IBD system has a 6 targets holder (water cooled) coplanar with two RF ion sources 
(deposition and assist guns) in a typical Z configuration (Fig. 2.2). After reaching a working 
base pressure of 7 x 1 0 - 8 Torr (with a turbomolecular and a cryogenic pump), a Ar (or 
Xe) plasma is created through a discharge in the deposition gun. With this method a low 
pressure in the deposition chamber (10 - 4 Torr) is maintained during deposition. The ions 
are accelerated by a three grid self-aligned system, producing a collimated ion beam and 
avoiding sample contamination during deposition. The typical acceleration voltage adopted 
is ~ 1450 V. To avoid arching and deflection, the ion beam is neutralized after it exits the 
deposition (or assist) gun. Deposition rates as low as ~ 0.1-0.5 Â/s can be reached. This 
offers the possibility to precisely control the thickness of the thin films being deposited. The 

http://Al98.5Si1.0Cu0
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Figure 2.2: Geometry of the Nordiko 3000 Ion Beam Deposition machine installed at INESC-
MN. 

angle between the incident beam and the target holder can be controlled but it is usually set 
at 80°. The substrate holder rotates at ~ 15 rpm to ensure maximum uniformity regarding 
film thickness and resistivity. A permanent magnet array (~ 40 Oe) is mounted around the 
substrate holder to induce an anisotropy-axis in the films. The assist gun is directed to the 
substrate holder, for barrier oxidation and ion milling processes. A complete description 
of this system and characteristic sets of deposition parameters can be found in References 
[63, 64, 65]. 

2 .1 .3 T u n n e l j u n c t i o n b a r r i e r o x i d a t i o n 

A crucial step in the deposition process of a tunnel junction is the barrier oxidation, either 
natural or by remote plasma. Oxidation must be correctly performed, since both over-
oxidation (partial oxidation of the bottom electrode) and under-oxidation of the barrier 
(leaving sub-stoichiometric A10x clusters or even metallic, non-oxidized, Al inside the barrier) 
usually lead to lower tunnel magnetoresistance. 

Natural oxidation is, at INESC-MN, performed in the load-lock of the Nordiko 2000 (PVD) 
and 3000 (IBD) systems. The load-lock is filled with pure oxygen until the require oxygen 
pressure is obtained. An insulating barrier is achieved in the first minutes of oxidation. 
Oxidation pressures between 0.5 and 100 Torr and oxidation times between 5 minutes and 4 
hours are used for barrier fabrication. 

Plasma oxidation can also be performed in the Nordiko 2000 system. After depositing the 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of etching process. The material deposited (a) is covered with 
photoresist which is then partially exposed to a laser light. After removing the exposed 
areas of the photoresist (b), the unprotected areas of the film are etched away (c) leaving a 
pattern sample (d). 

bottom electrode and barrier material, an oxygen plasma is directed into the sample, in the 
substrate bias mode. Oxygen pressure of 3 mTorr at 50 seem (standard cubic centimeters 
per minute) is used. 

2 .1 .4 T u n n e l j u n c t i o n f a b r i c a t i o n 

In tunnel junctions the electrical current flows perpendicularly to the plane (CPP geometry). 
To probe their transport properties, one then needs an electrical contact to the bottom and 
top electrodes. For this, after the tunnel junction stack is deposited, a microlithographic 
processing technique is used. We give here a quick review on tunnel junction fabrication, 
including definition of the junction area, bottom and top electrodes. For a complete run 
sheet of tunnel junctions fabrication at INESC-MN see References [63, 64, 65]. 

2.1.4.1 L i t h o g r a p h y a n d lift-off 

An optical lithography system (DWL 2.0 by Heidelberg) is used to pattern micron-sized 
tunnel junctions. After being deposited, the sample is coated with a photosensitive polymer 
(photoresist; ~ 1.5 /mi thick). When the photoresist is exposed to a light of the right 
wavelength (440 nm HeCd laser), the chemical bonds of the polymer are broken and a 
developer removes the exposed areas of the photoresist (positive photoresist). The pattern 
transferred to the photoresist was previously defined using a computer mask made with a 
computer-aided design (CAD) program and then loaded into the lithographic system. The 
laser scan is thus software controlled and masks can be easily changed. The photoresist will 
either protect the covered areas from an etching process (Fig. 2.3) or pattern new layers 
being deposited (lift-off; Fig. 2.4). In the end, the photoresist can be removed using a wet 
chemical process (solvent at ~ 70° C). The layers deposited on top of the photoresist are also 
removed during lift-off. When transferred to the lithographic system, the masks can be set 
as inverted or non-inverted. In inverted masks all the wafer except the mask is exposed to 
the laser beam and they are thus used in etching processes. In non-inverted masks, only the 
mask area is exposed to the laser beam and they are used for lift-off processes. The resolution 
of the system is 0.8 /tm and the alignment precision is ~ 0.25 /mi. Higher level masks have 
to be aligned to previous patterns and reference alignment marks must be provided for in 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of lift-off process. The photoresist (a) is exposed to the laser light 
and the exposed areas removed (b). A material is then deposited (c) and, after lift-off of the 
photoresist by a chemical process, the layer is patterned (d). 
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Figure 2.5: Definition of the bottom electrode area by an etching process. 

the first pattern. 

2.1.4.2 Fab r i ca t ion p rocess 

In order to fabricate tunnel junctions with small junction area INESC-MN uses a microlitho-
graphic process [26]. As will be seen, this process has four main steps: The definition of the 
bottom lead and pads, the definition of the junction area, the electrical isolation between 
bottom and top electrodes around the junction area and finally the definition of the top lead 
and pads. 

After the tunnel junction stack is deposited, the fabrication process begins and the geometry 
of the tunnel junction is defined. One starts by the definition of the bottom electrode lead and 
contact areas (Fig. 2.5). In this step the material not covered by the photoresist pattern is 
etched away by sputter etching or ion beam miling. Figure 2.5 shows the area protected by the 
photoresist (side view) and the defined bottom electrode lead and pads (top view). The pads 
(large squares) will allow direct electrical contact (current supply and voltage measurement) 
to the bottom electrode. The narrower section (lead) is the path for the electrical current to 
flow through the bottom electrode of the junction. 

The next step is a crucial one when fabricating a tunnel junction: The definition of its area 
and shape (Fig. 2.6). Again photoresist is patterned, now to protect a small area of the 
bottom lead and the bottom contact pads. The material not covered by the photoresist is 
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Side View Top View 

Figure 2.6: Junction area definition. A small area of the bottom lead is protected by 
photoresist. The etching must be stopped before all the bottom electrode is removed. 
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Figure 2.7: A SÍO2 layer is deposited to prevent electrical contact between the bottom and 
top leads (left). The photoresist left during junction area definition is now used to open the 
top electrode via (right). 

again removed by sputter etch or ion milling. The etch must be stopped after the barrier 
material has been removed, but before all the bottom electrode disappears. This is achieved 
using a previously deposited control sample with similar structure to that being removed 
during etching. The etch is temporarily stopped several times until the material on the 
control sample is completely removed. 

Before removing the photoresist, an AI2O3 or SÍO2 insulating layer (~ 400 À) is deposited 
(Fig. 2.7). This layer will isolate electrically the top and bottom electrodes around the area 
of the junction. The photoresist covering the junction area will be used as a lift-off mask to 
open a top electrode via on the insulator. The same mask is thus used to define the area of 
the junction and the (self-aligned) via in the insulator. 

The via connecting the junction area and the bottom pads is now opened. The final step 
is the metallization of the top lead and respective contact pads and the metallization of the 
bottom pads. This sequence is performed in the Nordiko 7000 metallization cluster tool and 
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Side View Top View 

Figure 2.8: Definition and metallization of the top lead and pads and metallization of the 
bottom pads. Top view of the patterned tunnel junction. 

consists on depositing 3000 Â of Al98.5Sii.oCuo.5 and 150 Â of Tii2.5W5o(N37.5)- The TiW(N) 
layer protects the AlSiCu layer from oxidation during the lift-off of the photoresist. The final 
step in the tunnel junction fabrication and the view of the fabricated sample are shown in 
Fig. 2.8. 

2.2 Experimental characterization 

After the fabrication of nanostructures, one has to characterize their properties. The tempera
ture dependence (300-20 K) of the electrical resistance (R), magnetoresistance (MR), current-
voltage characteristic I(V), Current Induced Switching (CIS; observed in tunnel junctions) of 
the studied samples were measured using the cryogenic systems available at IFIMUP. These 
experiments give valuable information on transport mechanisms, including spin-dependent 
scattering (R, MR), exchange, coupling and coercive fields (MR), tunnel junction barrier 
parameters [I(V)], switching currents (CIS). Magnetic characterization was performed using 
SQUID and MOKE magnetometries. Detailed descriptions on these subjects can be found 
in References [67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. 

2.2.1 The cryogenic system 

Temperature dependent electrical transport measurements were performed in the close cycle 
He cryostats (Gifford-McMahon type) available at IFIMUP. This system (Fig. 2.9) is based 
in He expansion/compression cycles [72, 73] and temperatures as low as 10 K can be reached 
(3.7 K when a Joule-Thompson valve is added). Inside these cryostats is a moving displacer 
whose volumes above and below vary, remaining their sum constant. These volumes are 
connected to a He fueling system (compressor) through a high (in) and a low (out) valve. 
The opening/closing of these valves is synchronized with the movement of the displacer. A 
heat regenerator connects both volumes above and below the displacer. This type of cryostats 
usually has two stages of cooling to reduce power consume. 
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of a close cycle 10 K cryostat. 
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During an expansion/compression cycle, He gas at room temperature and high pressure is 
admitted in volume V\ and passes to volume V<i due to the movement of the displacer. Then, 
the closing of the admission valve and opening of the exit valve makes the gas expand in the 
regenerator, cooling the gas and thus the cryostat. For an ideal gas, the heat Q removed in a 
cycle is simply given by Q = (P - PQ)V, if P and Po are the admission (high) and exit (low) 
pressures and V the empty volume of the cylinder (½ or V2). 

The research line (A) of IFIMUP has three 10 K cryostats and one equipped with a Joule-
Thompson valve that reaches 3.7 K. In this last type of cryostats, He flows through a narrow 
constriction causing the further cooling of the gas due to the Joule-Kelvin effect [74]. Detailed 
analysis of these techniques were already presented and can be consulted [67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. 

2 .2 .2 T r a n s p o r t m e a s u r e m e n t s 

2.2.2.1 Elec t r ica l r es i s t ance a n d m a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e 

T h i n films. For high-resolution electrical resistance (R) and magnetoresistance (MR) mea
surements, the setups available at IFIMUP were used to study and characterize thin film 
samples, in the 300-10 K temperature and 0-1 T magnetic field ranges. 

For temperature dependent measurements the samples were glued to a copper sample-holder 
with a special varnish (GE-varnish), providing electrical insulation and a good thermal 
contact between the two. To minimize contact and wire resistance, the standard-four-
contacts-in-line were used [75]. The electrical contacts were made with silver paste spots, 
directly connected to 70 /xm diameter copper wires. The sample-holder was then mounted in 
a closed cycle cryostat, allowing measurements ranging from 4 to 300 K. The copper wires are 
rolled around in different parts of the cryostat providing thermal anchors to minimize thermo-
electrical effects in the measured voltages. The temperature in the sample-holder (assumed 
the same as that of the sample) is measured by a calibrated AuFe0.07%-Cr thermocouple 
with a Keithley 2001 multimeter (10 nV resolution). 

The R(T) data was obtained by continuously changing the temperature with rates typically of 
0.5 K/min. This allowed us to obtain a considerable number of experimental V(T) data and 
thus its temperature derivative with very good precision. The slow variation of temperature 
in time also allowed us to minimize thermo-electrical signals (through differential thermal lag 
effects across the samples and wires) and differences between real and measured temperature. 
Constant DC current is provided to the sample using a Time Electronics 9818 current source 
(currents from 1 /xA to 1 A with AI /I = 1/106). The electrical current used in each run, 
although dependent on the electrical resistance of the studied sample, was typically of the 
order of mA. The voltage drop in the sample was measured by a Keithley nanovoltmeter (181 
or 182 models) with 1 nV resolution. 

Magnetoresistance measurements (Fig. 2.10) were performed at constant temperature. An 
APD-K temperature controller ensures temperature stabilization better than 0.1 K in the 
300-10 K temperature range. The electromagnet used in magnetoresistance measurements 
[or R(T,H)] was a GMW-Magnet System (Iron core nucleus), powered by a Danfysik 5000 
current source up to 60 A. The magnetic field is measured using a Hall probe locally calibrated 
(10 - 4 T sensitivity) in a HP 3457A voltmeter. The maximum obtainable magnetic field 
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Figure 2.10: Experimental setup available at IFIMUP to measure R(T,H) and MR(H,T) in 
the 300-4 K and 0-1 T ranges. 

was about ~ 1 T for the situation of minimum gap (~ 6 cm). All measurements are fully 
computer-automated. A detailed description of these experimental apparatus can be found 
in several references [67, 68, 71]. 

Tunnel junctions. Measurements of the transport properties of tunnel junctions as a 
function of temperature were performed in a slightly different setup than that described 
above. Because tunnel junctions have thin insulating layers, high electrical fields occur across 
the barrier, which may lead to dielectric breakdown (see section 5.6). 

The implemented setup is shown in Fig. 2.11. Four lead measurements were always per
formed due to the low resistance of the tunnel junctions studied. The current supply (Time 
Electronics 9818), the nanovoltemeter (Keithley 182), the temperature controller (APD-K) 
and the magnet current supply (Kepco bipolar) are connected to a computer via a GPIB 
(IEEE-488) bus. The magnetic field is calculated from the voltage provided by a calibrated 
Hall probe (measured by a HP 3457A voltmeter) and a maximum field of ~ 250 Oe can be 
obtained. Two switches short the tunnel junction before it is connected to the circuit, for 
protection against ElectroStatic Discharge (ESD) damage. 

Temperature dependent measurements of electrical resistance, magnetoresistance and Cur
rent Induced Switching (see below) were performed in the close cycle cryostat system pre
viously described (section 2.2.1). Due to the micron-metric dimensions of the pads, we had 
to place all measured samples in a small chip carrier. The pads of the TJ were then wire 
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Figure 2.11: Experimental setup for measurements of the electrical transport properties of 
tunnel junctions. Magnetic field current supply, Hall probe and temperature measurement 
voltmeter are not included in the scheme. 

bounded to the chip carrier gold pads using 0.5 /um Al wires (Fig. 2.12). Only then were we 
able to connect these gold pads to our external setup using silver paint (Fig. 2.13). 

2.2.2.2 C u r r e n t I n d u c e d Swi tch ing 

Current Induced Switching (CIS) was only recently observed by Liu et al. [62, 76] in thin, 
low resistance magnetic tunnel junctions, while measuring I(V) characteristics. This effect 
consists of switching between two resistance states (similarly to the common GMR or TMR 
effects) applying a continuous or pulsed (Ip) electrical current larger than a characteristic 
threshold current Ic. This phenomena was deeply investigated in the course of this thesis and 
its experimental implementation will thus be explained here in some detail. Initially the CIS 
effect was studied by simply measuring I(V) characteristics. However, the non-linear I(V) 
contributions made the CIS effect less visible and more difficult to study. For this reason, 
another experimental method was developed, the so called current pulse method [76]. 

In this method, current pulses (Ip) are used to induce resistance switching. One first applies 
a small pulse (Ip = —AIP in Fig. 2.14) during a time Atp. The pulse is then removed, and 
the voltage across the tunnel junction is measured under a low measuring current Im, applied 
for a period Atm. (Both Atp and Atm remain constant throughout the measurement.) We 
then measure the TJ-remnant resistance (Rm), characteristic of the initial linear part of 
the corresponding I(V) characteristic. The magnitude of the current pulses is sequentially 
increased (Ip becomes more negative under — AIP steps; after each step the current is always 
set at Im to measure Rm) until a maximum current is reached, Ip = — / m a x (see Fig. 2.14). 
At this stage, / p is increased, at the +AIP rate, passing through Ip = 0 and up to Ip = + / m a x -

As before, Rm is always measured after subjecting the sample to a particular current pulse. 
To obtain a complete Rm(Ip) cycle, the current pulses are finally decreased to zero. Typical 
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Figure 2.12: Tunnel junctions wire bonded to the gold pads of a chip carrier. 

Figure 2.13: Chip carrier placed in a cryostat. Four copper wires are attached to the chip 
carrier, for current to flow through the tunnel junction and to measure the corresponding 
voltage drop. 
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Figure 2.14: Current Induced Switching on a Mnlr (90 Â)/CoFe (80 Â)/A10x (7 À)/CoFe (30 
Ã)/NiFe (40 À) sample, (a) Applied electrical current versus time, (b) Remnant resistance 
(Rm—V/7m) as a function of time, (c) Remnant resistance (Rm) as a function of the 
previously applied current pulse Ip; S and F are the start and finish of the CIS experiment. 
In this example, A i m = 3Aip . 

values used throughout this work are: AIP « 2-5 mA, A i p ~ 1 s, Atm ~ 5 s, Im ~ 1 mA and 
I max ~ 30-80 mA. Pulse and measuring times were mainly limited by the electrical current 
source available. Positive current is defined as flowing from the bottom to the top lead. 

Figure 2.14(a) shows the applied current as a function of time in an experimental CIS cycle. 
We can observe the sequence of current pulses/measuring current and the measured remnant 
resistance as a function of time [Fig. 2.14(b)]. One notices a sharp resistance drop (increase) 
near — / m a x (+ /max) - the Current Induced Switching effect. One can also plot the resistance 
as a function of current pulse R(IP) graph, obtaining a hysteretic cycle, the so-called Current 
Induced Switching cycle [Fig. 2.14(c)]. 

2.2.2.3 D a t a acquis i t ion 

A new and improved data acquisition program was developed during this thesis, taking 
advantage of the features offered by Visual Basic 6.0 [77] and Measurement Studio [78] from 
Microsoft and National Instruments, respectively. This program allows us to measure R(T), 
CIS(I), I(V), MR(H) and MR(T) in a fully automated and intuitive manner (Fig. 2.15). 
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Figure 2.15: The Main Form of the data acquisition program. The user can choose between 
several options, including different experimental measurements, device and file configurations. 

Besides performing individual measurements, the user has now the possibility to program a 
set of up to 200 consecutive different experiments. For example, one can program MR(H) 
measurements at T = 200 K, followed by another one at T = 100 K, followed by a CIS cycle 
at T = 50 K, followed by a R(T) measurement between T = 20 K and T = 300 K, and so on. 
All measurements will then be performed automatically by the order they were introduced, 
without being necessary any further intervention from the user. This greatly minimizes the 
measuring time of each sample. Furthermore, the user can stop the programmed set of 
measurements at any time, and each experiment individual data file can be accessed either 
locally or remotely by a local network without disturbing the measurement system. In fact, 
the user can, not only remotely monitor the measurements being performed, but also remotely 
control all functions of the data acquisition program. 

In this program each type of measurement has its own Form, that allows the user to choose 
the desired experimental parameters and observe the graph with the acquired experimental 
data points. In the case of a MR(H) measurement (Fig. 2.16), the user can select, among 
others, the maximum and minimum applied magnetic field and the corresponding magnetic 
field step, the applied electrical current, the temperature at which the measurement is to 
take place and the magnetic field applied until such temperature is reached (for field cooling 
experiments). The program is prepared to measure up to two samples at the same time. 

To improve the program usefulness and portability, and because each cryostat available at 
IFIMUP has a different set of measuring devices (voltmeters, current sources, temperature 
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Figure 2.16: The MR(H) Form of the data acquisition program. One can change, among 
others, the maximum and minimum applied magnetic fields, the applied current and 
measuring temperature. Experimental data points are displayed in the graph. 
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controllers), we added a feature that allows the user to choose the devices present in each 
setup. For this, we included an Add Device Form where a new device can be added or an 
old one edited. The type of device (current source, voltmeter, temperature controller) has to 
be defined and the corresponding set of parameters (initialization and read/write messages, 
number of channels, etc.) can then be accordingly altered. 

The measuring temperature (applied magnetic field) is obtained using a calibrated thermo
couple (Hall probe). Both calibrations can be edited in the program. 

2.2.3 Magnetic characterization 

2.2.3.1 S Q U I D m a g n e t o m e t e r 

A SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer from Quantum 
Design (resolution 1 0 - 7 emu) installed at IFIMUP and equipped with a 5 T superconducting 
coil was used (340-4 K temperature range) to perform isothermal magnetization curves as a 
function of the applied field, M(H). The samples were mounted in plastic straws, glued with 
a special kapton low temperature scotch. Thin films were measured with in-plane applied 
field. Details on the measurement scheme and experimental apparatus can be found in Refs. 
[69, 70]. 

2.2.3.2 M a g n e t o - O p t i c a l K e r r Effect 

Magnetization hysteretic cycles M(H) were also measured using a locally developed Magneto-
Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) magnetometer (see Ref. [79] for a detailed description). In 
fact, when a polarized laser beam is reflected by a magnetic material, its polarization axis is 
rotated. This rotation is proportional to the local magnetization of the material where the 
(small) laser beam incides. However, the magnetic moment of the studied sample cannot be 
quantitatively known and the information obtained is limited to the penetration depth of the 
laser beam. 

Using different MOKE geometries one can measure both the in-plane (longitudinal and 
transverse geometries) and out-of-plane (polar geometry) moments. When the incident laser 
beam makes an angle of ~ 60° with the film plane, both the longitudinal or transverse 
in-plane magnetization can be probed. On the other hand, if the incident beam is almost 
perpendicular to the film surface the Kerr effect is proportional to the out-of-plane magnetic 
moment. 



Chapter 3 

Giant Magnetoresistance: A brief 
overview 

3.1 Introduction 

Giant magnetoresistance in spin valves (FM/NM/FM structure) and multilayers [ (FM/NM) x n 

structure; n the number of bilayers] arises from spin dependent electron scattering. Since in 
FM materials conduction electrons with their spin parallel to the local magnetization (M) 
direction suffer less scattering than those with spin antiparallel to M, the electrical resistance 
of these nanostructure is changed when their magnetic configuration changes from parallel to 
antiparallel. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.1, where we represent multiple scattering 
events for up and down spins in both parallel and antiparallel configurations. In Fig. 3.1(a), 
the magnetizations of the two FM layers of the spin valve are parallel and spin up electrons 
are less scattered than spin down electrons. The electrical resistivity of the structure will then 
be mainly determine by the scattering experienced by spin up electrons. In Fig. 3.1(b), the 
magnetizations of the two FM layers are antiparallel. Spin up electrons in one layer are spin 
down in the other and vice versa. Thus, both spin up and spin down electrons will suffer the 
same amount of scattering. Considering that the electrical resistance of the spin up (down) 
channel is R? (R*-; with R^ < R^), we can model the above description and obtain, in the 
case of parallel alignment: 

Rp - WTW' (3,1) 

while, for antiparallel alignment: 

*,-£*£. (3.2) 
The magnetoresistance can now be calculated and gives: 

where a = jfc is a spin asymmetry parameter. 

65 
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b) Antiparallel state 

Figure 3.1: Simple twocurrent model of electron scattering in spin valves for (a) parallel and 
(b) antiparallel magnetic configurations. 

3.2 Boltzmann semiclassical t ransport equation 

The Boltzmann transport equation can be used to calculate the electron distribution function 
/ ( k , r, t) of a system of electrons in nonequilibrium, so that fdkdr represents the probability 
of finding an electron with wave vector within a volume dk around k and position within dr 
around r at a time t. The knowledge of the distribution function then enables us to calculate 
the electrical current density. 

Under the influence of an external electric field E the distribution function is changed due 
to the changes in the hk momentum and position r. In fact, electrons that at time t are in 
the dkdr volume, can leave dr due to the velocity dr/dt or dk due to the acceleration dk/dt. 
We then have in first approximation: 

dt /field 

dk 
' dt 

•Vfc/ 
dr 
dt V r / , (3.4) 

where dk/dt is given by the semiclassical relation dk/dt = ^eE, (h is the reduced Planck 
constat). Due to electron scattering, a steady state occurs after a given time, and is 
characterized by: 

df (df\ , (df 
dt 

This equation is then equivalent to: 

dt + 

dl = d±.vkf 
dt dt kJ 

field 

dr 
dt 

dt = 0. 
scat 

■ V r / 
dt 0, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
scat 

which is know as the Boltzmann transport equation. 

The electrical current density J is given by the integral of the corresponding contributions 
for all occupied k states: 

J ( r ) = 7Z» / * / ( k , r ) d k . (3.7) 
4TT3 J dt 

An important and often used approximation is the relaxation time approximation. When 
the electric field is removed, any distribution function / ( k , r) must return to the equilibrium 
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distribution /o. The relaxation time approximation says that the return of / ( k , r) to /o is 
exponential in time, with a characteristic relaxation time r (defined as the mean time between 
scattering events): 

'%) =-L^A = -9-, (3.8) 
^ / s c a t T T 

where f = fo + g, with g « / 0 . 

The electron equilibrium distribution /o is simply given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution: 

fo =
 e(E-EF)/kBT + ! ' (3-9) 

where E = mv2/2 is the kinetic energy (free electron approximation), Ep is the Fermi energy 
and k,B the Boltzmann constant. 

3.2.1 The case of thin films 

The calculation of the electrical conductivity of thin films using the Boltzmann equation was 
first performed by Fuchs in 1938 [80] and (in 1952) further developed by Sondheimer [81]. 
Let us now follow their derivation by considering a thin film parallel to the xy plane, of 
dimensions I x w x d, and with thickness d <£. l,w (Fig. 3.2). Let us further consider that 
an electrical field is applied along the x axis (E = Ei). We then have that V r / is zero in all 
directions except z, as the film dimensions can be considered infinite in the film plane. The 
Boltzmann equation [Eq. (3.6)] can then be rewritten as: 

^ + ̂  = - ^ 1 ^ . (3.10) 
oz TVZ mvz ovx 

This differential equation can be solved and the non-equilibrium distribution function is 
obtained: 

eExr dfo r —z_i 
g(v,z) = — — 1 + F(v)e ™* , (3.11 

771 avx L J 

where F (v ) is an integration constant that can depend on the velocity and must be determined 
using appropriated boundary conditions. 

Assuming completely diffuse scattering at the outer boundaries of the film, the distribution 
function of electrons leaving the surface must be independent from their velocity directions. 
From Eq. (3.11) we see that this condition is only satisfied if g(v, z) = 0 at the 2 = 0 and 
z = d boundaries. Now, it is usual to separate the solutions of electrons moving away from 
the 2 = 0 surface (positive direction) and those moving in the opposite direction, away from 
z — d (negative direction). The solutions of Eq. 3.10 are then: 

(3.12) 
III UVX L J 

and: 
p R _ - r r ) f n r d-zi 

(3.13) 
III UVX L J 

where the superscript + 

, eExTdfo 
9 (v ,2 = „ m ovx 

1 — e rv' ' 

eExrdfo 9 (v, z) = m ovx 

d-z' 
I — g TVz ) 

) refer to electrons with vz>0 (vz <0) 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of a thin film with dimensions I x w x d, with (d <C Z, iu). 

We can now calculate the current density J. In the case we have been considering, the 
current density depends only on z due to the diffuse scattering at the outer surfaces of the 
film, allowing us to write: 

J(*) = £ (j) 3 f vx (ff+(v, z) + g- (v, zj) dv. (3.14) 

Notice that if the thickness of the film d is large (d —> oo), one recovers the Drude expression 
for the (bulk) electrical conductivity aç,: 

do 
ne2r 

m 
(3.15) 

From Equation (3.14) we can obtain, after some calculations, expressions for the limiting 
cases of thick (k = d/l » 1; I =mean free path) and thin (k = d/l -C 1) films [81]: 

a 8fc' 
( f c » l ) (3.16) 

and 
CTo _ _ 4 
a ~3fclog(£)' 

( f c < l ) (3.17) 

where the conductivities are normalized with respect to that of a bulk metal 0¾. 

In the d/l —> 00 limit, Eq. (3.16) becomes a = OQ. Then, far from the surface, the bulk 
value of the conductivity is obtained. However, in a superficial region of characteristic length 
TVZ (smaller than the electron mean free path, £), the conductivity is reduced from its bulk 
value [see exponential term in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)]. 
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3 .2 .2 T h e o u t e r s u r f a c e s 

The theory developed by Sondheimer also takes into consideration the case where specular 
reflection occurs. He considered that the probability of an electron being specularly reflected 
is given by a reflection coefficient p that varies between p = 0 for purely diffuse scattering 
and p — 1 for fully specular scattering. In the last case, the electron velocity in the direction 
of the applied electric field is not altered upon reflection at the outer boundaries and the 
electrical conductivity will be the same as in the bulk situation. 

Equations (3.12) and (3.13) are then written as [81]: 

9+(v,z) 
eExT dfp 

m dvr 

P 

and 

g (v, z) = -
eExr dfp 

m dvx 
1 

p exp( 

l-p 

d 
TVz 

1 - p e x p M - ) 

exp( ) 
TV, 

exp(-
TV, 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

The limits of thick and thin film (Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17) are now given by: 

? = i+ | d -p ) . (*>D 
and 

CTO _ 4 1 - p 1 
a 3 1 + p f c l o g ( 

( f c « l ) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

This description is the simpler possible and several other more complex approaches were later 
developed. Ziman [82] calculated the reflection of plane waves on rough surfaces, giving rise to 
an angular dependent reflection coefficient p(0), where 6 is the incidence angle. Assuming that 
the roughness (,(x,y) follows a normal distribution and defining the quantity r\ = y/(Ç(x,y)2), 
Soffer [83] obtained the specular reflection coefficient: 

p(cos9) = exp - ( — ) cos 9 (3.22) 

3.3 Semiclassical models of GMR 

3 .3 .1 T h e M o d e l of C a m l e y a n d B a r n a s 

In 1989, Camley and Barnas [84, 85] extended the Fuchs-Sondheimer theory to calculate 
the conductivity of a FM/NM/FM spin valve. In this case, the solutions to the Boltzmann 
equation [similar to Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)] have to be found for each layer, and spin-
dependent scattering must also be included. Thus, one must consider a spin-dependent 
electron mean free path, £a = Tavp (with the spin a = î , | ) . The resulting four solutions 
( s í i 971 9t a n d g7) f ° r e a c n layer are then treated with appropriate boundary conditions. 
Notice that the separation between the two conduction channels, up and down spins, is only 
valid at low temperatures, where spin-flip magnon scattering can be neglected [86]. 
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In the Camley-Barnas model, fully diffuse scattering at the outer boundaries was initially 
assumed (p = 0). In the inner interfaces, electrons can be (spin-dependent) coherently 
transmitted (with a transmission coefficient Ta), reflected (with a reflection coefficient Ra) 
or diffusely scattered (Da = 1 — T° — Ra). The perturbation functions g of layer i and i + 1 
are then related by: 

ffíi+i=^+i + i ? ^ - m . (3.23) 
The parameters Ta', Ra and Da are adjustable and independent of the incidence angle. 
Ra — 0 at the inner interfaces is usually assumed. 

The current density of the layer i is then calculated: 

MZ) = h (I)" /EE<(v)dv, (3.24) 
U +,-

which allows us to calculate the total conductivity. 

To calculate the Giant Magnetoresistance ratio of the spin valve, the above calculations must 
be performed for both parallel and antiparallel alignment of the FM magnetizations. The 
GMR ratio then depends on the existence of some degree of spin-dependent asymmetry. 
One source of asymmetry arises from the interfacial transmissivity between the FM and NM 
layer, since Ta can depend on the electron spin. An asymmetry parameter /3 corresponding 
to interfacial spin-dependent scattering is then defined: 

/ 3 = ^ - (3.25) 

On the other hand, spin-dependent scattering in the bulk of the FM layers gives rise to a 
difference in the mean free paths t° and a corresponding asymmetry parameter a: 

ê 
a = -L. (3.26) 

The importance of each mechanism (bulk or interfacial spin dependent scattering) depends 
on the FM materials and FM/NM interfaces present in each spin valve. 

3.3.2 The model of Hood and Falicov 

Hood and Falicov [87], arguing that interfacial spin-dependent scattering can play an im
portant role in the GMR effect [5, 88], and that in the Camley-Barnas model the interfacial 
parameters T, R and D appeared in a purely phenomenological way, introduced a constant 
inner potential Vf within each layer (naturally spin dependent in the FM layers). Assuming 
then that scattering is purely elastic and coherent, they calculated the transmission and 
reflection coefficients. As a consequence of spin dependent potentials, electrons incident at 
grazing angles can be totally reflected. In the parallel state, these fully reflected electrons 
are confined in one layer and experience only bulk scattering in that layer. 

However, the model of Hood and Falicov still contains a phenomenological parameter S 
(0 < S < 1), to account for defects and impurities in the interfaces. The parameter S 
denotes the degree of specular scattering (5 = 1 — D) and can be a crucial parameter to the 
GMR ratio. Also notice that in the model of Hood and Falicov the number of adjustable 
parameters is larger than in the Camley-Barnas model. 
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3.3.3 Temperature dependence of GMR 

It is well known that the magnetoresistive ratio decreases with increasing temperature [89] 
and that several mechanisms can contribute to such thermal decrease [90]: Scattering by 
magnons in the ferromagnetic layer; phonon scattering in the non-magnetic spacer and 
possible temperature dependent interfacial scattering. Using the formalism developed above 
based on the Boltzmann equation, it is possible to include spin-intermixing between spin up 
and spin down channels to calculate the temperature dependence of the GMR ratio of a spin 
valve. 

Fert and Campbell [86] found that when spin-flip scattering is present in a FM material, its 
electrical resistivity p is given by: 

p T p i + p U ^ T + p l ) 

where p^ (p^) is the electrical resistivity experienced by spin up (down) electrons and p^ is 
the resistivity arising from spin flip collisions. Dieny et al. [90] were then able to calculate the 
temperature dependence of the GMR ratio and to analyze the relative importance of different 
contributions to the observed experimental results. They concluded that spin intermixing 
due to magnon scattering is most important to the observed decrease of GMR with increasing 
temperature. Also, phonon scattering (interfacial scattering) plays a small role in (does not 
influences) the GMR(T) behavior. 

3.4 Quantum mechanical models 

When the layer thickness becomes sufficiently thin, the semiclassical models are no longer 
valid and one needs a quantum mechanical (QM) treatment. This occurs when the quantiza
tion of the electron momentum in the z direction (kz) can no longer be neglected due to the 
finite size of the sample along z. The quantization then becomes important when the mean 
free path i is much larger than the layer thickness d. 

In the fifties, Kubo developed a method to calculate the response of a quantum system to 
an external potential and, particularly, of an electrical current to an electric field. Quantic 
models based on the Kubo formalism were developed by Vedyayev [91, 92], Camblong and 
Levy [93, 94], and Levy, Zhang and Fert [95, 96] to calculate the electrical resistance and 
magnetoresistance of magnetic multilayers and spin valves. 

Levy, Zhang and Fert treated the case of a NM/FM multilayer to obtain the giant magne
toresistance in the CIP geometry. The local conductivity a depends only on the z axis 
perpendicular to the plane of the multilayer and electrons are treated as wave packets, 
with spin dependent scattering probabilities in the interfaces and in the bulk of the FM 
layers. They found that both interfacial and bulk scattering affect equally the electron 
mean free path, a result that differs from those obtained in the semiclassical Boltzmann 
formalism. Furthermore, QM models predict a finite conductivity even for thin films without 
bulk scattering. On the other hand, semiclassical theory predicts, in this case, that the 
conductivity goes to infinite, even in the presence of scattering due to superficial roughness. 
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The QM model of Camblong and Levy included spin-dependent interfacial scattering and 
treated scattering in the bulk and at the interface in an unified way. Although this model 
is based on the Kubo formalism, some approximations are made, limiting its application to 
the semiclassical limit. Thus, the final results are also semiclassical and agree with those 
obtained from the Boltzmann transport equation. 

Finally, Zhang and Butler [97] solved numerically the Kubo equation for the case of free 
electrons with random point scatters in a multilayer. They then compared the obtained 
results with those of both semiclassical and quantum mechanical models. They showed 
that the semiclassical theory only fails in the very thin layer limit. Furthermore, the model 
presented by Levy, Zhang and Fert [95, 96] only gives correct results in the very thin and very 
thick films. From all the above, the semiclassical model is usually preferred over a quantum 
one. 

3.5 Advanced spin valve structures 

To increase the areal density of hard drives (section 1.3.2), the industry always seeks new ways 
to increase the Giant Magnetoresistance ratio of spin valves (SVs), currently reaching values 
close to 20%. Many other important device characteristics are also continuously researched, 
like thermal stability, exchange bias and bias point control. To achieve these goals, improved 
versions of the simple try-layered structure of a common spin valve were developed, among 
which specular, synthetic and spin filter spin valves. 

3 .5 .1 S p e c u l a r s p i n v a l v e s 

Oxygen was initially used as a surfactant during deposition, to obtain smooth interfaces [98]. 
Also, the deposition of thin layers of noble metals (4 Â of Au or Ag) on the top of the spin 
valve structure resulted in an increase of the GMR from 13.5% to 15% [99]. Spin valves with 
oxide AFM layers (NiO [100, 101, 102] or F e 2 0 3 [103]) showed GMR ratios of over 15%. 
This enhancement was attributed to specular reflection at the AFM/FM interface leading 
to increased spin-dependent electron scattering. However, these AFM oxides exhibit several 
undesirable characteristics for applications: NiO has a low blocking temperature (~ 500 K) 
and Fe203 has small exchange fields. On the other hand, metallic antiferromagnets have high 
blocking temperature and provide large exchange fields but are (spin-independent) shunting 
paths for the electrical current. Consequently, spin valves with a metallic AFM layer usually 
show smaller GMR than those with an oxide AFM. 

To overcome this limitation, the so called specular spin valve was proposed [104]. In this 
structure, electrons are confined in the active FM/NM/FM try-layer by thin nano-oxide 
layers [NOLs; Fig. 3.3(a)] inserted in both the pinned and free FM-layers. The large electron 
potential difference at the corresponding NOL/FM interfaces [105] then lead to specular 
scattering, i. e., both the electron wave vector parallel to the interface and its spin are 
conserved. Usually the NOLs are formed by the partial oxidation of the FM pinned and free 
layers. A setback of this design is the necessity for a discontinuous NOL in the pinned layer to 
still obtain large exchange bias, leading to a smaller than possible GMR. In fact, GMR ratios 
of only ~ 15% are commonly observed in NOL specular spin valves [106, 107], indicating that 
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a) Specular SV b) SyAFM SV c) Spin filter SV 

Figure 3.3: Structure of (a) specular spin valve with two nano oxide layers inserted in the 
pinned and free layers, (b) synthetic antiferromagnet spin valve and (c) spin filter spin valve. 

the specularity at the NOL/FM interfaces is much smaller than one. Notice that, in theory, 
the GMR of a specular spin valve should approach that of multilayered structures. However, 
for spin valves one currently obtains GMR~ 20% [11], while for multilayers GMR> 50% 
[15]. Besides increasing GMR, the fabrication of the NOL also has the desirable effect of 
decreasing the interlayer coupling due to the decrease of interfacial roughness [107]. Current 
research focus on the enhancement of GMR using different oxide layers (CoFe, Co, Fe, NiFe, 
Cu, Ta,...), and shows that nano-oxide layers formed by the oxidation of CoFe lead to the 
higher GMR ratios [108]. The effect of the NOL position in the spin valve [109], Cu spacer 
[110] and free layer [111] thicknesses, oxidation method [104, 106] and its duration [104, 112], 
and annealing temperature [109] were also studied. Semi-classic treatments of the electrical 
resistivity of specular spin valves using the Boltzmann formalism and assuming specular 
reflection at the NOL/FM interfaces were also developed [113], including the effect of NOL 
insertion in different positions of the spin valve stack. 

3 .5 .2 S y n t h e t i c a n t i f e r r o m a g n e t i c a n d s p i n f i l te r s p i n v a l v e s 

One way to increase the exchange field of a spin valve is to replace the FM pinned layer 
by what is called a synthetic antiferromagnet (SyAFM or SAF) pinned layer-structure [114, 
115, 116] [Fig. 3.3(b)]. This SAF structure is made by two FM layers separated by a thin 
non-magnetic metallic layer (usually Ru). For a Ru thickness of « 5 - 7 Â, a very strong 
(negative) RKKY-like exchange interaction between the two FM layers occurs, leading to the 
antiparallel alignment of their magnetizations. Usually one of the FM layers is still pinned 
by a biasing AFM layer. The magnetic fields needed to reverse the magnetization of the 
other FM layer can reach several thousands of Oersteds and these spin valves show enhanced 
thermal stability [117]. Furthermore, the magnetostatic stray field created by the pinned 
layer on the free layer is reduced due to the antiparallel alignment of the SAF structure. 
This, allows an easier control of the bias point of a spin valve sensor [118]. 

To increase magnetic recording densities, the thickness of the pinned layer must decrease 
[119]. However, the GMR ratio decreases strongly for free layer thicknesses below ~ 50 A, 
due to diffuse scattering at the interface between the free and capping layers, which prevents 
majority electrons from experiencing their full mean free path in the free layer. To overcome 
this limitation, a so called spin filter layer can be added to the FM/NM/FM spin valve 
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structure [Fig. 3.3(c)]. In this new structure, a high conductive non-magnetic layer (usually 
Cu; enhancing electron mean free path) is deposited just above a very thin FM free layer 
[120]. Large magnetoresistance ratios and small free layer thicknesses (~ 25 Â) can then be 
made compatible [121]. Also, the magnetic field generated by the electrical current passing 
through the two NM (spacer and spin filter) layers will mostly cancel at the free layer, again 
helping to control the bias point of a SV sensor [122, 123]. 



Chapter 4 

Specular spin valves 

Summary 

A spin valve (SV) [7] is a nanostructure with two ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by a 
non-magnetic (NM) spacer. An antiferromagnetic (AFM) material fixes the magnetization 
of the adjacent FM layer, the so called pinned layer. The other FM layer, called the 
free layer, is only weakly coupled to the pinned layer by a small magnetic interaction. 
Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in a spin valve nanostructure arises from the difference 
in scattering of spin-up and spin-down electrons at the internal and outer interfaces and in 
the bulk of the FM layers. When the free layer magnetization reverses with respect to that of 
the pinned layer by the application of a small external magnetic field, the electrical resistance 
of the SV is altered. 

The first semi-classical treatments of the GMR effect only considered diffuse scattering 
[84, 124] but when a spin valve is between two insulating smooth layers (producing a high 
potential barrier) electrons can be specularly scattered at the corresponding interfaces, as 
shown on a Co/Cu/Co structure bounded by a NiO surface [99]. Recent reports on spin valves 
with the pinned and/or free layer partially oxidized [104, 125, 103] under air or 0 2 exposure, 
showed great MR enhancement when compared to that of conventional (non-oxidized) spin 
valves (CSV). Electrons are believed to reflect specularly at the nano-oxide layer (NOL)/FM 
interfaces, thus yielding higher MR ratios in this type of SVs. The simultaneous knowl
edge of the temperature dependence of the MR ratio, absolute AR and R(T) for zero and 
applied magnetic field, is important to understand the different roles played by magnetic/non
magnetic electron scattering processes, and the specific effects arising from the nano-oxide 
layers. 

We present here a comparative study of a non-specular Mnlr/CoFe/Cu/CoFe spin valve and 
the corresponding specular SV version obtained by controlled nano-oxidation of the CoFe 
layers. The introduction of the NOLs more than doubled the GMR value of the specular 
SV compared to that of the non-specular. However, the MR(T) dependence is quasi-linear 
in both cases, extrapolating to zero MR practically at the same temperature. Also, below 
T~ 175 K the MR(H) curves of the specular spin valve displays two anomalous bumps not 
seen in the non-specular curves. A model based on the total energy [126] of a NOL SV 
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was developed, to describe the orientation of the magnetizations of the FM layers under an 
external magnetic field and the resulting MR(H) behavior. The model accounts well for the 
observed anomalous MR(H) bumps, relating them to the complex M-reversal in the pinned 
layer. 

Extended experimental measurements on MR(H;T) from 300 to 20 K, enabled us to extract 
the temperature dependence of the exchange bias (Hexch) and the pinned layer coercive fields 
(Hc). We will relate the observed anomalous enhancement of these fields at low temperatures 
to the presence of an AFM oxide in the NOLs, having a blocking temperature T# ~ 175 K. 

We also performed SQUID magnetization (M) measurements (300-20 K) both for the spec
ular and non-specular SV, revealing the magnetization changes in the free and pinned CoFe 
layers. Direct comparison of MR(H) and M(H), including their temperature dependencies, 
shows a drastic departure from the usual connection between transport and magnetic pro
cesses (in the case of the specular SV), indicative of the importance of interfacial scattering 
in the NOL SV. 

A detailed study on the existence of training effects in specular spin valves (using different 
experimental procedures) was performed in the 320-15 K range. Such effects were only 
observed in the specular spin valve below T « 150 K, and will be related to rearrangements 
in the domain structure of the AFM nano-oxide layer. 

4.1 Experimental details 

Specular SV structures were fabricated using a standard SV inserted between two nano-oxide 
layers of CoFe (Table 4.1). A NOL-SV with the structure Ta (67 À)/ NiFe (42 À)/Mnlr 
(90 Â)/CoFe (15 Á)/oxidation (NOLl)/CoFe (15 Â)/Cu (22 Â)/CoFe (40 Â)/oxidation 
(NOL2)/Ta (30 A) was grown on a glass substrate using Ion Beam Deposition. The samples 
were post-annealed in vacuum (10 -6 Torr) at 270° C for 10 minutes, and then cooled in a 3 
kOe applied field. CoFe stands for CogoFeio, NiFe for NisiFeig and Mnlr for Mns3lri7. The 
CoFe oxidation was done using the remote plasma method, for 3 min. To compare results, a 
standard (non-specular) spin valve was also fabricated, with the same composition, nominal 
thickness and growth conditions, except for the missing NOL (Table 4.1). 

The first FM deposited layer (CoFe on top of Mnlr) will be called here the below-NOLl 
FM-pinned layer (FM&) since its upper part is oxidized over an adequate thickness to form 
the NOLI layer. The FM layer deposited after this oxidation will be called the above-NOLl 
FM-pinned layer (FMQ). The pinned layer thus consists of both FM& and FMa sub-layers, 
separated by the NOLI oxide layer (see Fig. 4.14, page 94). 

The electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance of the studied samples were measured with a 
standard four-point d.c. method, with a current stable to 1 : 106 and applied magnetic fields 
up to 7 kOe. An automatic data acquisition system provided R(T) values every 80 mK. 
SQUID magnetization was measured at several temperatures between room temperature 
(RT) and 25 K, for which independent MR(H) measurements were also done. 
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Series Spin valve Structure 
Ex3651 CSV Ta67/NiFe42/MnIr9o/CoFe3o/Cu22/CoFe4o/Ta3(i 
Ex3652 NOL SV Taey/I^WMnlrgo/ . . .  

■■■CoFei5/NOLl/CoFei5/Cu22/CoFe4o/NQL2/Ta3o 

Table 4.1: Conventional and specular spin valves studied in this work. The numbers in 
subscript are the layer thicknesses in A. 

= H a j Conventional Spin Valve 

-1000 -500 0 H(Oe) 

Specular Spin Valve 

H(Oe) 
-SO 0 SO 

-1000 -500 0 H(Oe) 

Figure 4.1: Magnetoresistance curves obtained at room temperature for (a) conventional and 
(b) specular spin valves. Notice the enhanced GMR ratio of the NOL SV. 

4.2 Comparative study of nanooxide and conventional spin 
valves 

4 . 2 . 1 R o o m t e m p e r a t u r e M a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e 

The room temperature MR(H) curve of the Conventional Spin Valve (CSV) exhibits the 
usual SV behavior [Fig. 4.1(a)]: In a positive field both pinned and free layers are parallel 
aligned (=$; low resistance Rp), but the magnetization of the free layer abruptly reverses 
in a small negative field (antiparallel alignment results, *=*), leading to a high resistance 
iÎAPstate which persists over a finite AiTrange. Parallel alignment in the opposite sense 
(í=) ultimately occurs when the negative field is large enough to overcome the exchange bias 
between the AFM and FM pinned layer, leading again to the low resistance parallel state 
(Rp). Defining the Giant Magnetoresistance ratio as: 

GMR = RAP  Rp 
Rp ' 

(4.1) 

one obtains GMR = 5.9% for the conventional SV. 

The MR(H) cycle of the NOL SV [Fig. 4.1(b)] is quite similar to that of the conventional spin 
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valve, displaying the usual two R-states associated with parallel and antiparallel magnetiza
tions of the pinned and free layers. However, the incorporation of the two nano-oxide layers 
greatly enhances the MR ratio over that observed in the nonspecular SV, from 5.9% to 12.5% 
at room temperature. The large MR value is associated with electron-specular reflection at 
the NOL/FM interfaces. 

The exchange field of the specular spin valve (iïexch = 380 Oe) is larger than that of the non-
specular one (i?exch = 330 Oe). This is likely related to the smaller thickness of the pinned 
layer (tp/) of the NOL SV due to the partial oxidation of the FM;, layer (-ffexchQ^; [19])- Using 
our experimental data, we estimate a FMf,+FMa pinned layer thickness tp; « 26 Â. Thus, 
about 4 A of the FM& layer were oxidized and the thickness of the NOL is ~ 8 A (assuming 
that the incorporation of oxygen results in an expanded oxide layer relatively to the metal 
one by a factor of ~ 2 [125]). 

The reversal loop of the free layer of the NOL SV at RT [inset of Fig. 4.1(b)] shows a 
small interlayer coupling field Hcoup (only 3 Oe when compared to 50 Oe in the CSV), while 
retaining soft magnetic properties (free layer coercive field 16 Oe for the NOL SV and 10 Oe 
for the CSV). The almost suppression of Hcoup results from the reduction of roughness in 
the NOL SV [104, 107] (thus reducing the Néel orange peel coupling contribution), and from 
the enhancement of the RKKY-type coupling contribution due to specular reflection at the 
NOL/FM interfaces [127, 107]. 

4.2.2 Temperature dependent results 

4.2.2.1 M a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e 

We also performed MR(H) measurements for both the non-specular and specular SVs below 
RT (Fig. 4.2). The measurements always started with the sample saturated at positive 
fields, where the CoFe FM-layers (free and pinned) are spin aligned (=4), providing the low 
resistance state. Striking differences are observed between the MR(H) curves of the two spin 
valves as temperature decreases. For the non-specular spin valve [Fig. 4.2(a)], we always 
observe the same features: MR abruptly rises near H = 0" (at a negative field of a few tens 
of Oe) when the free layer magnetization suddenly reverses (¾ alignment). This is followed 
by a AH-region (plateau) of maximum resistance due to the persistence of the antiparallel 
alignment in the active FM layers. Finally, an abrupt decrease in the resistance occurs when 
the magnetization of the pinned FM layer reverses (t= alignment). These usual features occur 
over the whole temperature range. 

In contrast, the NOL spin valve [Fig. 4.2(b)] exhibits only an incipient AH-region of 
maximum resistance near H = 0, and then MR gradually decreases towards zero at high 
negative fields. These features rapidly grow below ~175 K, when two anomalous bumps 
also emerge in MR(H), one at each side of the curve. Since these effects are absent in the 
non-specular SV [Fig. 4.2(a)], they are due to the presence of the NOL. A peculiar MR(H) 
asymmetry also arises in the NOL-SV below ~175 K: Whereas at moderate negative field we 
always reach zero MR, indicating perfect 1= alignment, under positive H we are unable to 
achieve full =4 alignment in fields up to 7 kOe. This effect will be discussed in more detail 
below (section 4.6). 
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Figure 4.2: MR(H) curves for the (a) non-specular and (b) specular spin valves at selected 
temperatures, (c) Temperature dependence of the GMR ratio for the non-specular (hollow 
triangles) and specular (solid circles) spin valves. Notice that the extrapolation of the MR(T) 
data to T > 300 K gives zero MR at a common Tc « 675 K. 
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Figure 4.2(c) shows the temperature dependence of the GMR ratio for the studied spin 
valves. For the non-specular SV (lower curve), the maximum MR is 5.9% at RT and rises 
quasi-linearly with decreasing temperature, reaching 10% at 20 K. A similar behavior was 
observed in others non-specular SVs [116] and attributed to electron-spin wave scattering in 
the FM layers [128]. For the specular SV (upper curve), the GMR ratio is also linear in T, 
rising from 12.5% at RT to 21.1% at 20 K. The MR(T) extrapolation to high temperature 
for both spin valves (CSV and NOL SV), gives zero at a common Tc ~ 675 K [Fig. 4.2(c)], 
the effective Curie temperature of the FM layers. This value is much lower than that of bulk 
CoFe {Tc «980 K). Dieny et al [89] showed that Tc in SVs depends essentially on the FM 
materials and on the nature of the FM/NM and NM/FM interfaces. Our work shows that 
the nature of the SV outer boundaries (metallic or nano-oxide) has no significant effect on 
Tc-

4.2.2.2 T e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e of -f/exch a n d Hc 

Important information can be obtained from the temperature dependence of the exchange 
(Hexch) and pinned layer coercive (Hc) fields (Fig. 4.3). Comparing the Hexch(T) dependence 
of both SVs, as extracted from the MR(H;T) curves, one finds Hexch always larger in the 
NOL SV, but growing with decreasing temperature at a slower pace than in the CSV until 
T ~ 175 K, where both are almost equal. Below this temperature, Hexch of the NOL SV 
grows much faster. On the other hand, Hc of the NOL SV is also higher than that of the 
CSV over the entire temperature range, exhibiting much stronger temperature dependence 
with an abrupt rise below ~ 175 K. We relate these features with the presence of an AFM 
oxide with Tg ~ 175 K, which contributes with extra pinning in the NOL SV. 

In fact, several oxides are thought to be present in the (non-uniform) NOLI, formed by the 
partial oxidation of the pinned layer [129]. The NOLI is usually discontinuous, with some 
regions of direct contact between the FMj, and FM a pinned layers (only so can large exchange 
fields be obtained). Also, a mixture of CoO, FeO and Fe203 is found in the nano-oxide layer. 
Furthermore, the preferential oxidation of Fe over Co is always observed [125, 130, 131, 132]. 
Notice that the formation energies of CoO, FeO and Fe203 are, respectively, -216, -245 
and -742 kJ/mol [133], and thus Fe-oxides are more stable than Co-oxides. The evidence 
on the presence of different oxides was obtained using both High Resolution Transmission 
Electron Microscopy and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy [129, 133, 132]. Furthermore, 
the blocking temperature of the oxides present in the NOL was observed to strongly increase 
with increasing concentration of Fe in spin valves with Coi_xFez FM layers, being above 
room temperature for x = 0.26 [134]. Since the blocking temperature of FeO is only 
TB ~ 100 K [19], and that of F e 2 0 3 is TB ~ 450 - 620 K [19], one concludes that the AFM 
oxide responsible for the observed enhancement of Hexch is likely Fe203. Finally, notice 
that T# usually decreases with decreasing layer thickness [135], explaining the lower value 
observed in our NOL SV (TB ~ 175 K). 

The coupling field between the pinned and free layer and the coercive field of the free layer 
do not show a similar significant rise as temperature decreases (not shown). If the NOL2 had 
a composition similar to that of NOLI, with an AFM oxide with 7¾ ~ 175 K, one would 
expect -f/coup to significantly change below 2¾. The absence of such enhancement is likely 
due to the formation of Ta20s through the solid state reaction CoFeOx+Ta—► CoFe+Ta20s 
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of exchange Hexch and pinned layer coercive R> fields 
of the conventional and specular spin valves. Notice the enhancement of both fields below 
~ 175 K for the NOL SV. 

[129]. This reaction is expected because the electronegativities (in the Pauling scale) of O, 
Co, Fe and Ta are 3.44, 1.88, 1.83 and 1.5, respectively. Thus, ionic bonds between O and 
Ta are more likely than with Co or Fe [129]. 

4.2.2.3 M a g n e t i z a t i o n versus M a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e 

Figure 4.4 compares the MR(H) and M(H) behaviors at different temperatures (22525 K), 
both for the nonspecular (left curves) and specular (right curves) spin valves. The hysteretic 
loops can be analyzed in terms of magnetizationchanges in the free and pinned CoFe layers. 

For the nonspecular SV one observes the usual good correlation between M(H) and MR(H) 
curves at all temperatures. However the NOL spin valve behaves quite differently, with 
MR(H) still fairly large when the magnetization enters its saturation regime. This effect is 
more pronounced under negative applied field and greatly increases with reducing tempera

ture. Therefore, important resistive mechanisms are still operative at (long range) magnetic 
saturation in the NOL spin valve, associated with the persistence of shortrange disorder. 

We may assume that a complex domain structure is formed in the FM a CoFe layer, through 
the competition of several magnetic interactions: Exchange coupling between the Mnlr and 
CoFe pinnedlayers, coupling across the NOL and exchange coupling between the AFM oxide 
and the CoFe layer. Thus, one envisages that local magnetic disorder, though contributing 
little to the total magnetic moment of the specular SV, plays a non negligible role in electron 
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-1000 1000 -1500 0 1500 3000 

Figure 4.4: Comparative plots of the MR(H) (lines) and M(H) (circles) of the non-specular 
(left side) and specular (right side) spin valves at three different temperatures. Notice that 
the M(H) curves display three M-reversal that we associate with the CoFe free, deep NiFe 
and CoFe pinned layers. 
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Figure 4.5: MR(H) curves measured at 15 K for different values of the cooling field Ho and 
corresponding dependence of the GMR ratio and exchange field (inset). 

scattering. These results will be discussed in more detail in section 4.6, but clearly show the 
importance of disorder at the NOL/FM interfaces on the transport properties of specular 
spin valves. 

4.3 Impact of the magnetism of nano oxide layers on the G M R 
in specular spin valves 

4 . 3 . 1 F i e l d c o o l i n g e x p e r i m e n t s 

To further study the effects of the NOL on the magneto-transport of specular SVs we measured 
MR(H) cycles at different constant temperatures (15-300 K), after zero (ZFC) or held cooling 
(FC) under different applied fields HQ (\HO\ < 7000 Oe; always applied along the easy axis 
of the NOL SV). At low temperatures (15 K) we found a sharp minimum in the value of 
the GMR ratio after FC under H0 = - 500 Oe. The field-cooled GMR curves depart from 
the ZFC below T ~ 175 K, where the exchange field is also observed to start depending on 
HQ. In fact, the shape of the MR(H) curves is critically dependent on the sign and value of 
HQ. These features are related to the effects of Ho on the pinned layer magnetization and 
consequently on the AFM ordering of the NOL below its blocking temperature. 

Figure 4.5 displays MR(H) curves obtained at 15 K after ZFC and FC runs under selected 
HQ. The inset displays the GMR ratio and exchange field obtained at 15 K as a function of 
HQ, exhibiting a very sharp minimum for HQ—-500 Oe. 
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Starting with ZFC and positive H (Fig. 4.5) one first sees the free layer M-switch when 
H ~ 0, producing a large A R / R step. When negative H exceeds the exchange + coercive 
fields (—iïexch — Hc) of the pinned layer, its magnetization reverses producing a large MR 
decrease. In the MR(H) branch corresponding to increasing H, the pinned layer magnetization 
reverses when H = —Hexch + Hc and when H ~ 0 one sees the free layer M-switch, producing 
a large (negative) AR/R step. 

After FC under different i/o, the observed high-resistance plateau ( ¾ SV state) in MR(H) 
at 15 K becomes wider and flatter for positive i/o than for Ho<0 (and ZFC). The curve 
obtained after Ho 3> 0 cooling also shows much lower MR values at large positive H (better 
=4 alignment). After large HQ<0 cooling (Fig. 4.5; increasing if-branch) the pinned layer 
starts its M-reversal at negative H but only at high positive H is it complete, much later 
than the free layer M-reversal (sharp positive AR/R step at H ~ 0). In the decreasing 
i/-branch the pinned layer reverses its magnetization at a negative field much smaller than 
under Ho > 0 (see corresponding lower Hexch in the inset). In the MR(H) curve for HQ—-
500 Oe one has AR/R at switching (in both branches), far below the corresponding values 
obtained with other Ho values, indicating poor antiparallelism. 

We then performed MR(H) measurements at other temperatures after FC(Ho) runs from 320 
K, enabling us to determine Hexch(T) and GMR(T) as shown in Fig. 4.6 and inset. Generally 
GMR(T; H0 ^ 0) slightly departs from the ZFC curve just below T ~175 K, except for the 
#0=-500 Oe curve which shows a very large departure. Hexch also exhibits an unusual rise 
(fall) below the same temperature when Ho>0 (<0). FC runs with large \HQ\ enabled us to 
separate the Mnlr and NOL contributions to Hexch(T); for this we assumed that the Mnlr 
contribution is unaffected by cooling under Ho (below 320 K). One can then use: 

zjMnlr i TJNOL 
#exch(#o = +3000 Oe) = exch

 2
 exch , (4.2) 

and 
rrMnlr _ rrNOL 

Hexch(HQ = -3000 Oe) = exch
 2

 exch , (4.3) 

to calculate the contributions of Mnlr (H^v) and NOL {H™°t) to the exchange field 
experimentally obtained. The Mnlr contribution to Hexch is large and rises slightly when 
T decreases, while the NOL contribution is only residual until T ~175 K but rapidly rises 
below this temperature (Fig. 4.6). 

These results can be explained as follows. Large positive Ho well saturates the magnetization 
of the pinned layer (positive direction; —>) and, due to the interaction with the NOL, gives 
a better spin arrangement in the AFM oxide layer below the corresponding 7¾ [19]. This 
leads to a higher exchange coupling between CoFe and NOL (enhanced pinning), confirmed 
by the increase of Hexch below Tg. Under low positive Ho the CoFe magnetization is less 
homogeneous and induces some degree of unfavored structure in the NOL spins below Tg, 
weakening the coupling to CoFe. This adverse effect is enhanced under small negative i/o-
In particular, for Ho ~-500 Oe the magnetization of the pinned layer (Mpi) starts to switch 
(from —> to «—) at a temperature between 320 K and 15 K and thus Mpi will not be lying 
along the easy axis of the NOL SV when crossing Tg. This naturally increases magnetic 
disorder in the pinned layer. When cooling through 2¾ of the NOL, the oxide layers spins 
order in a direction out of the easy axis, preventing £+ alignment at SV switching when a 
MR(H) cycle is performed. (Notice that a distribution of blocking temperatures exists in 
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Figure 4.6: Total exchange field; Mnlr and NOL exchange-contributions and GMR (inset) 
temperature dependencies (lines are guides to the eyes only). 

the NOL, so that the changes in the direction of Mv\ with temperature, when cooling under 
Ho = —500 Oe, give rise to AFM regions with differently induced anisotropy directions and 
thus to enhanced magnetic disorder; see below.) Higher negative Ho again saturates the 
pinned layer magnetization (in the negative direction; <—), improving the spin arrangement 
(domain structure; see below and sections 4.4 and 4.6) in the NOL below TQ. 

4 . 3 . 2 D i s t r i b u t i o n of N O L - b l o c k i n g t e m p e r a t u r e s 

We also performed magnetoresistance measurements at T — 15 K, after field cooling under 
different HQ from 320 K down to a temperature Tcooi. From Tcooi to the (fixed) measuring 
temperature T = 15 K, cooling was performed under zero applied magnetic field. Figure 
4.7 shows the obtained MR(Tcooi) and Hexch(TC0Oi) dependencies (inset). The main results 
of these experiments confirm those presented above. In fact, while the cooling field is 
applied only above ~ 200 K, no significant change in MR and Hexch is observed. However, 
^cool < 200 K leads to a clear change of both the MR ratio and Hexch with Ho. Although 
these changes occur mainly between Tcooi = 200 K and 150 K (and are more visible for Ho = 
—500 Oe), the application of the magnetic cooling field below 150 K still leads to changes 
in the measured MR(H) cycles: Decrease (increase) of MR and Hexch for Ho = - 500 Oe 
(Ho > 0). Remember that these measurements were all performed at T = 15 K. Thus, 
these results indicate the existence of a broad distribution of blocking temperatures in the 
NOL, which may arise from different oxide-grain sizes [136] (on which the exchange field and 
blocking temperature are known to depend [137]). Further support for the existence of a 
distribution of blocking temperatures arises from the linear Hexch(T)-dependence observed 
in Fig. 4.6. Such dependence is usually attributed to the presence of exchange contributions 
arising from local regions with different AFM ordering temperatures [135, 138, 139, 140]. 
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Figure 4.7: Magnetoresistance and exchange field (inset) obtained at T = 15 K after field 
cooling down to a temperature Tcooi under different cooling fields HQ. 

In the measurements performed with Tcoo[ ^ 250 K, MR and Hexch are practically the same 
and similar to the ZFC situation (Fig. 4.7). However, for T ^ i = 200 K one sees a slight 
change in MR and HeXch (increase for Ho > 0, decrease for Ho = —500 Oe), indicating that 
already some regions of the NOL have ordered antiferromagnetically, inducing an enhanced 
(reduced) exchange interaction with the FM moments for Ho > 0 (Ho = —500 Oe). Notice 
that at Tcooi the magnetic cooling field is switched to zero and the magnetization of the FM 
pinned layer is in the positive sense (—»•). Thus, AFM-regions with Tg ^ Tcooi will be aligned 
in the direction of Mpi (dependent of Ho), while those with TB < Tcoo\ are only affected by 
the positive magnetization of the pinned layer and are independent of Ho. 

Lowering Tcooi to 150 K again changes the measured MR ratio and exchange field, in a 
coherent manner to what occurred with Tcooi = 200 K. If all the AFM regions had a well 
defined, equal blocking temperature, applying a cooling field below this temperature would 
not lead to changes in the MR(H) cycles and thus on the magnitude of Hexch and MR 
(because for Tcooi = 200 K changes had already occurred). Since both these quantities change 
with Tcooi, even between Tcooi = 50 K and Tcooi = 15 K, we conclude that the NOL has a 
large range of local blocking temperatures 1 ¾ . Regions within the NOL have different 
blocking temperatures and, as field cooling runs are performed with decreasing TCOoh more 
NOL regions become AFM-ordered in the (Ho-dependent) direction of the pinned layer FM-
moments, and their contribution to the measured Hexch appear. For Ho > 0 the slight increase 
of MR and Hexch with Tcooi is related to a more homogeneous Mpi, inducing a better spin 
arrangement in the AFM oxide layer. 

Let us focus on the HQ = —500 Oe data. When T decreases below the local T ^ of a 
given region of the NOL, the AFM spins will be arranged according to Mpi at T ^ . For 
Ho = —500 Oe, the pinned layer reverses its magnetization from <— to —> in the 300-15 K 
range (see Fig. 4.2; page 79). The existence of a distribution of blocking temperatures implies 
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that each NOLregion starts to contribute to exchange bias at different temperatures. Because 
the FM magnetization is changed during cooling, different regions of the NOL will contribute 
to exchange bias in different directions and the AFM spins will have different orientations 
depending on the local 11¾. Below Tcooi the magnetic field is turned to zero (FM pinnedlayer 
moments become aligned in the positive direction) and exchange contributions from regions 
of the NOL with TBi < Tcooi will give rise to exchange bias in the positive (—») direction. One 
then expects a complex multidomain structure in the AFM nanooxide layer when FC under 
HQ = —500 Oe. This domain structure should become more complex with decreasing Tcooi, 
due to the Tdependence of the Mpi direction. One anticipates the existence of a correlation 
between the nonzero MR at high positive magnetic fields of a MR(H) cycle and the domain 
structure of the AFM oxide layer (as will be discussed in section 4.4). Figure 4.8(b) shows 
the MR(H) curves obtained with Ho = —500 Oe and different Tcooi. Notice that increasing 
Tcooi (increasing the number of domains in the NOL in the positive directions) decreases this 
residual MR. 

Finally we comment on the distribution of blocking temperatures within the NOL. From the 
HQ = —500 Oe curves of Fig. 4.7 we observe that the largest Hexch decrease occurs between 
200 and 150 K. This marks the maximum of the distribution of blocking temperatures T]gax 

(see also Fig. 4.6 where T^ax is denoted as 7¼). Furthermore, the fact that MR and 
Hexch depend on Tcooi down to 15 K shows that this distribution is very broad, particularly 
below Tgax, but from our data we can also infer that a small number of regions with local 
blocking temperatures slightly above Tgax (up to ~ 250 K) do exist. 

Figure 4.8(a) displays the MR(H) measurements performed at T = 15 K, after field cooling 
under an applied magnetic field HQ = 3000 Oe, down to Tcooi =15, 50, 150 and 250 K. The 
zero field MR(H) curve is also displayed for comparison. One immediately observes that the 
plateau of maximum MR is continuously enhanced by field cooling down to decreasing Tcooi. 
Notice also that the ZFC and Tcooi = 250 K curves are equal, indicating the absence of signif

icant NOLregions with TBi> 250 K. However, the MR(H) curve for Tcooi = 150 K already 
denotes a different shape with increasing MR and Hexch. This effect is further enhanced by 
decreasing Tcooi. Again, the change of the MR(H) shape, even between Tcooi = 50 K and 
Tcooi = 15 K, indicates that NOLregions with local blocking temperatures as low as 15 K 
indeed exist (as discussed above). Decreasing Tcooi leads to an enhanced AFM ordering of 
regions of the NOL with lower T ^ , and thus to the change of the MR(H) curves. Thus, 
the spin arrangement in the AFMNOL/FM pinned layer interface is preferentially in the 
positive direction (—►). The residual MR at large positive magnetic fields is seen to increase 
with increasing Tcooi [inset of Fig. 4.8(a)], again hinting the influence of the domain structure 
of the AFM nanooxide layer on this residual MR. As in the Ho = 500 Oe case, inducing a 
more homogeneous AFM domain structure in the positive direction leads to the decrease of 
MR at i f » 0. 

The MR(H) curves obtained under Ho = 500 Oe for different cooling temperatures Tcooi are 
displayed in Fig. 4.8(b). Again, the MR(H) curve after Tcooi = 250 K is quite similar to 
the ZFC one, but a marked change is visible after Tcooi = 150 K. These MR(H) changes 
occur when cooling under H0 = 500 Oe even down to Tcooi = 15 K. As stated above, as 
Tcooi decreases, AFMregions with lower T ^ will have an induced anisotropy in the direction 
of Mpi at TBÍ Thus, with decreasing Tcool more domains of the AFMNOL become aligned 
out of the easy axis direction, as concluded by the decrease of the exchange field. 
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Figure 4.8: MR(H) curves measured at T = 15 K for different cooling temperatures Tcooi, 
under (a) H0 = 3000 Oe and (b) H0 = -500 Oe. 

4.4 The training effect 

As noted previously, the AFM/FM exchange interaction shifts the hysteresis loop of the FM 
layer from zero field by an amount known as the exchange field Hexch when the sample is 
cooled below the blocking temperature of the AFM layer under an applied magnetic field. 
This interactions also gives rise to enhanced FM-coercive field Hc. Current theoretical models 
[29, 30, 31] explain the exchange bias effect by considering the magnetization of the AFM 
layer divided in multidomains, giving rise to a net surface magnetization at the AFM/FM 
interface that controls the exchange bias. The exchange field and the enhanced coercivity 
are then attributed to AFM domains that, due to the high local AFM anisotropy, do not 
flip and to those that (having weaker local anisotropy) reverse with the switching of the FM 
magnetization. 

Another effect that sometimes arises from the AFM/FM exchange interaction is the so called 
training effect (TE). This effect consists in the change of both the descending and ascending 
switching fields of a M(H) hysteresis loop with the number of cycles performed (n), resulting 
in a decrease of exchange and coercive fields. The hysteresis loop shape is also altered due to 
a change in the reversal mechanism with n [141, 142]. This effect is explained by the domain 
state model [30, 31] as the rearrangement of the (metastable) domain structure of the AFM 
layer with each reversal of the magnetization of the FM layer. This leads to a partial loss of 
its (AFM layer) net magnetization and thus in a reduction of the exchange bias field. Such 
M-loss with cycling was recently shown to occur in exchange biased NiO/Fe bilayers [143]. 

The exchange field after the n-th cycle (n > 1) is given by the empirical expression [143, 144]: 

TTTl 

exch 
ZTOO 

exch (4.4) 

where H™xch {H^ch) is the exchange field at the n-th cycle (in the limit of an infinite number 
of cycles) and K is a system dependent constant. The power law behavior of Eq. (4.4) 
does not hold for n = 1, a fact that is usually attributed to the difference in the dominant 
FM layer reversal mechanisms for n = 1 and n ^ 2: Domain wall movement and coherent 
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magnetization rotation, respectively. A more elaborated and solid theoretical basis for Eq. 
(4.4) was given by Bineck [144] who, based on free energy considerations, arrived at the 
recursive equation: 

^Ch  *£ch =  7 (iCxch  « h ) ' • (4.5) 

This relation goes into Eq. (4.4) in the n » 1 limit, when the parameters /t and 7 can also 
be related [144]. 

We present here a detailed study on the training effect in specular spin valves, using MR(H) 
measurements and different experimental procedures. The training effect was never observed 
in the nonspecular spin valve throughout the 30015 K temperature range. Also, such 
effect does not occur at room temperature in the specular spin valve (consecutive MR(H) 
measurements displayed equal exchange and pinned layer coercive fields and GMR ratio), 
but only for T < 200 K. We thus relate the observed training effect to the AFM ordering 
and AFM domain structure of the NOL layer. 

Figure 4.9 depicts the first three MR(H) cycles measured at T = 15 K, after field cooling 
under HQ = +7000 Oe. One observes that the measurements evolve with n, showing a 
decrease in the pinned layer switching field (particularly of the descending Hbranch) and, 
consequently, of the exchange and pinnedlayer coercive fields. This decrease is more pro

nounced from the first to the second MR(H) cycle. Subsequent MR(H) cycles show much 
more attenuated differences, as observed between the n = 2 and n = 3 curves. This is 
confirmed in the lower inset of Fig. 4.9, that displays the MR ratio (left) and Hexch (right) 
evolution with cycling. In particular, TE leads not only to a reduction of Hexch> but also of 
the GMR due to a smalltr antiparallelism between the magnetizations of the pinned and free 
layers. 

As stated already, training is related to domain rearrangements in the AFM layer. With 
cycling the net AFM magnetization is progressively reduced and consequently, so is the 
exchange field. Thus, cycling increases the number of domains in the negative («—) direction, 
while reducing the number of those in the positive (—►) direction. We now turn to the upper 
inset of Fig. 4.9, were we observe that the residual MR at H » 0 depends on cycling, 
increasing with increasing n. This leads us to attribute the observed residual MR in the 
NOL SV to domains in the negative direction (<— ) in the AFMNOL (see section 4.6). 

Figure 4.10 shows the dependence of the exchange field on the number of cycles (open circles). 
The corresponding curves were measured at T = 15 K after ZFC. After 40 cycles the exchange 
field decreases to ~ 80% of its initial value. We also show fittings to the theoretical models 
presented above, i.e. Eq. (4.4) for n > 1 (blue circles) and Eq. (4.5) (red crosses). It is 
clear that the fit to the recursive formulation Eq. (4.5) gives a good correlation with the 
experimental results for all n values, which does not occur for Eq. (4.4) (see inset of Fig. 
4.10; green circles). On the other hand, the magnetoresistance dependence on n does not 
follow the same power law as Hexch and Hc. 

Notice that the MR(H) cycles presented in section 4.3 were obtained just after cooling below 
320 K (and thus represent the n = 1 curve). However, such MR(H) measurements were 
repeated (at least five times) before the sample was heated again to 320 K. We can thus 
construct a very detailed picture of the training effect in our specular spin valve, in particular, 
its dependence on temperature, cooling field and cooling temperature. 
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Figure 4.9: Three MR(H) curves of the specular spin valve measured consecutively (at 
T = 15 K; after FC under Ho = +7000 Oe) and displaying the so called training effect. 
Upper inset: Enlarged H » 0 region showing consecutive MR(H) cycles with enhanced 
electrical resistance and thus poorer =t parallelism. Lower inset: GMR ratio and exchange 
field dependence on the number of cycles performed. 
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Figure 4.10: Experimental exchange field (open circles) as a function of MR(H) cycle number 
(measured at T = 15 K after ZFC) and fits to the different models presented in the text [Eqs. 
(4.4) (for n > 1; blue circles) and (4.5) (red crosses)]. Inset shows the region 1 < n < 7 and 
also a fit to Eq. (4.4) for n ^ 1 (green circles). 
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of (a) GMR ratio and (b) Hexch on the number of MR(H) cycles 
performed (n < 5) for several cooling fields. MR(H) cycles obtained at T = 15 K after field 
cooling from 320 K under (c) H0 = -500 Oe and (d) H0 = 7000 Oe. 

We start by defining the training effect TE„ of the exchange field as the relative decrease of 
Hexch from the first to the n-th cycle: 

TEn = (l - H^h~Hexch\ x 1 0 0 ( % ) ; ( 4 g) 

and the same procedure is used to define the TE for the MR ratio. 

The training effect clearly depends on the cooling field as depicted in Fig. 4.11. The GMR 
ratio decreases with cycling (n < 5) for all cooling fields, except for Ho = —500 Oe [Fig. 
4.11(a) and (c)] for which a practically constant GMR = 14.5% is obtained. The same occurs 
for the exchange field [Fig. 4.11(b)]: Although a fairly large TE (~ 80%) is observed for 
positive Ho, much smaller TE occurs for both Ho = -500 Oe and HQ = -7000 Oe [~ 95% 
and ~ 93%, respectively; see also Fig. 4.11(c) and (d)J. Furthermore, Hexch extrapolates 
to the same value in the limit of large number of cycles for all Ho > 0 (see inset of Fig. 
4.11(b); notice n < 15). However, the same does not occur for negative Ho, for which 
Hexch tends to different values. Thus, the domain structure of the AFM-NOL has several 
stable configurations, that depend on the magnetic history of the sample. This reveals 
that such domain structure of the NOL has a spin glass-like nature [145, 146, 147], with 
multiple stable configurations. The very small TE observed for negative i/o (especially for 
Ho = —500 Oe) indicates that the number of domains in the AFM pointing in the negative 
direction (<—) is a crucial parameter governing the training effect. 

In Fig. 4.12(a) and (b) we observe the GMR ratio and Hexch versus n for several temperatures 
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Figure 4.12: Dependence of (a) GMR ratio and (b) Hexch on the number of MR(H) cycles 
performed for several temperatures and corresponding training effect [(c) and (d)]. MR(H) 
measurements were performed after field cooling under HQ = 3000 Oe from 320 K. Inset 
displays the MR(T) dependence for different number of cycles. 
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Figure 4.13: Dependence of (a) GMR ratio and (b) Hexch on the number of MR(H) cycles 
performed for several cooling temperatures and corresponding training effect [(c) and (d)J. 
MR(H) measurements were performed after field cooling under HQ = 3000 Oe (solid symbols) 
and HQ = —500 Oe (open symbols) from 320 K. 

from 300 to 15 K. As shown earlier, the MR ratio and Hexch increase with decreasing 
temperature and one also notices the absence of TE down to T = 175 K. Both MR and 
Hexch retain their initial n = 1 value with cycling [see dashed line in Fig. 4.12(c) and (d), 
representing the 100% level]. However, for T = 150 K, the value of Hexch is reduced to ~ 95% 
of its initial value for n = 5. In fact, the relative change of the exchange bias with cycling 
increases with decreasing temperature. For T = 15 K and after five cycles, the exchange field 
is only ~ 83% of the initial value. This fact may be related to the above discussed distribution 
of blocking temperatures: As temperature decreases, localized regions in the NOL with lower 
TBÍ become AFMordered. These regions are also expected to have smaller anisotropy (due 
to the smaller grain size) favoring their magnetization reversal with cycling since TE increases 
with decreasing layer thickness [141]. On the other hand, TE starts appearing in the GMR 
ratio also below 175 K, but in this case a maximum occurs in TE at T = 100 K [Fig. 4.12(a) 
and (c)]. 

Figure 4.13 shows the obtained results concerning training effect versus cooling temperature 
for Ho = 3000 Oe (solid symbols) and H0 = 500 Oe (open symbols). For H0 = +3000 Oe, 
TE of the exchange bias slightly increases with decreasing Tcooi [Fig. 4.13(d)]. Since cooling 
with decreasing Tcooi in a large positive field favors domains in the positive direction (—>) in 
the AFM NOL, the observed increase of TE shows that the (preferentially positive) domain 
structure is not stable, and the AFM NOL tends to reverse part of the positive domains to 
lower its energy. On the other hand, TE decreases with decreasing Tcooi for HQ = 500 Oe 
[Fig. 4.13(d)]. Experiments performed with higher Tcooi have more domains in the AFM
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Figure 4.14: Schematic representation of a specular spin valve and magnetic interactions 
between the FM layers (JeXch between the AFM and pinned layer, JNOLI between the FM& 
and FMa pinned layer and J^M between the pinned and free layers). 

NOL in the positive direction and its reversal is again the cause of the enhanced training 
effect. Further notice that different cooling temperatures lead to different exchange fields in 
the n » l limit [Fig. 4.13(b)]. This again indicates different stable configurations in the 
AFM domain structure with similar energies, proper of a spin glass-like system. 

4.5 Influence of FM6 and FMa on the MR(H) behavior 

We extend the simple model describing the total energy of a Conventional SV [126] to the 
more complex structure of NOL SVs, explicitly introducing the pinned layer partition into the 
FMè and FMa sub-layers separated by NOLI (Fig. 4.14). The exchange coupling between 
the FM;, and AFM layers fixes the magnetization easy axis in the FM;, layer and also (as 
consequence of coupling interactions) in the FMa and free layers. To simplify the treatment, 
and since we are mainly interested on the effect of the FM& layer on the M(H) and MR(H) 
curves, no anisotropy terms are included. The total energy per unit area (E) of a NOL SV 
{H along the easy axis) is thus written as the sum of Zeeman, -Ezeeman: 

-Ezeeman = -noMbtbH cos 9b - /j,0MataH cos 9a - naMtH cos 9, (4.7) 

coupling, .Bcoup: 
-Ecoup = -JNOLI ¢08(¾ - 9a) - JNM cos{9a - 9), (4.8) 
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Figure 4.15: Model simulations of MR(H) curves using different Jcxch/^NOLl ratios. 

and exchange (-Eexch) energies: 
^exch = -Jexch COS 9(,. (4.9) 

In the above M& (9b), Ma (9a) and M (9) are the saturation magnetizations (at corresponding 
angles with the easy axis) in the FM},, FMa and free layers, respectively. JNOLI (JNM) is 
the ferromagnetic exchange coupling energy per unit area between the FM(, and FMa (FMa 
and free FM) layers and Jexch is the exchange bias energy per unit area between the AFM 
and FM(, layers. The thicknesses t^, ta and t correspond to the FM&, FMa (assumed equal) 
and free layer (thicker than the previous) respectively. 

We numerically obtained the 9b, 9a and 9 angles which minimize E for each value of H and 
then calculated the total magnetic moment per unit area m of the NOL SV appearing along 
the easy axis: 

m(H) = Mbtbcos(9b{H)) + Mata cos{9a{H)) + Mtcos(9(H)). (4.10) 

Dieny et al. [116] showed that in a CoFe/Cu/SyAP/MnPt spin valve (with a synthetic AFM 
[148] pinned layer SAF, of CoFe/Ru/CoFe), the magnetoresistance associated with the two 
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CoFe sublayers separated by the Ru spacer is only a small fraction of total MR. As a first 
approximation we then assume that MR is only due to the difference between the orientation 
of the magnetization in the FMa and free layer: 

„ ( B ) = i S ( h H f f i h f f l l ) , (4.11) 

where AR is a characteristic amplitude. As expected for very small JNM (across the spacer) 
the almost uncoupled free layer always rotates at very low negative values of H, but the 
model predicts three regimes for the rotation of the pinned layer at higher fields, depending 
on the JNOLI/Jexch ratio: 

(i) JNOLI > Jexch [Fig. 4.15(a)]: The magnetization of both FMf, and FMa rotate together 
(0 —► IT) in a narrow field interval and always with approximately the same angle. This occurs 
because the large magnetic coupling between FM& and FMa (compared to Jexch) forces the 
two layers to behave as a (single) intrapinned layer. Figure 4.15(b) shows the predicted 
MR(H) curve, displaying an abrupt MR drop when the magnetizations of FM;, and FMa 
rotate. 

(ii) JNOLI < Wh [Fig. 4.15(c)]: Both FM& and FMa layers reverse in the same field interval, 
but the corresponding range increases with decreasing JNOLI and a considerable dephasing 
occurs between Q\, and 9a at intermediate fields. Such increase in (¾  6a) leads to broadening 
in the MR(H) curves. Figure 4.15(d) illustrates, for JNOLI = 0.4Jexch, the predicted bump 
in the MR(H) curve at sufficiently negative fields. 

(iii) JNOLI <S Jexch' The magnetizations of FM& and FMa now reverse almost individually 
and over distinct narrow field ranges; a small disturbance in the others magnetization angle 
occurs in such ranges, producing also a disturbance in MR (not shown). If JNOLI is further 
decreased, both Mj, and Ma reversals become truly independent, i.e. no change in the angle 
of the magnetization of one layer is visible when the other rotates [Figs. 4.15(e) and (f)]. 
This produces three steps in the M(H) curve, corresponding to the magnetization reversal in 
the FMb, FMa and free FM layers. No variation occurs in MR due to the FMf, magnetization 
reversal [Eq. (4.11)]. 

4.6 Discussion 

We can now give a complete description of our results and, particularly, of the anomalous 
MR(H) curves obtained in the specular spin valve at low temperatures (T = 25 K; Fig. 4.16). 
Increasing the applied field from  i ï m a x = 8000 Oe, where complete t= parallelism occurs, 
initiates the Mreversal of the pinned layer (exchange coupling with Mnlr favors positive 
magnetization) producing a gradual MR increase. However, when the field reaches small 
positive values (point B in Fig. 4.16) the free layer suddenly reverses its magnetization, 
producing a small discontinuous MR step (to point C). One notices that the reversal of the 
pinned layer is still not complete since MR does not reach zero (full =t parallelism). To 
confirm that the rotation of the pinned layer continues under positive fields, we ploted the 
difference between the maximum MR for decreasing and increasing fields (points A and B 
in Fig. 4.16) and the difference between afterfreelayerreversal in increasing and before

freelayerreversal in decreasing fields (points C and D in the same figure) as a function of 
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Figure 4.16: Magnetoresistance of NOL SV at low (25 K) and high (300 K) temperature. 

temperature (not shown). These differences are indeed similar, showing that the anomalous 
MR bump in positive fields is due to the incomplete reversal of the pinned layer. 

The further increase of H leads to a gradual decrease of MR but we were unable to achieve zero 
MR even at positive Hmax =8 kOe. We believe that domains in the negative («—) direction, 
originating in the AFM-NOL, strongly interact with interfacial FM pinned layer moments 
so that, even for large applied positive magnetic fields, they are not fully aligned with H, 
but only gradually do so as H increases [141]. This prevents full =J parallelism between 
the pinned and free layers magnetic moments.In fact, domains at the AFM/FM interface 
were recently observed in such systems [142]. The FM spins in these interfacial domains are 
strongly coupled by the AFM moments and do not align easily along the applied magnetic 
field, even for large H [142]. 

The training effect measurements clearly show that the magnetoresistance at maximum held 
is influenced by the number of cycles performed, especially for positive cooling fields (Fig. 
4.9). Since TE is attributed to the reversal of positive domains in the AFM-NOL (thus 
decreasing the exchange field) when the magnetization of the FM pinned layer is reversed, 
the increase of the residual MR with increasing number of cycles (thus with the increase 
of negative domains in the AFM) shows that these domains are the cause for the observed 
residual MR. 

As shown in section 4.3, when field cooling experiments are performed with decreasing 
Tcooi (Ho = 3000 Oe; favoring domains in the positive direction and thus increasing Hexch)) 
the residual MR also decreases [Fig. 4.13(a)]. Again this shows that the domain structure of 
the AFM nano-oxide layer is crucial to the value of the residual MR at high H. In particular, 
its increase with decreasing exchange field (increasing Tcooi) indicates that it is likely caused 
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SV 300 K 20 K 
p Ap MR p Ap MR 

CSV 
NOLSV 

57.1 3.4 5.9 
53.5 6.7 12.5 

44.3 4.4 10.0 
37.9 8.0 21.1 

Table 4.2: Transport characteristics of the spin valves studied in this work. Electrical 
resistivity p and Ap — PAP - pp are given in /tificm. 

by domains in the AFM-NOL in the negative direction (<— ). The same can be concluded 
from the H0 = -500 Oe experiments [Fig. 4.13(b)]. 

For decreasing fields from Hmax, the free layer magnetization suddenly reverses at a small 
negative field (point D in Fig. 4.16) but maximum MR (full magnetic antiparallelism 
FMa/free layer) cannot be achieved due to the previous partial reversal in the pinned layer 
(notice that MR> 0 at D); no AH plateau of maximum MR then occurs. Further field 
decrease keeps the ongoing reversal of the pinned layer and produces a broad decrease of the 
MR ratio due to the FM{,/FMa coupling (as modeled in section 4.5). When the field value 
reaches the bump in the left side of the MR(H) curve, the reversal of the FMa magnetization 
is almost complete, but FM& is still far from complete reversal [Fig. 4.15(c) and (d)], due 
to the higher exchange pinning with the Mnlr underlayer. Complete parallel alignment is 
only obtained at a higher (negative) field. The model presented in section 4.5 describes well 
important characteristics of this descending branch of the MR(H) curve (broadening and MR 
bump) for JNOLI ~ 0.4Jexch-

4.7 Conclusions 

We presented a comparative study between conventional (non-oxidized) and specular (oxi
dized) spin valves. The introduction of two nano-oxide layers formed by the partial oxidation 
of the pinned and free layers greatly enhanced the obtained MR ratio (see Table 4.2). 

Temperature dependent MR(H) measurements (300-15 K) revealed a large increase of the 
exchange bias and pinned layer coercive fields below T~ 175 K, here associated with the 
presence of an AFM oxide in NOLI, with TB « 175 K (likely FS2O3). In fact, the nano-
oxide layers in our specular spin valves strongly influenced the MR(H) curves below the 
(oxide) blocking temperature. Field cooling measurements allowed us to obtain the con
tribution of Mnlr and AFM-NOL to the exchange bias as a function of temperature. The 
measured MR(H) curves were found to depend strongly on the sign and value of the cooling 
field i/o, and the MR(Ho) dependence (measured at T = 15 K) showed a sharp minimum 
for Ho = —500 Oe. Also, the MR(T,H~o) curves departed from the ZFC situation below 
T « 175 K. We related all these features to the effects of Ho on the AFM ordering of the 
NOL below its blocking temperature. Field cooling measurements with different cooling 
temperatures Tcooi allowed us to infer the existence of a broad distribution of blocking 
temperatures in the nano-oxide layer. 

A comparison between the MR(H) and M(H) curves of the specular spin valve obtained at low 
temperatures showed a break in the usual correlation between the two processes, indicating 
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that interfacial scattering in the NOL SV is extremely important. Training effect experiments 
enabled us to study the domain structure of the AFM-NOL. We showed the importance of 
the domain structure of the NOL on the residual magnetoresistance observed at large positive 
fields. In fact, the model we extended based on the total energy of a NOL SV gave a fair 
description of the anomalous bump present in the MR(H) curve at negative fields, correlating 
it with the presence of the FMj, layer in the NOL SV. However, the nonsaturation of MR 
at positive fields was not accounted for in our model, and had to be explained in terms of 
irreversible processes, i.e. stable domains in the FM pinned layer due to the domain structure 
of the AFM-NOL. This explanation was supported by the fact that onset of non-saturation 
appeared only below ~175 K, suggesting its direct connection to the magnetic order in the 
NOLI layer. 



Chapter 5 

Tunnel Magnetoresistance: An 
overview 

5.1 Introduction 

A tunnel junction (TJ) [9, 8] is a nanostructure based on two metallic ferromagnetic (FM) 
layers separated by a thin (~nm or less) insulator. When a voltage is applied across the 
insulator, a current starts to flow by tunneling of electrons across the classically forbidden 
insulating barrier. Due to spin polarized tunneling [149, 150, 151] between the two FM 
electrodes [16], one is able to switch between two distinct resistance (Ft) states, when the 
magnetizations of the FM layers are parallel {Rp; low R) or antiparallel (RAP', high R). 
These nanostructures thus exhibit large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR), of over 70% at 
room temperature in CoFeB/A10x/CoFeB tunnel junctions [17] and over 150% in epitaxial 
[152] and sputtered [153] MgO-based TJs. The potential applications of these nanostructures 
are enormous, including non-volatile magnetic random access memories (MRAMs) |154, 155] 
and the next generation of magnetic sensors in read heads for hard drives [156, 157, 47]. 

However, and although TMR was first observed more than 30 years ago [16], tunnel junc
tions did not attract much attention for a long period, due to the low TMR values observed 
(and only) at low temperatures and to the demanding fabrication processes. Only recently 
have large TMR ratios been observed at room temperature by Miyazaki and Tezuka [9] and 
Moodera et al. [8], triggering increasingly paced research in this field. 

Several theoretical models were developed to explain electron transport and the TMR effect 
in tunnel junctions. In particular, the spin-polarization of the tunnel current is attributed 
to free electron-like d-electrons at the Fermi surface [158, 159]. Since the probability of an 
electron to tunnel from one electrode into the other depends on its spin-dependent wavevector 
at the Fermi level, the corresponding tunneling probability will then depend on the electron 
spin. 

101 
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5.2 Spin polarization 

The density of states of the spinup and spindown electrons of a ferromagnetic material (Co, 
Fe, Ni) are exchangeshifted and the corresponding magnetic moment is determined by the 
different occupation of the spinup and spindown bands. In the case of Co, the dband for 
spinup electrons is completely full, while that for spindown electrons is only partially filled. 
Thus electrical conductance should only be carried by spindown electrons since they are 
the only ones with final accessible final states. If one assumes that the spin conductance is 
proportional to the density of states of the majority (p^) and minority (p^) spin electrons, 
we can define the spin polarization of a material as: 

P=P^A (5.1) 
pT + pl v ' 

The larger density of states at the Fermi level of minority delectrons (at least in Co and 
Ni) should then lead to negative spinpolarization. However, Meservey and Tedrow, using a 
technique based on superconductor/insulator/ferromagnetic tunnel junctions measured the 
spinpolarization of 3d FM metals [149, 150, 151], and obtained positive polarization values 
for all of them. It was then concluded that majority electrons dominate tunnel processes. 
This contradiction between theoretical expectations and experimental results was justified 
by Stearns [158], who took into account the complete electronic band structure of the 
ferromagnetic materials. In 3d FM metals the dispersive sband is partially hybridized with 
the localized dband that crosses the Fermi surface over a much larger ^region. The free 
electron like sd hybridized bands, through exchange interactions, have low effective mass and 
thus provide essentially all the tunnel current and give small, positive spin polarizations [160]. 
The density of states of such free electron like bands is proportional to the corresponding 
Fermi wavevector kp, allowing us to rewrite Equation (5.1) as: 

i  î — £•■!

kp + Kp 

Recently, Munzenberg and Moodera [160] were able to separate the tunneling current into 
two components: A positive spinpolarized tunneling current due to s (in fact, hybridized 
sd) electrons and a negative polarized current due to d electrons. They considered the 
interfacial current ijfi (j = s, d) to account for bonding at the interfaces [161, 162, 163] (see 
below). The tunnel current across the barrier ij is written as: 

H = ijjoe~Xit, (53) 

where t is the thickness of the barrier, and, more important, A"1 is the characteristic decay 
length for each j band [164]. Because the delectrons are more localized than the selectrons, 
only s states contribute to the current in the thick barrier limit. Using Equation (5.3), the 
total polarization can now be written as: 

p Psisfle*'* + Pdid,oeXdt , . . , 
" = : w : Tl—> (o.4) 

is,oe~Ást + td,oe~Adt 

where Ps and Pj are the polarization of the s and d states, respectively. 
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Figure 5.1: Modeled contributions of s- and d-states to the tunnel current (a) and 
corresponding spin-polarization (b). Parameters used: Â " = 0.5 Â, Xj1 = 0.68 Â, id,o — 0.9, 
iafi = 0.1, Pd = - 1 and Pa = 0.44. 

In Fig. 5.1(a) one sees the normalized tunnel current for s and d electrons as a function 
of barrier thickness, using A^ = 0.5 A, A71 = 0.68 A, id,o = 0.9 and iSto — 0.1. For 
t > 10 A [160] the current is totally dominated by s-like tunnel electrons, but as t decreases 
a larger contribution from d-states is visible. This effect is reflected on the modeled spin 
polarization [Fig.5.1(b); Pd = — 1 and Pa = 0.44]. The polarization starts decreasing below 
t ~ 10 A, due to the larger contribution of d electrons to the total current. This decrease 
was experimentally confirmed [160] and shows that the tunnel magnetoresistance naturally 
decreases with decreasing barrier thickness. 

First principle calculations [161, 165] confirms that tunneling is dominated by s-d electrons. 
It further showed that the chemical bonding at the ferromagnet/barrier interface can affect 
the sign of the spin polarization of tunnel junctions. In the case of s-s bonding the spin polar
ization is positive due to s-d hybridization within the ferromagnet. Interface bonding was also 
used to explain the TMR behavior of Co/SrTi03/Lao.7Sro.3Mn03 tunnel junctions, de Teresa 
et al. [162] observed that the spin polarization and the corresponding sign depended on the 
insulating barrier used. They found that Co/Al2C>3/Lao.7Sro.3Mn03 tunnel junctions showed, 
as expected, positive TMR for all bias values. However, Co/SrTi03/Lao.7Sro.3Mn03 tun
nel junctions had negative spin-polarization for bias below ~0.8 V, and this effect was 
attributed to d-d bonding between Co and Ti or Si at the interface. Furthermore, experiments 
with TJs with Ta2C"5/Al203 insulating barriers [163], showed that the contributions of s- and 
d-electrons to the tunneling current depends on the ferromagnet/barrier interfaces because 
of the corresponding different bonding characteristics. 
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5.3 TMR models 

The earliest TMR models [16] are based on the tunnel Hamiltonian theory, in which the left 
and right electrodes are treated as separated and uncorrelated sub-systems. In this model it 
is assumed that the spin is conserved during tunneling and that the tunnel conductance is 
proportional to the product of the density of states at the Fermi level for each spin (up and 
down) and in each electrode. Although this model explains fairly well the dependence of the 
conductance on the relative orientation of the magnetizations of the two FM layers, the FM 
electrodes are treated as completely isolated entities. In fact, the overlap of the electron wave 
function in both electrodes mandates treating electrodes and barrier as one single system. 

Such approach is achieved using the solution of the Schrõdinger equation for a rectangular 
potential barrier (free electron model) [42]. In this model one considers free electron spin 
dependent wave functions with real (in the electrodes) and imaginary (in the barrier) wavevec-
tors. The wave functions are matched at the interfaces using appropriate continuity relations. 
The electrodes and barrier are thus treated as a single quantum-mechanical system. One 
can then obtain a spin-dependent tunneling probability, which is then used to calculate the 
electron current and the tunnel magnetoresistance behavior. The tunnel magnetoresistance is 
found not only dependent on the spin polarization of the FM electrodes, but also on the height 
of the tunnel barrier. In this model the electronic structure of the electrodes is assumed to be 
that of the bulk metal, discarding interfacial effects. Also, the tunnel conductance depends 
strongly on the poorly known barrier potential [166], so that approximations used can lead 
to deviations from the true tunnel junction behavior. 

More realistic results are obtained using the tight-binding lattice method [167]. In this 
model, electrons hop from one atom to the other, and the electronic structure at the elec
trodes/barrier interfaces and at the bulk of the electrodes and barrier can be differentiated. 
The resulting conductance reduces to that of the classical tunnel Hamiltonian theory of 
tunneling when hopping between the two electrodes is weak. 

5 .3 .1 T u n n e l H a m i l t o n i a n m o d e l 

A simple model based on the tunnel Hamiltonian method [168, 169] was proposed by Juliere 
[16] to explain the tunnel magnetoresistance effect by him observed at low temperatures 
in Co/Ge/Fe tunnel junctions. In this model the left and right electrodes are treated as 
completely independent, separated systems and it is assumed that spin is conserved in the 
tunneling process (i.e., that the current flows through two independent spin channels). Thus, 
electrons with one spin state in one particular FM electrode tunnel to an unfilled state of the 
same spin in the other FM electrode (Fig. 5.2). If the FM electrodes are magnetically parallel 
(P) aligned, majority (minority) spins tunnel to majority (minority) states. On the other 
hand, if the FM electrodes are magnetically antiparallel (AP) aligned, majority (minority) 
spins from one electrode tunnel to the minority (majority) states of the other electrode. 
Assuming that the tunnel current density is proportional to the product of the density of 
states in the right (R) and left (L) electrodes, one can write: 

JP oc p'LpR + pl
Lpl

R, (5.5) 
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Figure 5.2: Tunnel conductance in a F M / I / F M tunnel junction in the parallel (left) and 
antiparallel (right) states. 

for the parallel state, and 
JAp OC p\pR + pl

LpR, 

for the antiparallel state. Defining now the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio as: 

TMR Jp - JAP RAP - Rp 
JAP Rp 

one easily obtains: 

TMR = 2PLPR 

1-PLPR 

where we defined the polarization of the i (R, L) electrode as in Equation (5.1). 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Thus, in Juliere's model the TMR ratio depends only on the fraction between the majority 
and minority density of states and not on any property of the barrier. However, as stated pre
viously, the electrodes and barrier need to be treated as a single quantum-mechanical system 
for a more realistic description of tunnel conductance and magnetoresistance. Nevertheless, 
disorder in the barrier may lead to tunneling conductance proportional to the product of 
the density of states and, in the limit of strong disorder, the Juliere's formula [Eq. (5.8)] is 
recovered [170, 171]. 

5.3.2 Free electron model 

N o n m a g n e t i c t u n n e l j u n c t i o n s . From quantum-mechanics [172], one knows that an 
electron with energy E has a certain probability of overcoming a potential barrier of height 
(p > E and width t. In the case of a tunnel junction, the electron wave function on the left 
and right electrodes overlaps in the barrier and has therefore to be matched at the interfaces 
of the complete structure using appropriated continuity relations. Assuming that momentum 
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Figure 5.3: The potential energy eV(z) of a tunnel junction with two nonmagnetic electrodes 
under a bias voltage Vbias

parallel to the barrier surface, kn = (kx,ky), is conserved during tunneling and that there is 
no electronelectron or electronlattice interactions, one can describe electrons by oneelectron 
wave functions ¢(£ , y, z) with wavevector k = (kx, ky, kz) and energy E: 

(k3 + *S, 
2m 2m 

where m is the electron mass and h = h/2n (h, Planck's constant). 

(5.9) 

The parabolic energy band is filled with electrons up to the Fermi level. The density of states 
is then equal to [12]: 

M's&F*" (5io) 
where p(E)dE is the number of electrons with energy between E and E + dE. 

To describe the electron states in a tunnel junction with two nonmagnetic (NM) electrodes, 
let us consider a free electron moving in a potential which only depends on z [V(z); Fig. 
5.3]. This potential takes specific values in the following three regions: Left electrode (L), 
barrier (6) and right electrode (R). The zero potential energy in the right and left electrode 
corresponds to the respective bottom of the conductance bands. The barrier potential can 
vary as a function of z but is always higher than the Fermi level of the electrons in both 
electrodes. 

One can thus write the time independent Schrõdinger equation as: 

¢(7-1,, z ) = £ t ( r i i , 2), ■£* + . v W (5.11) 

where rii = (x, y). 
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Because the potential only depends on the z coordinate, the wave function ^(ru,z) is the 
product of one-dimensional solutions, ¢(7^,2:) = ¢,.,,̂ /z. Since the ¢,-,, solution is trivial 
[166], one focus on those in the ^-direction. In the left electrode (z < 0) one has: 

* £ ( « ) = aL<f>t + bL<f>l = 
JkLz ^—ik^z - aLe"~u~ + bLe 

In the right electrode (z > t) one has: 

tff(z) = a^+ + buta = 
= aReikRZ + bRe~ikRZ 

The z component of the wave vectors are defined as: 

kL = J2m{E - eVL)/h2 - k 

in the left electrode, and 

(5.12) 

kR = ^2m(E - eVR)/h2 - k2 

in the right electrode. 

In the region of the barrier (b) the wave function satisfies the equation: 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

h2 dH\{z) 
2m dz2 E-

h2k\ 
~2~m 

-eV(z) *ï(z). (5.16) 

Notice that the wave function ^z(z) depends on the chosen barrier potential V(z) 1166]. If 
one considers a square potential barrier with a constant potential <p (Fig. 5.3), the solution 
takes the form 

*£(*) = 06# + M ; = 
= Q6e -kbz + bbe k,,z (5.17) 

with kb = Jk2 - 2m(E - eVb)/h2. 

In order to write the tunnel current, one needs to determine the transmission probability, 
which is obtained by matching wavefunctions and corresponding derivatives at z = 0 {^z=0 = 
¢ ^ 0 and f | z = o = Ç|*=o) and at z = t (**_« = * « * and ^f\z=t = 2$\ami). This 
system of equations can be represented in matrix form [173]: 

aL 

bL 

= MZ%=QMb\z=QMb-%=tMR\z=t (a
h
R

R\ 

= S aR 
bR 

where the matrix 

M„ dgX d(j)n 
dz dz 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

contains the solutions of the Schrõdinger equation and corresponding derivatives in the ro-th 
region, at the position z„ (n = L, b, R). 
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The transmission probability T is defined as the ratio between the flux of incident electrons 
from the left electrode and the flux of transmitted electrons in the right electrode: 

_ kfí IORI2 kfí 1 , , 
T = Ï T T I 2 = ITTcJ2 5 2 0 

KL \aL\l kL \Sn\2 

In the weak transmitting limit, T <C 1 one obtains [57]: 

_ 16kLk2
bkR 2kht 

(¾+ *?)(*£ + *?) ■ [bn) 

The transmission probability is then proportional to k^kn, which in turn is proportional to 
the product of the density of states of tunneling electrons of both electrodes. 

One can now obtain the current flowing from the left to the right electrode, when a bias 
voltage Vbias is applied. The voltage lowers the Fermi level of the right electrode by eVbias 
(e the charge of the electron), with respect to that of the left electrode (Fig. 5.3). Electrons 
thus flow from the left to the right electrode, producing a current density J+ given by [174]: 

2e f°° /1°° f00 BE 
J+ = ~JZMJ J J Tf(E){lf(E + eVbias)}^dkxdkydkz, (5.22) 

where (l/H)dE/dkz is the electron velocity, T the tunnel probability and f(E) = 
1+e(BEf)/kBT 

the FermiDirac function {Ep is the Fermi energy and kg the Boltzmann constant). Sub

tracting the electron current flowing from the right to the left electrode [similar to Equation 
(5.22)], one obtains the total current density (J = J+ — J~) across the barrier: 

j  2 e 

{2iïfh /

00 /oo /■oo a c 1 

/ / T[f(E)f(E + eVhias)]—dkxdkydkz, (5.23) 
oo J—oo J—oo (JKZ which can be evaluated numerically. Analytical results can be obtained in the thick barrier 

approximation [42, 57], where only electrons with incidence normal to the barrier (fcy = 0) 
contribute to the tunneling current. In this case one has: 

e24fc6 kLk2
bkR 2kht 

Zhnt(kl + kl)(kR + klf ■ (524j 

One notices that a voltage applied across the insulating barrier changes the potential of the 
barrier from the here used V(z) = (f to the linear form V(z) = Vj, — eVfas z [Fig. 5.5(b)]. 
The solutions of the Schrõdinger equation in the barrier [Equation (5.16)] are then different 
from those presented here and are given by Airy functions Ai(fî) and Bi{d) [175], with the 

argument * = ( ^ ^ f ( ¾ + z). 

F e r r o m a g n e t i c t u n n e l j u n c t i o n s . In the case of a tunnel junction with ferromagnetic 
electrodes the tunnel conductance is spindependent. Due to the molecular field h, the spin

up and spindown energy bands and density of states are displaced by A = 2ho with respect 
to each other (with |h| = ho; Fig. 5.4). Thus, energy bands filled up to the Fermi level, have 
more electrons with a certain spin (majority electrons), than with the other spin direction 
(minority electrons). If one assumes that the spin of an electron is conserved during tunneling, 
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Figure 5.4: Energy diagram of a ferromagnetic tunnel junction. 

one has two independent spin-channels, one for each spin. The conductance now depends on 
the relative orientation of the magnetizations of both electrodes. When the tunnel junction 
is in the parallel magnetization state, electrons from the majority (minority) spin tunnel 
to the majority (minority) spin band. On the contrary, when the tunnel junction is in the 
antiparallel magnetization state, electrons from the majority (minority) spin tunnel to the 
minority (majority) spin band (Fig. 5.2). 

One can calculate the conductance in both cases, using the result obtained previously [Eq. 
(5.24)], and the wave number of electrons in the majority, fcj = J2m(E - ho)/h2 - k2, and 

minority, /^ = Jj2m{E + ho)/h2 - k2, bands. For equal FM electrodes, one obtains for the 
parallel state: 

Jp — Jp ~\~ Jp — ~ ~~ 1 _ 4fc? k2 

+ 
k2 

H ni \(k2 + k2)2 (k2 + k2) 
-2kht 

and for the antiparallel state: 

JAP = J] 
AP + J 1 _ e2 Akl 2k\k lKT 

AP h nt (k2 + k2){k2 + k2) 
-2kbt 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

The magnetoresistance is then given by: 

TMR 

where Peff is the effective spin-polarization: 

2Peff 
1 - P2 

Peff = 
kt — k\ k2 

Kb feffej 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 
M + ki) \kl + kïkï< 

The first factor is just the polarization as defined by Juliere (Eq. (5.1)], while the second 
depends on the barrier height (/¾), greatly decreasing the effective polarization when kb ~ 
k-^ki [176]. For high enough barriers, Eq.(5.27) reduces to that obtained by Juliere [Equation 
(5.8)], but the free electron model always gives a better approximation for the conductance 
of free electrons tunneling through an insulating barrier [177, 178]. 
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5 .3 .3 T i g h t b i n d i n g m o d e l 

A more accurate description of tunneling is given by the tight binding model [166, 167, 
171, 179]. This model takes into account the local, multiband description of the electronic 
structure, allowing the study of the effects of disorder and roughness of the barrier in 
tunneling. The tunnel magnetoresistance is related to the electronic structure of isolated 
electrodes and to a hopping matrix element between the electrodes and the barrier. For 
perfect tunnel junctions, MacLaren et al. [180] found different decay rates associated with 
different electronic bands within a ZnSe barrier. These decay rates are slower (more rapid) 
for bands with s (d) character. 

If disorder is introduced, one observes that the conductance of the minority spins increases, 
while that of majority spins remains practically constant. This leads to a decrease of 
polarization and thus of tunnel magnetoresistance. It was found that in highly disordered 
tunnel junctions the current flows mainly through highly conductive paths [171]. Remarkably, 
in such systems and for weak hopping, the magnetoresistance is related to the bulk density 
of states of the electrodes [166] and one recovers Juliere's formula. The effect of interface 
roughness was also addressed [166], and it was found that fluctuations in the barrier thickness 
lead to a reduction of its nominal thickness as obtained by the Simmon's model (see section 
5.4). 

5.4 Conductance and Magnetoresistance bias dependence 

T u n n e l c u r r e n t ve r sus vo l tage . Information on both the barrier height </? and barrier 
thickness t of a tunnel junction can be obtained by measuring the corresponding current-
voltage I(V) characteristic. Simmons [181] used the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) [169] 
approximation for slow varying potentials to calculate such relation. This approximation 
gives simple, widely used, expressions of I(V) characteristics and is based on a simple barrier 
model. Let us again consider a square barrier [Fig. 5.5(a)] with height (p, defined as the 
energy difference between the ferromagnetic material Fermi level and the minimum of the 
conduction band of the insulator. When a voltage is applied across the barrier, the Fermi 
levels of the two electrodes become unequal and an electron current starts to flow [Fig. 5.5(b)]. 
As the voltage increases, the potential of an electrode decreases, increasing the energy range 
of incoming electrons that contribute to the tunnel current from the left to the right [see Eq. 
(5.23)]. For small applied bias voltage the tunnel current is then proportional to the voltage 
(see below). However, for larger bias voltage the tunnel current becomes non-linear. 

The probability T that an electron can penetrate the potential barrier <p is, in the WKB 
approximation, for <p ^> kgT and intermediate applied bias voltage eVbias < V [181]: 

T = h e -2/J ^(E-VWdx _ ( 5 2 9 ) 

Inserting Equation (5.29) into (5.23), Simmons obtained a simple expression for the current-
voltage characteristic: 

o2 e2 A 
~ 2nh t2 

{<p - eV/2) e - a t V v - ^ / 2 _ (y, + eV/2) g-aty/v+ev/iï > (5 3 0 ) 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Square barrier of height ip, defined as the energy difference between the Fermi 
level of the FM material and the minimum of the conduction band of the insulator, (b) When 
a voltage is applied across the barrier, the Fermi levels of the two electrodes become unequal 
and a current starts to flow, (c) Asymmetric tunnel junction with a barrier asymmetry 
A<p = <pR- <pL. 

with a = y v ^ m e . A is the junction area, t the barrier thickness, e and m are the charge 
and mass of the electron, respectively. This equation is widely used to fit experimental I(V) 
data of tunnel junctions, providing values for the barrier height and thickness [182]. 

I(V) characteristics as calculated from Simmons' model can be observed in Fig. 5.6. One sees 
that the decrease of both the barrier height [Fig. 5.6(a)] and barrier thickness [Fig. 5.6(b)] 
cause an overall increase of the tunnel current. One also observes the predicted linear I(V) 
and exponential regimes for small and high bias voltage, respectively. 

The low voltage electrical current was also calculated by Simmons [181]: 

t e2 AV^p 
2nh 2i ne 

■aty/ifi 
(5.31) 

Two important consequences can be taken from this result. First, for low bias voltage, the 
I(V) characteristic is linear. Second, the tunnel resistance R depends exponentially on the 
barrier thickness and the square root of the barrier height, R oc -£=eQiv^. 

However, the experimental observation of an exponential barrier thickness dependence of the 
junction resistance is not a sufficient condition to exclude the presence of pinholes across the 
TJ barrier (i. e. metallic paths connecting both electrodes) and it has been reported that 
the same R(t) exponential-behavior can be ascribed to pinhole density variation with barrier 
thickness [183]. Furthermore, good fittings of I(V) curves to tunnel theories do not exclude 
the presence of pinholes in tunnel junctions [184] and need to be followed by the use of other 
criteria [185, 186]. 

The bias dependence for asymmetric tunnel junctions (arising either from different electrodes 
or from different electrode/barrier interfaces), was first treated by Brinkman et al. [187]. 
They introduced an average barrier height Tp and a barrier asymmetry Aip = <PR - <PL to 
account for a tilted barrier potential [Fig. 5.5(c)]. The barrier parameters Tp, Aip and d are 
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Figure 5.6: Tunnel current versus applied voltage, calculated using Simmons' model [Eq. 
(5.30)], (a) for constant barrier thickness and (b) for constant barrier height. 

obtained [188] using experimental conductance G(V) = j^{V) curves and the relation: 

dl_ 
dV 

(V) = G(0) 
\j2rae tAtp 

2Ah ^ 3 / 2 eV + (2J!lltl) {eVf (5.32) 

where G(0) is the zero bias voltage conductance. 

Inelastic electron tunneling processes can also be observed in dl/dV and d2I/dV2 versus V 
spectra [57]. Such processes include magnon [189, 190] and phonon [191] assisted electron 
tunneling and give rise to peaks at low voltages (V < 100 mV) in the measured spectra, 
which are related to the corresponding excitation density of states [57]. 

Both Simmons' and Brinkman's models are based on the WKB approximation that accurately 
describes the tunnel current flowing through thick and high barriers. However, using this 
approximation and a one band model leads to the cancelation of the density of states from 
the tunneling current [166]. Thus, the tunnel niagnetoresistance effect cannot be accounted 
for in these models. Also, when considering thin barriers the WKB approximation is not so 
accurate [192]. 

Tunne l n i agne to re s i s t ance versus vo l tage . It is known that the tunnel niagnetoresis
tance decreases when the bias voltage is increased. The bias voltage for which TMR(V) = 
TMR(0)/2 is denoted by V1/2 and is normally used to attest the quality of a tunnel junction. 
The value of V\/2 has been improved from ~ 0.3 mV observed by Juliere [16] to ~ 200 mV later 
observed by Moodera [193] and currently to ~ 1300 mV for double magnetic tunnel junctions 
[194]. This enhancement is thought to have been achieved because of the improvement of 
oxidation processes and barrier quality. 

However, the decrease of TMR with bias voltage is also related to intrinsic mechanisms operat
ing in the tunnel junction. One such mechanism, proposed by Zhang et al. [189], is inelastic 

file:///j2rae
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scattering by magnons at the ferromagnet/insulator interface. At non-zero bias, electrons 
with energy above the Fermi level (hot electrons) may emit a magnon upon tunneling, thus 
reversing their spin. As voltage increases, more magnons can be emitted and consequently 
TMR decreases. However, as pointed out by Cabrera and collaborators [195, 196], this 
magnon inelastic scattering process should only account for the TMR behavior near zero bias, 
where inelastic scattering is known to take place [190, 191]. As referred, peaks associated 
with magnon spectra were observed at voltages below ~100 mV and this effect was shown to 
be too small to account for all the TMR(V) decrease up to ~500 mV. They then explained 
the dependence of TMR with voltage bias as a combined effect of several factors: Magnon-
assisted tunneling with maximum magnon energy of ~100 meV; lowering of the barrier height 
with bias voltage (as in the Simmons' model); and, since experiments probe energy depths 
of ~0.5 eV from the Fermi level, the variation of the density of states of both electrodes with 
bias voltage. The modeled results agreed quite well with the experimental ones [195|. 

The effect of the bias dependence of the density of states had been previously introduced in 
an briefer form [197, 198]. In fact, as voltage increases, new states participating in tunneling 
are added according to the density of states at the two magnetic electrodes. Because the 
density of states has a considerable variation near the Fermi level, the difference between the 
number of majority and minority states decreases, and consequently the polarization (and 
TMR) also decreases. Such correlation between the TMR(V) decrease and interfacial density 
of states has been shown in References [199, 200]. 

5.5 Tunnel conductance and Magnetoresistance temperature 
dependencies 

It is known that both the tunnel junction resistance and the tunnel magnetoresistance 
ratio decrease with increasing temperature (T). The first theoretical model to explain this 
behavior was derived by Simmons who obtained the temperature dependence of the elastic 
direct tunneling conductance Ge/ through a tunnel junction [201]. A small variation of 
tunnel conductance with temperature due to the broadening of the Fermi distribution in the 
electrodes was then found [201]: 

CT 
G^T) = G^7Mcf-y ^ 

where Ge/(0) is the tunnel direct conductance at T = 0 K and C = 1.387 x 10~4 . l t 
VV-eV/2' 

the thickness of the barrier in A, ip the barrier height in eV and V the applied bias in V. 

In Fig. 5.7 one sees the predicted temperature variation of the elastic tunneling current 
[Equation (5.33)] for different barrier heights and thicknesses. The Gei(T) variation is more 
pronounced in tunnel junctions with thicker and higher barriers. However, one also observes 
a maximum Ge;(300 K)/Gei(0) ratio of ~ 3 % , which is too small to account for the values 
usually obtained experimentally (>20%) [174]. Other mechanisms are then needed to explain 
such experimental results. Proposed mechanisms include the temperature dependence of the 
spin polarization, the temperature dependence of hopping conductance through localized 
states in the barrier, magnon- and phonon-assisted tunneling. 
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Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of tunnel conductance due to Fermi broadening. 

5 .5 .1 S p i n - p o l a r i z a t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e 

The surface, magnetization M of a ferromagnetic material decreases with increasing temper
ature, due to the thermal excitation of magnons, according to 

M{T) = M ( 0 ) ( l - a T 3 / 2 ) , (5.34) 

where M(0) is the magnetization at zero temperature and a is a material dependent constant 
called the spin wave parameter [202]. The polarization P is then assumed to vary as the 
surface magnetization [203]: 

P{T) = P(0)(1 - aT3/2), (5.35) 

where P(0) is the polarization at zero temperature. One can then extend Juliere's model 
to account for the temperature dependence of the spin polarization [204]. The tunneling 
conductance GSP as derived by Juliere [16] can be written as (assuming equal FM layers, 
whose magnetizations make an angle 6): 

Gsp(T) = Gel[l + P2(T)cose}. 

One then obtains for the tunnel magnetoresistance: 

2 P 2 ( r ) 
1 - P 2 (T) 

2 P 2 ( 0 ) ( l - a T 3 / 2 ) 2 

(5.36) 

TMR = 
(5.37) 

l - P 2 ( 0 ) ( l - a T 3 / 2 ) 2 ' 
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5.5.2 H o p p i n g conduc tance 

In addition to the direct elastic tunneling conductance [Equation (5.37)], a spin-independent 
term GSI is added to explain the experimental results. The total conductance is then given 
by: 

G(T) = Gd[l + P2{T)cos6\ + GSI. (5.38) 

This additional term then increases the total junction conductance but decreases TMR. It 
was suggested that the primary mechanism for such term is hopping through localized states 
in the barrier [203]. The temperature dependence of the hopping contribution can be written 
as [205]: 

GSI{T) = J2snTn~^, (5.39) 
n 

where n is the number of hopping sites and Sn is a prefactor dependent on the density of 
localized states. As T increases, hopping through more n states is favored. On the other 
hand, if Sn is kept constant, the decrease of the barrier thickness leads to a decrease of the 
relative contribution of hopping to the total conductance. 

5.5.3 Magnon-ass i s t ed tunne l ing 

Magnon-assisted tunneling originates from the s-d exchange interaction between tunneling 
electrons and localized spins at the FM/barrier interfaces [189]. The energy transferred to a 
spin system results in the propagation of a so called spin wave [12]. The quantum of energy 
of a spin wave is a magnon, that can be emitted or absorbed by electrons. During such 
electron-magnon interaction, the energy and spin of the electron can be altered. Zhang et al. 
[189] proposed that tunneling electrons with energy above the Fermi level excite magnons at 
the FM/barrier interface and are responsible for the temperature dependence of the tunnel 
conductance and magnetoresistance. Han et al. [206] further developed this model to include 
an anisotropic-wavelength magnon cutoff energy. 

The excitation energy of a spin wave with wavevector q and frequency w(q) is e — nqfiu>q [12], 
where nq is the number of excited magnons with wavevector q that obeys the Bose-Einstein 
distribution, 

The magnon density of states pma9{uj) is given by: 

p^9{uj) = {l/+1)JZ_! ( 5 . 4 1 ) 
w 

where v depends on the type of magnon spectrum (v = 1/2 for magnons in the bulk of the 
FM layer and v — 0 for magnons at the surface) and u>m is the maximum magnon frequency, 
which is related to the Curie temperature Tc of the FM: 

Em = hwm = ^ Z k , (5.42) 

where S is the spin operator. 
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One can now obtain the tunnel current involving emission and absorption of magnons at both 
FM layers. Assuming low applied bias voltage V (< 200 mV) and that the temperature is 
much smaller than the Fermi energy, one can write for the parallel (P) state [189, 195, 174, 
207]: 

ff* = ^SJ2 \TJ
a\2[pL

iPf JdwpT9^) (l + nq(uj))(eV- hw) 9{eV - hv)+ 

pfp? J ájPr9(u)(eV + fkj)nq(cj) 
(5.43) 

where the sum is performed over the two FM electrodes a = L,R and the integral upon the 
magnon spectrum. )7^1 is the exchange tunneling matrix element for the electron-magnon 
scattering, pi (p-r-) is the spin down (up) electronic density of states of the FM electrodes, 
and 6(x) is the step function. The first term in Equation (5.43) refers to magnon emission, 
while the second refers to magnon absorption. 

2-77-(= 
jmag *•" c q 

(5.44) 

The tunnel current for the antiparallel (AP) state is given by: 

\TR\2 pfp? Idup™a9{u) (1 + ng(oj)) (eV - hu) 6{eV - fiw) + 

|T / | 2 pfp? I du>p™a9(u) (1 + nq(ui)) {eV - HUJ) 6{eV - hw)+ 

\TJ
Rf pfpf J'dujp™9(uj)(eV + M " ? ( w ) + 

\TJ
L\2 PL\P\ f dwp™a9(uj)(eV + hu)ng(u)], 

where the first (last) two terms correspond to magnon emission (absorption). 

The limits of integration in Equations (5.43) and (5.44) are taken as [E^, Em] and [E™p, 
Em], respectively. The magnon cutoff energy Ec is introduced to account for anisotropy 
of the interface spins or a finite coherence length due to, e.g. grain boundaries [189]. The use 
of a magnetic-alignment dependent magnon cutoff energy is justified by the experimentally 
observed different magnetic excitation energies for the parallel and antiparallel alignments 
[206]. Considering interfacial magnons with constant density of states \v = 0 in Equation 
(5.41)] and two equal FM electrodes, one obtains: 

= J^2S^Pi\TJ\2
kBTln /j _ e-B?/kBT\ ( 5 . 4 5 ) 

h Em \ J 

and 

GTJ = -M(lS^ + PPT^kBTln (l - e - ^ / * - r ) . (5.46) TAP En 

Since (/°? + P?) > 2/9f/Oj (pf i^ Pi), the conductance of the AP alignment increases faster with 
increasing temperature than that of the P alignment, so that the tunnel magnetoresistance 
ratio decreases with increasing temperature. 
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5.5.4 Phononass i s t ed t unne l ing 

An inelastic spinconserving contribution to the tunneling current is also sometimes needed 
to account for experimental results of the temperature dependence of the conductance of 
tunnel junctions. A possible mechanism responsible for such contribution arises from the 
excitation and absorption of phonons at the metallic electrodes by tunneling electrons [174]. 

If energy is transferred to a crystal lattice, an elastic wave propagates through the material. 
Its energy is quantized and the corresponding quantum of energy is called a phonon [12]. For 
phononassisted tunneling one can write the current for the parallel state [174, 207]: 

Tph _ 
1p = j E ^ [ j ' d w P a ( u ) p P h ( u ) (eV  hw) (1 + ng(u;))6(eV  hw)+ 

dwPai^pP*1^) [eV + tiu) n,(w) 

and for the antiparallel state: 

'AP = j E ^ [ / d w P « ( u ) p £ V ) (eV  hu) (l + nq(u))d(eV  M + 

/ ■ 

(5.47) 

a.a 

I' 
(5.48) 

duPa(iv)fC(u) (eV + hu) nq(uj) 

Here, pph = ^  is the phonon density of states (wrj is the Debye frequency), P(cu) = 7— 
is the so called phonon vertex (7 is a constant) and nq is given by Equation (5.40). Again 
a = R,L and a = | , | . Two limiting cases arise when integrating Equations (5.47) and (5.48): 
One for ksT < hwn, and the other for ksT > HLUD One obtains for the parallel state: 

< = ̂ frW + ,Dr(M)\, (,49) 

and for the antiparallel state: 

A 
ph 2 ^ 3 (kBT\A 

where T = ^ f ( r = §) and A = 4 (A = 1) for kBT < hwD (kBT > huD). 

5.5.5 Pinho les 

One also has to consider that pinholes may be present in the barrier, providing a metallic 
path between the two electrodes. The temperature dependence of the electrical resistance 
of TJs with pinholes should then show a metalliclike behavior, increasing with increasing 
temperature (dR/dT > 0). Such behavior was indeed observed in tunnel junctions with 
R x A ?» 10 kfi/im2, although the corresponding I(V) characteristics were well fitted using 
Simmons' model [184]. However, the same behavior was not observed for tunnel junctions 
with lower resistance (R x A « 10 i7/zm2) [208]. In fact, and although pinholes had been 
induced, an insulatorlike behavior still was observed for R(T), indicating that electrical 
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Figure 5.8: Sharvin resistance as a function of nanoconstriction radius a for several pi 
products. In the inset the resistance is displayed in a logarithmic scale for small constrictions. 
Notice however, that the Sharvin resistance holds only for a radius larger than an electron 
wavelength. 

transport was dominated by tunneling. Thus, for low resistance tunnel junctions, the absence 
of pinholes cannot be ascribed only by the R(T) behavior. 

To explain that tunneling can dominate transport in the presence of metallic paths between 
electrodes, let us consider a nanoconstriction modeled as a circular aperture of radius a 
between two metallic layers of electrical resistivity p. The resistance of such constriction is 
known as the Sharvin resistance and can be written as [209]: 

Apl 
•^Sharvin = Õ ^- (5.51) 

Notice that since p oc 1//, -Rsharvin does not depend on the electron mean free path I. 
Considering typical values for a metal (p « 15 pQcm, I « 50 Â) and a constriction of 
radius a = 50 A, one obtains iîsharvin ~ 13 ÍÍ, which is at least comparable to the resistance 
of thin tunnel junctions. In Fig. 5.8 one observes the behavior of the Sharvin resistance 
as a function of the constriction radius. Obviously, the larger the pi product, the larger 
i?Sharvin- Notice that for large pi products, -Rsharvin can be considerably large (¾ 7 Q) even 
for a « 200 Â. 

One then expects that the resistance of a tunnel junction with a pinhole can be modeled as 
a tunnel resistor in parallel with an ohmic resistor. Assuming that the pinhole resistance 
remains unchanged with increasing pinhole area, one can write the effective R x A product 
of a tunnel junction as [208]: 
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Figure 5.9: R x A and TMR as a function of pinhole area x. In this case: A = 0.28 /mi2, 
■R x funnel = 12.7 fyim2, iî x pinhole = 0.8 Çlfim2 and TMRtunDel = 25%. 

where R x Titunnel is the resistance area product of the TJ in the absence of pinholes, 
R x Apinhoie is the resistance area product when all the current passes through the pinhole, 
x is the area of the pinhole and A is the total area of the tunnel junction. The effective 
tunnel junction resistance then decreases as a function of pinhole area (Fig. 5.9; left scale) 
and reaches R x Apinh0ie when x = A. The tunnel magnetoresistance also decreases due to 
the presence of this spinindependent resistance contribution (Fig. 5.9; right scale). The 
effective TMR is written as [208]: 

TMReS(X) = TMRtunnel ^ > < ^ f f ( x )  f l x ^ p i n h o l e \ ^ 
\ It X /itunnel ^ x ^pinhole / 

When all the current passes through pinholes, TMR naturally goes to zero. 

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of the tunnel junction will begin to 
show a metalliclike behavior when [208]: 

X > RxîXRX
+

ARPTT ■ (554) 

" A ^tunnel T Í I A ^pinhole 

For the parameters used in Fig. 5.9, one sees that R(T) exhibits a positive dR/dT (denoting 
a metallic behavior) only when x > 0.06 A. Thus, in low resistance tunnel junctions, an 
insulatinglike behavior of the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance does not 
rule out the presence of pinholes. Such is not the case for high resistance tunnel junctions, 
where any metallic short will overcome the tunnel resistance and induce a metalliclike R(T) 
behavior [184]. 
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of parallel Gp and antiparallel GAP conductance of 
a magnetic tunnel junction and corresponding difference AG. Obtained from magnon- and 
phonon-assisted tunneling [Equations (5.45), (5.46), (5.49) and (5.50); left graph] and from 
the P(T) behavior and hopping conductance [Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39); right graph]. 

5 .5 .6 C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s 

As we have seen, several models exist to account for the temperature dependence of the 
electrical resistance of tunnel junctions. The model derived by Simmons, taking into account 
only the smearing of the Fermi distribution with temperature, predicts a negligible conduc
tance increase with increasing temperature (a few percent from low to room temperature). 
This is in contradiction with experiment and other mechanisms have to be considered. 

The extension of Juliere's model to account for the decrease of the spin polarization with 
increasing temperature (section 5.5.1) gives rise to an increase of the parallel conductance 
GpP with increasing temperature (Fig. 5.10; right graph). This contradicts experimental 
results [174] and a spin-independent tunneling contribution had to be added to the total 
conductance to obtain good fits [203]. Such contribution was argued to arise from hopping 
in localized states in the insulator barrier. One sees (Fig. 5.10 right graph; parameters used 
can be found in Refs. [174] and [203]) that by adding such hopping conductance one in fact 
obtains a Gp

 + that increases with increasing T. However, this model is still not able to 
fully account for experimental results [174, 210, 211]. One then has to consider magnon-
[189, 206] and phonon-assisted [174] tunneling. 

As referred in section 5.4, magnon excitation is commonly used to account for the TMR(V) 
behavior in the low-bias voltage region. Furthermore, phonons in metallic layers are also 
expected to be excited during measurements in tunnel junctions [174]. Magnon- and phonon-
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assisted tunneling are then likely to be the main contributions to the temperature dependence 
of the electrical resistance of tunnel junctions. 

In Fig. 5.10 (left graph) one sees the estimated contributions from magnon- and magnon-
phonon-assisted tunneling to the temperature dependence of tunnel conductance. When 
considering only magnon-assisted tunneling one sees that both parallel and antiparallel con
ductances increase with increasing temperature, but that the antiparallel contribution in
creases much more rapidly. Thus, both AG"1"9 = G™a9 — G™p9 and TMR decrease rapidly 
with increasing temperature. Introducing phonon-assisted tunneling enhances the parallel 
conductance and (at least at low temperatures) leads to an increase of AG m a f l + p / l with 
increasing temperature. Thus, TMR will decrease slower with increasing T when compared 
to the case of magnon-assisted tunneling only. 

5.6 Dielectric breakdown 

Magnetic tunnel junctions to be used in commercial applications (section 1.3) must operate 
without significant degradation of their transport properties for at least about ten years. 
However, since the insulating barrier of a MTJ is usually very thin (~ 5 20 A), dielectric 
breakdown is a reliability concern that must always be taken into consideration [208, 212, 213]. 
In fact, it is known that when sufficiently high electric fields (~ 107 V/cm) are applied across 
the tunnel junction, dielectric breakdown occurs within minutes [214]. The resulting large 
decrease of the electrical resistance of the tunnel junction is a consequence of the formation 
of microscopic ohmic shorts in the barrier. 

Dielectric breakdown in SÍO2 (used in complementary metal-oxide semiconductors) has been 
studied for long [215, 216, 217] and several microscopic mechanisms explaining this phenom
ena were proposed, with varying degrees of success [218, 219, 220]. Nevertheless, research 
on dielectric breakdown in magnetic tunnel junctions has only recently began to take advan
tage from such knowledge gathered in past studies on SÍO2 [214, 221]. Furthermore, SÍO2 
capacitors have been scaled down to only ~ 40 A, a value still considerably larger than the 
typical ~ 10 A thickness of the insulating barrier of magnetic tunnel junctions. New physics 
is then encountered when studying dielectric breakdown in thin MTJs, namely the influence 
of pinholes and local hot-spots on the reliability of MTJs. 

5 .6 .1 I n t r i n s i c a n d e x t r i n s i c b r e a k d o w n 

It is experimentally observed that the breakdown voltage for thin (~ 10 A) and ultrathin 
(~ 5 A) tunnel junctions ( « 0.2 V) is much lower than for thicker ones (~ 20 A; « 0.6 V) [222], 
a dependence that is usually attributed to the presence of pinholes in TJs with thin barriers. 
Two distinct breakdown mechanisms in tunnel junctions are then usually encountered [212]. 

Intrinsic breakdown occurs in tunnel junctions with well formed oxide layers by the action 
of the applied electrical field or electrical current (see section 5.6.2), and is characterized by 
a sudden and large resistance variation at the breakdown point [Fig. 5.11(a)]. It is then 
associated with the local structure and composition of the oxide. 

Extrinsic breakdown is related with the growth of already existing pinholes in the tunneling 
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Figure 5.11: (a) Intrinsic breakdown of a tunnel junction with a well formed oxide barrier. 
(b) Extrinsic breakdown related with defects/pinholes in the barrier of a magnetic tunnel 
junction. Notice the different resistance variation associated with the two mechanisms: 
Abrupt for intrinsic, gradual for extrinsic breakdown (see arrows). 

barrier and is then a fabrication-related (extrinsic) issue. In breakdown experiments this 
mechanism is characterized by a gradual variation of the electrical resistance at the breakdown 
point [Fig. 5.11(b)]. Localized heating near the pinhole then lead to its growth [213]. Tunnel 
junctions with thicker barriers have a lower concentration of pinholes and thus fail intrinsically 
more often than thinner ones. Consequently, the TMR value is usually correlated with the 
breakdown mechanism [212]: TJs that fail due to intrinsic causes show larger TMR than 
those that break extrinsically. 

5 .6 .2 M i c r o s c o p i c m o d e l s 

Several physical mechanisms have been proposed to account for the observed breakdown in 
SiC-2 gate oxides, most noticeably the E- and the 1/E-models. All of them account well 
for the experimental Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) data within the limited 
high-electrical field range experimentally available. From the E-model results that the time to 
breakdown TBD is expressed as TBD OC e~lE as a consequence of thermochemical breakdown 
(E the electrical field and 7 the field acceleration parameter). The 1/E-model proposes that 
TBD OC eG'E due to hole-generation after impact ionization (G the field acceleration factor). 
Today it is believed that both electrical field-induced and electrical current-induced dielectric 
breakdown mechanisms complement each other and are required to explain all the observed 
TDDB data over wide ranges of electrical field, voltage, current and temperature [223, 224]. 

5.6.2.1 T h e E - m o d e l 

The E-model [218, 223, 214] is based on thermodynamic free energy considerations and 
relates breakdown with field-induced distortion of atomic bonds in the oxide layer. When 
an electrical field is applied, the oxide molecular bonds tend to break with time and tunnel 
junction breakdown is observed when the localized density of broken bonds is sufficiently 
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high for a percolative path between the two electrodes to occur. 

A large dipole moment directed from the negative oxygen ion to the positive silicon ion exists 
in SiC>2- In the presence of an applied external electrical held E = V/t (V the applied voltage 
and t the oxide thickness), the Si-0 bonds are distorted because the dipole moments parallel 
to the field tend to grow while those antiparallel tend to shrink, resulting in a net polarization 
P = x^oE (x the electric susceptibility and eo the electric permittivity of vacuum). The local 
electrical-field Eioc which distorts the molecular bonds in the dielectric is the sum of E and 
the surrounding dipolar field due to the polarization P : 

Eloc = E + L— = (1 + LX)E, (5.55) 

where L is the Lorentz factor (=1 /3 for cubic symmetry). The local electrical field can then be 
nearly twice the applied field and dipoles parallel to E/oc have much lower energy than those 
antiparallel, by an amount — 2p • E;oc where p is the molecular dipole moment. Antiparallel 
bonds are then expected to break by thermal processes (related to the finite probability that 
the molecule receives enough energy to break a bound) and/or hole capture (see 1/E-model), 
resulting in local defects that ultimately give rise to dielectric breakdown. 

The time to breakdown is then given in the E-model by: 

TBD = tQekBT e-iE} ( 5 5 6 ) 

where 7 = k~T is the field acceleration factor, io a constant and AH is the bond breakage 
activation energy. 

Extrapolating these considerations to the case of amorphous AI2O3 [214], one sees that the 
electric susceptibility of AI2O3 (x « 7.0) is larger than that of SÍO2 (x ^ 2.9), which results 
in higher polarization and local electrical field and thus on larger field acceleration factor 
7. Also, bonds in AI2O3 are more ionic than in SÍO2, leading to higher dipole moments 
in AI2O3, and thus also to larger 7. This enhancement of the field acceleration factor was 
experimentally confirmed [214], giving a solid base for the use of the E-model in magnetic 
tunnel junctions. 

5.6.2.2 T h e 1 /E-model 

The 1/E-model [219, 223] usually fits very well data obtained in high-field/high current tests. 
In this model, the energy of the electrons arriving at the anode (assumed equal or slightly 
larger than the barrier height) excites deep-valence band electrons to a state above the Fermi 
level (impact ionization), producing a hot hole which can tunnel back into the oxide. Most 
of the injected holes are expected to be collected by the cathode but some remain in the 
dielectric. This generates an electron trap inside the oxide, leading to an enhancement of 
local current density. The time to breakdown is then given in the 1/E-model by: 

TBD = t0e%, (5.57) 

where G is the field acceleration factor of the 1/E model. 

McPherson et al. [223] unified the 1/E- and the E-models, by claiming that current-induced 
holes captured by weak bonds in the dielectric, in fact only lower the required energy for 
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bond breakage by field-enhanced thermal means. Thus bond breakage can occur either by 
only field-enhanced thermal means (E-model) or by the sequence mechanism: Hole capture 
(1/E-model) followed by field enhanced thermal bond breakage (E-model). The effective 
bond breakage rate is then the sum of the rates of these two mechanisms and dielectric 
breakdown is dominated by the fastest one. The dominant mechanism depends mainly on 
the bond strength: If lower than 3 eV, the bond breakage rate is generally dominated by 
field-enhanced thermal processes, but for bond strengths larger than 3 eV, bond breakage 
must be hole-catalyzed. 

5.7 Current Induced Magnetization Switching 

As stated in section 1.3, tunnel junctions are thought to be able to replace common static 
random-access memories with the advantage of non-volatility. However, several drawbacks are 
still of concern regarding Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) devices, like cross-talk 
in the array configuration and the large power consumption, mainly to generate the magnetic 
field used to commute the resistance between its low and high state. It is thus desirable to 
replace the usual magnetic field-driven by an alternative resistance switching mechanism. 
One such mechanism was predicted by Slonczewski [225, 226] and Berger [227] whose studies 
showed that a spin polarized electrical current can reverse the magnetization of a FM layer 
by the spin transfer effect: Current Induced Magnetization Switching (CIMS). This effect 
was recently observed in nanometer-sized pillars [228], exchange-biased spin valves [229] and 
magnetic tunnel junctions [230, 231] and is thus under intense theoretical [232, 233, 234, 235] 
and experimental [236, 237] research. 

In the model developed by Slonczewski [225, 226], a spin polarized electrical current exerts a 
torque on the moments of a ferromagnetic layer, if these moments are not collinear with the 
direction of the current polarization. When polarized electrons from one FM enter a second 
FM layer, they will start to precess, to align with the magnetization direction of the second 
FM (Fig. 5.12). Thus, there is a difference of spin angular momentum between incoming and 
outgoing spins in the second FM layer. The missing spin angular momentum is absorbed by 
the local moments, which results in a torque exerted on the moments of the second FM layer. 

A straightforward physical description of this phenomena is given in, e.g., References [232] 
and [235]. Let us consider the usual spin-valve type structure formed by two ferromagnetic 
layers (right and left) separated by a non-magnetic one, and that the magnetization of the 
right layer (M#) is tilted with respect to that of the left FM layer (M^) by an angle 6. The 
electrical current flows perpendicularly to the plane of the layers (CPP geometry). The FM 
layers are taken as perfect spin filters, so that incident electrons with spin aligned parallel 
(antiparallel) to the magnetization are totally transmitted (reflected). 

Let us first consider electrons flowing from the right to the left FM layer (with magnetization 
along +z) and thus polarized along M # (Fig. 5.12). These electrons can be considered as a 
linear combination of basis states with spin along +z of amplitude cos{9/2) and along — z of 
amplitude sin(9/2). For the perfect spin filter situation considered here, electrons transmitted 
by the left layer will have their spin solely on the +z direction, while electrons reflected by the 
left layer will have their spin along the — z direction. The x spin-component is absorbed by 
the moments of the left FM layer (due to s-d exchange interactions [225, 235]) thus producing 
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Figure 5.12: Angular momentum transfer. Electrons flow from the right to the left. A torque 
is exerted in the magnetization of the left FM layer, trying to align it parallel with that of 
the right layer. 

a torque T£ on M L . In this case, the torque is applied so as to align the magnetization of the 
left FM layer parallel to the polarization direction of the incident electrons, and thus to MR. 
On the other hand, electrons reflected from the left FM layer have their spin antiparallel to 
M L and exert a torque TR on MR so as to align it antiparallel to M L - If no other forces 
were present in the structure (anisotropy, local fields), the magnetization of both layers would 
continuously rotate in the same direction [225]. However, if one considers (as schematically 
represented in Fig. 5.12), that one of the FM layer is much thicker than the other, the 
direction of the magnetization of such thick layer can be treated as fixed, and only that of 
the thin layer rotates. 

When the current flows in the reverse direction (electrons flow from left to right; Fig. 5.13), 
the directions of the torques are also reversed. In this case the torque will try to align MR 
parallel to M L and M L antiparallel to MR. One then has that, when the current flows in one 
direction through the thin FM layer, its moments will rotate as to align themselves parallel 
to the magnetization of the thick FM layer. If the current direction is reversed, the torque 
will act as to rotate the moments of the thin FM layer antiparallel to MR. Furthermore, the 
torque is always non-zero even for small spin dependent scattering [235]. Thus, and although 
the torque is zero when the magnetizations of both FM layers are parallel or antiparallel, any 
fluctuation from these orientations is amplified by the current-induced torque. 

Recent experiments [238] showed that the CIMS effect does not depend only on the interfacial 
spin-dependent scattering but that bulk scattering inside the thick FM layer must also be 
taken into account (see References [226, 232, 233, 239]). It is, however, independent of the 
scattering inside the thin FM layer. 

One then must add an extra spin-transference term to the usual Landau-Lifshitz equation 
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Figure 5.13: Angular momentum transfer. Electrons flow from the left to the right. A torque 
is exerted in the magnetization of the left FM layer, trying to align it antiparallel with that 
of the right layer. 

that rules magnetization dynamics of the form (see, e.g., References [225, 228, 234, 239]): 

dML 

dt oc -jg(Q)mL x (râfl x mL) (5.58) 

where j is the electrical current density, g(6) is a function that depends on the polarization 
and increases with 9 [225] and I Î I ^ L are the unit vectors NIR^/MR^. It is thus possible to 
discuss the stability of the parallel and antiparallel states [237], the critical current density 
needed to induce magnetization reversal through the spin-torque effect [228, 237], as well as 
the switching time and anisotropy [240]. 

Such Current-Induced Magnetization Switching was first experimentally observed in nanopil-
lars [228] with two Co layers with different thickness, separated by a Cu spacer. The pillars 
were lithographically patterned to ~130 nm dots. It was observed that, in low applied 
magnetic field, a spin polarized current (current density j ~ 108 A/cm 2) , flowing from 
the thick to the thin layer, switched the magnetization of the thin layer from parallel to 
antiparallel and from antiparallel to parallel for the reversed current direction. 

Since then several other groups have experimentally probed the characteristics of the CIMS 
effect, including layer thickness [241], magnetic field [237] and temperature [242] dependencies 
and the effect of coupling between the FM layers [243]. Current induced magnetization 
switching was also responsible for the observed reversal of the magnetization of the free layer 
of an exchange-biased spin valve (280x90 nm2) [229] for high density currents (~ 108 A/cm 2 ) . 
Lower current densities (~ 8 x 106 A/cm2) were necessary for current-driven switching of 
submicron, ellipse-shaped exchange biased tunnel junctions [230, 231]. 
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5.8 Current Induced Resistance Switching 

For atomic diffusion to occur an atom needs to surmount the energy barrier E\, separating 
equilibrium lattice sites. When an electric current flows through a metal the usual, thermally-
activated, random motion of atoms is biased by the electrical field (Fig. 5.14), resulting in a 
net atomic flow. This phenomena is know as electromigration [244] and is currently the major 
cause of failure of interconnects in integrated circuits [245]. Studies of EM in interconnects are 
performed under stress conditions, such as high electrical current densities (~ 107 A/cm2) 
and temperature (~ 500-700 K) and show that EM can occur through different diffusion 
paths, such as grain boundary and interfaces, as in Al [246] and Cu [247] interconnects, 
respectively. The relative importance of the different diffusion paths varies with the material 
properties (grain size and orientation, interface bonding and structure). In cubic systems, 
atomic diffusion is usually mediated by vacancies. Since interfaces and grain boundaries are 
the main sources of vacancies [248], these are usually the paths followed by diffusing atoms. 
However, interstitial diffusion can also be an important diffusion mechanism [249]. 

Electromigration is also a concern in magnetic nanostructures, namely spin valves and tunnel 
junctions [250]. During device operation, local structural inhomogeneities can lead to large 
current densities, and thus to electromigration (especially in tunnel junctions where the resis
tance depends exponentially on the barrier thickness and where localized nanoconstrictions 
can concentrate most of the current). Such high current densities can also lead to intense 
heating which then results in enhanced electromigration [250]. Discrete electromigration 
events were observed in metallic nanobridges (for j ~ 108 A/cm2) [251]. Reversible EM was 
recently observed in Ni nanoconstrictions (j ~ 1013 A/cm2) [252] and thin tunnel junctions 
(j ~ 106 A/cm2) [62, 253]. It was recently observed that EM in these nanostructures can 
lead to both an increase and a decrease of the electrical resistance, depending on the sense 
of the applied electrical current, and thus on the sense of EM-driven atomic motion. This 
new effect in TJs was called Current Induced Resistance Switching (CIS) and constitutes an 
important topic systematically investigated in this thesis. 

5.8.1 Atomic diffusion 

Atomic diffusion in crystals takes place by random discrete atomic jumps from one lattice site 
to another or, equivalently, from one equilibrium position to another. In a crystal, the regular 
array of lattice sites provide equilibrium positions for atoms, so during an atomic: jump the 
migrating atom has to overcome repulsive forces from its neighbors. Thus, the migrating atom 
needs sufficient energy to surmount the energy barrier Ef, separating equilibrium positions 
[Fig. 5.14(a)]. Such energy is occasionally given by a local thermal fluctuation. 

Several mechanisms are possible for atomic diffusion [254]. The simplest is the exchange 
mechanism, that consists in the direct interchange of two neighboring atoms. This is a very 
unlikely process, since during diffusion each atom would need to be considerably compressed 
before passing one another. Another mechanism occurs when there are crystal imperfections, 
such as small interstitial atoms. In this case, diffusion can occur through direct jumps from 
one interstitial site to another (interstitial mechanism). When the size of the interstitial atom 
is comparable to that of the lattice atoms, diffusion can occur through the interstitialcy 
mechanism. Here, the interstitial atom moves to a normal lattice site, while the atom 
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Figure 5.14: (a) Diffusion of an atom in the periodic potential created by the lattice. Notice 
that the energy barrier for diffusion E\, is isotropic, (b) Diffusion of an atom in the presence 
of an applied force. Notice the different energy barriers for diffusion and jump frequency to 
the right (E£, T+) and to the left (£6~, T~) . 

originally at the lattice site is pushed into a neighboring interstitial site. Another diffusion 
mechanism is the vacancy mechanism. Vacancies exist in any crystal at a temperature above 
absolute zero and provide an easy path for diffusion. A migrating atom simply jumps into a 
neighboring vacancy, exchanging position with it. Vacancy and interstitial mechanisms are 
the most frequently observed experimentally. 

The total displacement per unit time R of migrating atoms randomly jumping through crystal 
sites can be written as: 

r 
R = ^ r i ; (5.59) 

where r; is the i-th elementary jump vector and T is the number of atomic jumps per unit 
time. Averaging over a large number of jumps one can write the mean square displacement 
R of a cubic system [255] : 

(R2) = Tr2f, (5.60) 

where / is the correlation factor that depends on the crystal structure and diffusion mecha
nism [256]. However, / ~ 1 for most systems of interest, which indicates that the diffusion 
processes are usually uncorrelated. Thus, successive jumps are completely independent one 
from another. 

Defining the diffusion coefficient as D = g (R2), one can now introduce the two general 
equations governing diffusion. If C is the concentration of the diffusing atoms, then the 
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atomic flux J is given by (assuming isotropic diffusion): 

J = -DVC. (5.61) 

Equation (5.61) is the phenomenological Fick's law and states that the flux of the diffusing 
atoms is proportional to its concentration gradient, i. t., diffusion occurs from regions of 
high to regions of low concentration. In the absence of a concentration gradient, there will 
be no net atomic flux. 

The conservation of the number of atoms will be given by the continuity equation: 

^ = - V . J . (5.62) 

For atomic diffusion by a vacancy (interstitial) mechanism the diffusion coefficient Dv (Di) 
is given by [255]: 

A , W = ^ ¾ (5.63) 

where Tvu\ is the jump frequency of an atom into an adjacent vacancy (interstitial site). 

The jump frequency can be obtained using straightforward physical arguments. Let us 
consider a diffusing atom in a periodic potential representing equilibrium lattice sites in 
the crystal [Fig. 5.14(a)]. The probability that an atom acquires an energy equal or greater 
than the activation energy for migration (Eb) and thus moves over the barrier into a new 
equilibrium position is given by the Boltzmann factor. If v is the vibration frequency of the 
atom at the equilibrium position (approximately the Debye frequency), then one simply has 
[255]: 

r = ve-Eb/kBT, (5.64) 

which results in: 
D^Do^e-^^, (5.65) 

where j = v, i (vacancy, interstitial) and DQÍ = ^ — . 

Notice that we assumed isotropic jump frequencies, i. e., the jump probability did not depend 
on its direction [Fig. 5.14(a)]. We will now see how a driving force (e. g. an electrical field) 
affects atomic diffusion [Fig. 5.14(b)]. 

Let us consider an one-dimensional system, where particles can jump from one site to the 
right or to the left. In an isotropic system, the jump frequencies T to the right and to the left 
are equal. However, an applied external force F (e. g. an electrical field that acts on ions, 
as in electromigration; see section 5.8.2) introduces an anisotropy on the jump frequency. 
Such anisotropy arises because the force lowers the potential energy of an atom (by rF/2) 
when it moves by r in the direction of the force [Fig. 5.14(b)]. One thus has to distinguish 
between the jump frequency to the right T+ and to the left T~ . Redefining the (ID) diffusion 
coefficient as D = *£- *—^—> o n e c a n write the flux of the diffusing particle J along the x 
axis as [257]: 

BC 
J = -D— + vC, (5.66) 

ox 
that can be readily generalized for a 3D system. C is the concentration of diffusing atoms 
and v = r ( r + — T~) is the drift velocity and is a measure of the bias in the system. Due 
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to collisions, a linear relation between the drift velocity and the applied force is often found 
[257, 258]: 

v = MF, (5.67) 

where M = ^ ^ is called the mobility. 

The flux [Eq. (5.66)] due only to the external force JF is then given by: 

DC 
JF = j - y f . (5.68) 

The different energy barriers for migration to the right and to the left lead to the jump 
frequencies ( r + , T~) given by: 

r ± = ue~E^kBT = ve-{E„*Fr/2)/kBT ( 5 6 9 ) 

One now obtains for the diffusion coefficient: 

D = r2ve-EblkBT cosh{Fr /2kBT), (5.70) 

and the drift velocity: 
v = 2rve~EblkBT sinh(Fr /2kBT). (5.71) 

Noticing that in actual structures diffusion occurs through several paths, an effective diffusion 
coefficient -De// should be taken into consideration: 

Deff = fBDB + fgbDgb + fiDu (5.72) 

where the subscripts B, gb, i refer to bulk, grain boundary and interface diffusion, respec
tively, fj (j = B,gb,i) is the fraction of atoms diffusing through path j and depends on the 
geometry of the structure considered. Usually DQB <?; DQ ., DQÍ . The activation energy also 
depends on the the migration path. For Aluminium self-diffusion one has 1.5 eV for diffusion 
in the bulk, 0.6 eV for diffusion along a grain boundary and 0.9 eV for diffusion along an 
A1/A1203 interface [259]. 

5 .8 .2 E l e c t r o m i g r a t i o n 

When a metal is subjected to an electrical field E, the usual random diffusive motion of 
atoms is biased by the resulting driving force F , and a net atomic flux can be observed. This 
phenomena is known as electromigration (EM) [244] and F can be written as: 

F = Z*eE, (5.73) 

where Z* is the effective valence and e is the elementary charge. The force acting on the 
migrating ion is usually separated into two components, both linear in the external applied 
electrical field: 

F = Fd + Fw = (Zd + Zw)eE. (5.74) 

The direct force F^ arises from the electrostatic interactions between the electrical field and 
the direct valence of the ion Zd (> 0). The theoretical calculation of the direct force is a 
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challenging process but Zd « Z (Z the valence of the ion) is usually assumed. The wind 
force Fw results from momentum exchange between the current carrying electrons and the 
migrating ions and it is then exerted in the direction of the electron current (opposite to the 
electrical field). The wind valence Zw is simply a convenient term to describe the wind force, 
arising from the fact that F„, is proportional to the current density and, in an ohmic material, 
to E. The competition between wind and direct forces is often dominated by the first, that 
thus controls the sign and magnitude of the effective valence Z* and the EM process. 

Notice that one can now write the atomic flux [Equation (5.68)] as: 

DC 
JF = j^feZ*E- (5-75) 

The most straightforward determination of Z* is obtained using the so called ballistic model, 
where the direct valence is taken as the valence of the unscreened ion and the wind valence 
is given by easily obtainable material dependent constants. Other more sophisticated models 
treat the electromigration driving force self-consistently, without a priori separation of the 
direct and wind contributions. 

5.8.2.1 T h e bal l is t ic m o d e l 

The ballistic model of electromigration presents the most intuitive picture of the underlying 
physics of EM [244]. In this model the direct valence is taken to be the (unscreened) ion, for 
which Zd = Z. The wind force is calculated assuming that all the momentum lost by the 
scattered electrons is transferred to the migrating ion [251]. Electrons are treated as in the 
free electron approximation and migrating ions as defects. When an electron is scattered by 
such impurity ions, the momentum transferred to the ion per second and unit volume is given 
by nmvd/ri, where n is the electron density, m is the electron mass, \d is the drift velocity 
of the electron and T\ is the collision time for electron scattering by the impurity. The force 
acting on a single impurity ion is then nmvd/TiNi, where Ni is the density of impurity ions. 
The wind force can then be written as [244]: 

» - j m (5.76) 
eriNi 

where j = —nev^. Using p = E/j, the total resistivity, and pi = m/ne2Ti (resistivity due to 
the impurity), one obtains: 

F™ = - e ^ - E . (5.77) 
Nip 

Equation (5.77) can be further rewritten, so that one obtains Zw = —nlatr, where n is the 
electron density, I is the electron mean free path and atr is the electron transport cross section 
for scattering by the ion. The effective valence Z* in the ballistic model is then given by 
[244]: 

Z* = Z-nlatr. (5.78) 

Using typical values for a metal (n ~ IO - 1 Ã - 3 , I ~ 100 Â, atr ~ 1 Â2; [260]), one finds 
Zw ~ —10 (\ZW\ » Zrffs 1), showing that the wind force usually dominates electromigration. 
However, more elaborated electromigration models such as the pseudopotential method give 
considerably lower Zw values, by as much as 70% [244]. Also, the ballistic model is difficult 
to extend to account for band-structure effects. 
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5.8.2.2 O t h e r mode l s 

Other models of electromigration include the pseudopotential method, where each ion is 
described by its own bare pseudopotential and a neutralizing electron cloud. The neutral 
atom is described by a screened pseudopotential, allowing the use of perturbation theories. 
The analysis of such method is complicated because the pseudopotential is non-local and 
energy dependent. Numerical results give lower wind force values, between 20 and 70% when 
compared to those obtained using the ballistic model. Such results are in good qualitative 
agreement with experiment, especially when Zd = Z is assumed. 

Another approach based on the semi-classical Boltzmann equation gives a self-consistent 
calculation of the electromigration driving force. In this approach the simultaneous presence 
of the electrical field, electron current and electron scattering is considered. It is found that 
the electromigration force can be written as [244]: 

F = ZeE - (u - vd)D, (5.79) 

where E is the macroscopic electrical field, u is the velocity of the migrating ion, v^ is the 
electron drift velocity and D is a viscosity coefficient. 

A quantum-mechanical generalization of the previous result is given by the density matrix 
analysis. A self-consistent potential V for an electron in the presence of a single impurity and 
an applied electrical field is considered, V(r) = VQ(T) + V^c(r), where VQ is the bare potential 
and Vsc is the screening potential. The effective valence is given by [244]: 

— = A - BEFT, (5.80) 

where r is the relaxation time and A and B are positive constants. The first term can 
then be identified with the direct force, while the second one is associated with the wind 
contribution. One notices that the separation between direct and wind forces is only a 
matter of convenience, and that the only relevant quantity in EM is the net force acting 
on the ion. Nevertheless, all electromigration models can be generalized to give a F^ + Fw 

expression. 

5.8.2.3 E l e c t r o m i g r a t i o n in n a n o c o n s t r i c t i o n s 

Sorbello [261] first studied electromigration forces in mesoscopic systems. In particular he 
considered electromigration near a point contact modeled as a circular aperture of radius a 
between two metallic layers of electrical resistivity p. One writes again the Sharvin resistance 
[209]: 

4p/ 
Rsharvin = Õ jf" (5.81) 

The direct force is, near the aperture, given by: 

Fd « eZd^, (5.82) 
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where V is the voltage across the constriction. On the other hand, the wind force near the 
aperture can be estimated as: 

Fw « K-^, (5.83) 
7TCT 

where K = (Fw/J)buik- Both the direct and wind forces are then enhanced near the 
constriction, when compared to the corresponding bulk values. Using Equations (5.81), 
(5.82) and (5.83), an estimate on the relative magnitude of the direct and wind forces gives 
[261, 251]: 

T^-KU- (5'84) 

The Fd/'Fw ratio then depends on the geometry of the constriction: The smaller the con
striction radius, the larger the relative magnitude of the direct force compared to the wind 
force. For self-electromigration in Al, Sorbello [261] estimated Fd « ~\FW when a = 14 Â. 
Contrarily, in the case of bulk electromigration one generally has \Fd\ <ÍC \FW\, as noticed 
previously. 



Chapter 6 

Current Induced Switching in 
Magnetic Tunnel Junctions 

Summary 

Tunnel junctions (TJs) consisting of two ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by an insulator 
[8] are strong candidates for technological applications as magnetic random-access memories 
(MRAMs) [155]. The magnetization of one of the FM layers (pinned layer) is fixed by an 
underlying antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer. The magnetization of the other FM layer (free 
layer) reverses almost freely when a small magnetic field is applied. Due to spin dependent 
tunneling [151] one is able to switch the device between two distinct resistance (R) states, 
when the magnetizations of the pinned and free layers become parallel (Rp; low R) or 
antiparallel {RAP', high R). However, because cross-talk and power consumption are still 
a concern for MRAM devices, one desires to replace the usual magnetic field-driven by an 
electrical current-driven R-switching mechanism, as predicted by Slonczewski and Berger 
[225, 227] (spin torque effect; Current Induced Magnetization Switching). This effect was 
recently observed in nanometer-sized pillars, exchange-biased spin valves and magnetic tunnel 
junctions [228, 229, 230, 231], but it required high current densities (j ~ 108A/cm2). 

On the other hand, Liu et al. [62] observed R-changes (switching between high and low 
R-states) induced by much lower current densities (j ~ 106 A/cm2) in thin tunnel junctions. 
These changes were initially attributed to the Current Induced Magnetization Switching 
mechanism, caused by the spin-torque exerted by the electrical current on the local moments 
within the FM layers (section 5.7). However, it was later found [76] that the observed 
phenomenon did not depend on the relative orientation of the free/pinned layer magneti
zations. This new non-magnetic effect was then called Current Induced Switching (CIS) 
and attributed to electromigration of metallic ions in nanoconstrictions in the insulating 
barrier [253]. In fact, Deac et al. [253] observed that, in ultra-thin TJs (barrier thickness 
í = 5 A), transport in the current-induced high (low) resistance state was tunnel (metallic) 
dominated. Such change in the transport mechanism was attributed to the opening/closing 
of metallic pinholes in the insulating barrier, resulting from electromigration of ions from the 
electrodes into the insulating barrier and vice-versa. For a sufficiently intense current (critical 
switching current, Ic) high electrical fields occur across the thin insulating layer and may lead 

135 
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to electromigration of ions from the FM electrodes (Co, Fe) into the barrier, decreasing the 
effective barrier thickness and consequently the junction resistance ("thin" barrier state; 
R = Rb). If the electrical field is reversed, the previously displaced ions return to the FM 
electrodes, increasing the tunnel junction electrical resistance ("thick" barrier; RB)- Both 
CIS and CIMS effects seem to coexist in magnetic tunnel junctions for j > 106 A/cm2 . The 
reasons for the observed dominance of one effect over the other are still unclear but likely 
related to structural differences in the studied tunnel junctions. 

Here we present a detailed study on the Current Induced Switching effect on a series of 
low resistance A F M / F M / I / F M (Mnlr/CoFe/AlO^/CoFe) tunnel junctions deposited by Ion 
Beam Deposition (IBD). The A10x insulating barrier originally resulted from a 7 A thick Al 
layer naturally oxidized. Current Induced Switching cycles performed at room temperature 
(RT) showed a 6.9% resistance change, and the effect is here discussed in terms of nanostruc-
tural rearrangements of metallic ions from the FM electrodes, near their interfaces with the 
insulating barrier. Notice that electron trapping at localized states in the barrier can also 
lead to changes in the TJ-resistance (as discussed in chapter 8), but this effect is expected 
to be small in our MTJs, due to their optimized oxidation. 

Just after the initial pronounced current induced switching from the high to the low R-branch 
(due to atomic migration; under high currents), the subsequent slight reduction of the applied 
electrical current results in an immediate (small) resistance recovery. This evidences that 
some displaced ions readily return to their initial sites in the FM electrodes. This particular 
effect was found to be thermally assisted with a small energy barrier Ai ~ 0.13 eV. A 
second energy barrier was observed (A2 ~ 0.85 eV), leading to a corresponding exponential 
temperature dependency, e~A i / , f c s r , for the TJ-resistance. 

Relaxation phenomena of the CIS effect are also studied in this chapter. After a complete (or 
half) CIS cycle we monitored the R-evolution in time, obtaining a non-monotonic behavior 
characterized by two distinct relaxation times. First R increases (decreases) rapidly, but then 
a slow relaxation dominates reducing (increasing) R. These opposite sign relaxation processes 
suggest two independent physical mechanisms acting simultaneously inside the TJ , and will 
be discussed in terms of ion electromigration near the two metal/insulator interfaces. 

We also measured the temperature (T) dependence of the electrical resistance (R) and of the 
current-induced switching effect (CIS) in the 300 - 25 K temperature range. The electrical 
resistance slightly rises as temperature decreases, indicating tunnel-dominated transport. 
On the other hand, below room temperature we observe lower CIS signals (e. g. ~3 .5% at 
T = 120 K instead of 6.9% at RT) and anomalous resistance maxima just preceding resistance 
switching, near the negative maximum pulse current (/max)- At still lower temperatures (e. 
<?., 25 K) the resistance suddenly decreases both at negative and positive high current pulses, 
indicating barrier degradation effects. Subsequent R(T) measurements showed a positive 
dR/dT derivative, indicating metallic-like conduction, induced by such degradation processes. 

CIS cycles performed under a magnetic field show conclusive evidence that atomic electro
migration is assisted by intense heating in narrow nanoconstrictions within the oxide barrier 
during the CIS cycle. We confirm the existence of local temperatures inside the TJ higher 
than the blocking temperature (Tg) of the AFM layer. This allows current-reversing of the 
sign of the exchange bias between the AFM and FM-pinned layers, and thus the use of an 
electrical current to both induce the CIS effect and locally heat the AFM layer above Tg. 
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We demonstrate that in addition to the commonly observed two junction R-states, we can 
obtain a new intermediate R-state, conjugating the nanostructural and thermo-magnetic-
driven switchings associated respectively with the CIS and magnetoresistive effects. One can 
then directly switch the TJ-resistance from the [RAP, RB] to the [Rp, Rb] state. When large 
enough current pulses are applied in the opposite direction, electromigration occurs in the 
reverse sense, increasing R to a new, distinct junction state [Rp, RB]-

6.1 Experimental details 

The structure of the IBD series used in this work is [62] Glass/Bottom lead/Ta (90 Ã)/NiFe 
(50 Â)/Mnlr (90 Â)/CoFe (80 Â)/A10 x (3 Â+ 4 Â)/CoFe (30 Â)/NiFe (40 Â) /Ta (30 
Â)/TiW(N) (150 Á)/Top lead. The A10x barrier was formed by two-step deposition and 
oxidation processes (50mTorr, 3min; and lOOmTorr, 20min). Here NiFe, CoFe, Mnlr and 
TiW(N) stand for NÍ8oFe2o, Co8oFe2o, Mn7slr22 and TiioWgo(N). The bottom and top leads 
are made of Al 98.5% Si 1% Cu 0.5%, 600 Â thick and 3000 Â thick respectively, and 
are 26 /xm and 10 /un wide. The junctions were patterned to a rectangular shape with 
dimensions from 1 x 2 /xm2 to 2 x 3 /mi2 by a self-aligned microfabrication process. The 
samples were annealed at 550 K under an external magnetic field (3 kOe) to impress an 
exchange bias direction between the AFM and FM pinned layers, taken here as the positive 
direction. Three samples of this series were extensively studied throughout this work. The 
temperature dependence of the CIS effect was studied using sample A (area A = 1 x 2 /xm2). 
Time dependent experiments were performed in sample B (1 x 2 /zm2). Finally, sample C 
( 1 x 4 /xm2) was used to study the influence of the magnetic field on the CIS effect. 

The electrical resistance and current induced switching were measured with a four-point d.c. 
method, with a current stable to 1:106 and using an automatic control and data acquisition 
system. Low temperature measurements were performed in a closed cycle cryostat down to 
25 K. 

CIS cycles were performed using the pulsed current method [76]. The CIS cycles were 
obtained at constant temperatures between 300 and 25 K. Current pulses (Ip) of 1 s duration 
and 5 s repetition period are applied to the junction, starting with increasing negative pulses 
from Ip = 0 (where we define the resistance .Rinitial), in — A / p steps up to an extreme — / m a x , 
dependent of cycle and temperature. One then positively increases the current pulses, 
following the reverse trend through zero current pulse (i?haif) up to positive + / m a x , and then 
again to Ip = 0 (iîfinai)i to close the CIS hysteretic cycle. The junction remnant resistance is 
always measured in the 5 s-waiting periods between consecutive current pulses, using a low 
current of 7o = 1 niA, providing an R{IP) curve for each cycle (see section 2.2.2.2, page 58). 
This method allows us to discard the non-linear I(V) contributions to the resistance, which 
would occur if a higher measuring current IQ was used. Positive current is defined as flowing 
from the bottom to the top lead in our tunnel junctions. 

Using the definitions above, one can define the CIS coefficient as: 

-^initial - -fihalf 

(-Rinitial + -Rhalf)/2 
(6.1) 
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Figure 6.1: (a) Tunnel Magnetoresistance curve and (b) I(V) characteristic of the studied 
Mnlr (90 A)/CoFe (80 Â)/A10x (3 À+ 4 Á)/CoFe (30 Â)/NiFe (40 Â) tunnel junction. 

We also introduce the resistance shift (Ô) in each cycle, 

■fífinal ^init ial 
s = 

(•fíinitiaI + Rfinal)/2 

and the Tunnel Magnetoresistance ratio: 

RAP  Rp 
TMR 

Rp 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

6.2 Experimental results 

6.2.1 Current Induced Switching 

The studied TJ (Sample A; 1 x 2 /im2) had a resistance area product R x A « 11 S7/Ltm2 and 
a tunnel magnetoresistance TMR ~ 10% [Fig. 6.1(a)]. Measured I(V) characteristics were 
fitted using Simmons' model [181], giving a barrier thickness t = 8.3 A and a barrier height 
V? = 1.1 eV [Fig. 6.1(b)]. 

Figure 6.2 displays several Current Induced Switching loops measured consecutively at room 
temperature (RT) with /max = 46 mA and AIP = 2 mA steps, starting with decreasing cur

rent pulses on point S (^initial) I n such cycles the resistance remains fairly constant until 
approximately Ip = —24 mA (where we define the negative critical switching current, I~). 
Higher (negative) current pulses lead to a sharp resistance decrease with Ip (resistance switch

ing) until one reaches — /m ax The subsequent positive increase of Ip from —/max = —46 mA 
up to Ip ~ —30 mA is accompanied by a quick rise of the electrical resistance (Aiîp ; see 
Fig. 6.2). This will be associated with the existence of small energy barriers (Ai) for 
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Figure 6.2: Current Induced Switching cycles performed at room temperature in sample A. 
Resistance switching near ± / m a x is attributed to electromigration of ions from the electrodes 
into the barrier and back. For Imax = 46 mA, we obtained CIS = 6.9% in the first cycle. 
Notice the existence of some Rincreasing steps during resistance switching to the lower state 
under negative currents, which can be due to interfacial rearrangements of migrated ions 
between consecutive current pulses or to the competition between electromigration at the 
two FM/I interfaces. 
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electromigration. Further reduction of the negative pulses considerably stabilizes R(IP), 
leading to a plateau of (low) resistance, for Ip between —26 mA and +26 mA, representing a 
CIS coefficient of 6.9% with regard to the initial R-value (S point). However, in such current 
range one still notices the existence of a small positive dR/dIp slope. As shown below, this 
will be associated with the existence of large energy barriers (A2) for electromigration. 

Around Ip = +26 mA (where we define the positive critical switching current, l£) the junc
tion resistance starts to rise sharply with the increase of Ip, representing a new resistance 
switching (barrier and resistance recovering) of the tunnel junction. The resistance reaches 
however a small maximum around +36 mA and then decreases slightly until / m a x = 46 mA. 
If we then progressively reduce the positive pulses, we again obtain a (now high resistance) 
plateau for Ip < 26 mA, which remains until the CIS cycle is closed at Ip = 0. The cor
responding junction resistance (i?finai) is slightly smaller than at the beginning of the CIS 
cycle (.Rinitiai), giving a resistance shift 5 = —0.7%. So the resistance recovery under positive 
current pulses (starting at /+ ) almost totally compensates the initial switching under negative 
current pulses (starting at I~). 

These general features are seen in all the subsequent CIS loops measured at room tem
perature. However, due to the presence of a systematic negative á-shift, the resistance of 
the tunnel junction irreversibly decreases from cycle to cycle. Furthermore, one notes that, 
for the same Imax, the CIS coefficient slightly decreases with increasing number of cycles; 
e. g. in the first cycle one has a 6.9% resistance variation while in the fourth cycle we observe 
CIS = 6.1%. The (5-shift amounts to « —0.7% in the three first cycles and is almost zero in 
the fourth. 

6.2.2 Temperature dependent measurements 

6.2.2.1 Elec t r ica l Res i s t ance 

We measured the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of sample A from 300 
K down to 25 K. The resistance of the tunnel junction was 5.5 Cl at room temperature, and 
increased by about 10% for T = 25 K (Fig. 6.3), indicating a tunnel-dominated behavior 
over the whole temperature range (see section 6.3.1). 

6.2.2.2 CIS effect 

We then systematically performed CIS cycles as a function of temperature in the 300 - 25 
K range, with cycle measurements performed at about 20 K intervals. Figure 6.4 displays 
the CIS cycles obtained at a few representative temperatures. Between such CIS measuring 
temperatures, R(T) was continuously monitored and we found that it continued to mono-
tonically rise with decreasing temperature (dR/dT < 0, tunnel-like behavior). However, 
increasing degradation effects were observed under CIS cycling, which changed the R(T) 
behavior as will be seen below. 

Figure 6.4 displays selected Current Induced Switching cycles measured below room temper
ature. At T = 280 K we obtained (for the first cycle) CIS « 6.8% [Fig. 6.4(a)]. However, to 
achieve resistance switching at this temperature one had to use higher Imax values (50 mA in-
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Figure 6.3: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of the studied CoFe/A10x 

(7 Â)/CoFe/NiFe TJ (sample A), showing dR/dT < 0. This indicates electron tunnelling as 
the dominant transport mechanism. 

stead of 46 mA at room temperature). In fact, at 280 K, the initial plateau of high resistance 
extends down to / ~ « — 30 mA (24 m A at room temperature). Higher negative current 
pulses lead (as at RT) to a range of resistance switching, from I~ down to — / m a x . Again one 
subsequently observes a slight Rincrease when / p goes from  / m a x until «  3 0 m A. The 
lowresistanceplateau is then visible when Ip goes from  3 0 mA to +30 mA. Subsequent 
higher current pulses lead to a sharp Rincrease (resistance recovery) with increasing Ip, 
leading again to Rfinai < initial

The same general features are observed at a lower temperature T = 220 K [CIS « 6.5%; 
Fig. 6.4(b)] where, to achieve resistance switching, we must now reach Imax = 58 mA. 
An interesting new feature develops now at high positive current pulses (near + / m a x ) , 
where a sharp resistance maximum occurs. For example, in the second CIS cycle the 
resistance switching at high positive pulses occurs rapidly through an overresistive state 
(sharp maximum with R > Rimtiai) before declining to a stable final resistance, which then 
persists for current pulses down to zero. 

Measurements performed at T = 120 K give considerably lower CIS signals (~3.5%), as 
shown in Fig. 6.4(c). To obtain switching we had to further increase the maximum pulse 
current applied, using / m a x = 70 mA in the first two cycles. In addition to the previously 
observed anomalous maximum preceding the final resistance switch near +ImBX, a similar 
effect was also seen under negative pulses near — / m a x , again giving an overresistive state. In 
the third CIS cycle (7 m a x = 74 mA), the resistance suddenly collapses when Ip > 70 mA, and 
the resistance irreversibly decreases. This behavior contrasts with the previously recovery 
behavior near + / m a x associated with an increase in R [see e. g. Fig. 6.4(a)]. The corre

sponding low Rvalue (at 120 K, after Ip > 70 mA) persists with the subsequent decrease of 
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Figure 6.4: Selected CIS cycles performed at constant temperatures in the 280  25 K range 
(sample A). 
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Figure 6.5: (a) Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance R(T) measured after 
performing CIS cycles between RT and T = 25 K, in the Asample. (b) Selected (non

consecutive) CIS cycles obtained at room temperature after electrical transport across the 
TJ (sample A) is dominated by pinholes. 

Ip to zero. These measurements indicate that sufficiently high Ip values cause irreversible 
barrier degradation. 

We then performed measurements at T = 25 K, obtaining the CIS cycles shown in Fig. 6.4(d). 
To ensure resistance switching we adopted 7 m a x = 90 mA in the first cycle. The anomalous 
resistance maxima near ± / m a x are now much attenuated but the junction resistance sys

tematically shows collapsing steps (irreversible junction degradation) both at positive and 
negative high current pulses. 

After the CIS cycles at T = 25 K we measured the electrical resistance as a function of tem

perature and the results [Fig. 6.5(a)] show that now R increases with increasing temperature, 
indicating metallike conductance in the tunnel junction. This shows that metalliclike paths 
were opened (through the formation or enlargement of pinholes) across the insulating barrier 
while performing CIS cycles under high / m a x values and now dominate the tunnel junction 
conductance. Such barrier degradation is also visible in the negative Jshift observed in 
consecutive CIS cycles. However, if CIS cycles are measured (at room temperature) in this 
degraded tunnel junction, one still observes both a resistance decrease (near  /m ax) and a 
resistance increase (near + / m a x ) induced by an electrical current [Fig. 6.5(b)]. Such cycles 
with /max = 42 mA now show a much smaller CIS coefficient, of approximately 0.8% and a 
resistanceshift S = —0.3%. 

From Fig. 6.4 one intuitively sees that the value of the CIS coefficient depends on the applied 
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current pulse (notice the continuous R-switching with / p near dtlmax). Therefore, since we 
had to increase / m a x with decreasing temperature to induce R-switching, one is not able to 
correctly extract the CIS(T) behavior from our experimental data. Nevertheless, it is visible 
that the CIS effect decreases with decreasing temperature. This suggests that the physical 
mechanism underlying Current Induced Switching is thermally activated. A detailed study 
on the CIS (/max ; T) dependence will be given in Chapter 7. 

6 .2 .3 T i m e d e p e n d e n t effects 

Due to the severe degradation of the tunnel junction revealed in the preceding section, 
we investigated time dependent effects in another junction of the same series (sample B; 
A = 1 x 2 fim2 and R x A fa 11 ifytm2). For this study the electrical resistance was con
tinuously monitored at room temperature over long periods of time (over 15 hours), after 
performing both complete or half CIS cycles. 

After a half CIS cycle [Ip = 0 -+ - Imax = 36 mA -> 0; A-B in Fig. 6.6(a)], the tunnel 
junction is left in its low resistance state (point B). We then continuously monitored the 
resistance evolution in time (t) under the (same) small bias current of 1 mA [Fig. 6.6(a), 
sequence B-C-D]. The explicit R(t) dependence is displayed in Fig. 6.6(b), where we observe 
a non-monotonic R(t) behavior characterized by two distinct relaxation times. Initially R 
decreases slightly but very rapidly (B-C), indicating a small relaxation time, but then a 
slow and opposite relaxation process takes over, gradually increasing the electrical resistance 
(C-D). 

Such competing relaxation processes can be described by the combined equation: 

R(t) = R(oo) + ARie~t/Tl + AR2e~t/T2, (6.4) 

where i?(oo) is the asymptotic resistance, T ^ ) represent the small (large) relaxation time 
and Aiî1(2) represents the associated resistance changes (negative/positive). 

Fitting the experimental data gives T\ fa 11.7 min and T2 ~ 174 min, and resistance 
variations of AR\ = —0.016 Í7 and AR2 = 0.15 Í2. To analyze these effects in more detail 
we subtracted from the experimental R(t) curve [Fig. 6.6(b)] the long-relaxation time 
contribution (Ai?2e_ i/T2), obtaining the initial relaxation AR(t) = A i ? i e _ i / r i , that clearly 
evidences the corresponding rapid decrease of R with t [Fig. 6.6(c)]. 

In the case of a complete CIS cycle [Ip = 0 —> —36 mA —+ +36 mA —> 0; A - B in Fig. 
6.7(a)] the tunnel junction returns to a high R-state under positive 7P, with a small excess 
over .Rinitial (^ = +0.3%). The subsequent R(t) evolution indicates again a non-monotonic 
two relaxation-time process [Fig. 6.7(b)], but with the R-changes inverted with respect to 
those obtained after the previous half CIS cycle. In fact, initially the junction resistance 
increases rapidly with a relaxation constant n fa 2.5 min (AR\ = 0.03 fi; B - C) and then 
a slow relaxation process takes over, decreasing the electrical resistance with a relaxation 
time T2 « 125 min (AR2 = —0.05 Q; C - D). Figure 6.7(c) shows the initial rapid increase of 
the electrical resistance after subtracting the slow relaxation contribution. Extrapolating the 
fitted equation into large t, one practically obtains the resistance value previously observed 
at the beginning of the CIS cycle, showing that reversibility is indeed achieved if one waits 
long enough to reach the equilibrium state. 
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Figure 6.6: (a) Half CIS cycle (A-B) and subsequent relaxation processes (B-C-D). (b) 
Time evolution of the electrical resistance (B-C-D branch), (c) Slow relaxation processes 
after subtracting R(oo) + AR2e~^T2. Fitting to Equation (6.4) gives T\ « 11.7 min and 
T2 « 174 min. 
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Figure 6.7: Complete CIS cycle and subsequent relaxation effects. Using Equation (6.4), one 
obtains T\ « 2.5 rnin and T2 ~ 125 min. 

6.2.4 Magnetic field effects 

To study the influence of a magnetic field on both the CIS effect and relaxation phenomena, 
we performed consecutive sets of three measurements [MR, CIS, R(t)] at room temperature, 
using a new sample (Sample C; A = 1 x 4 /xm2; R x A ?» 32 fi/xm2). First we measured a 
MR(H) cycle, starting and finishing with H = —200 Oe and spanning the ±200 Oe field range; 
then we measure CIS cycles (R vs. Ip; / m a x = 39 mA) under a constant field of ±200 Oe or 
zero; finally we studied the R(t) relaxation under H = ±200 Oe or zero. Figure 6.8 displays 
the initial sets of consecutive (and representative) MR(H) and CIS measurements performed 
at room temperature. The relaxation behavior was similar to the one described above and did 
not show any dependence on the magnetic field. For that reason, the corresponding curves 
will not be presented here. 

(1) In the first MR(H) hysteretic cycle we obtained TMR = 14%, starting and finishing the 
measurement with Hmax = —200 Oe [Fig. 6.8(a-l)]. The initial state under H = —200 Oe 
(point A) corresponds to antiparallel pinned and free layer magnetizations (see arrows in Fig. 
6.8), giving a high-R state (RAP)- When one increases the magnetic field (towards positive 
values), one observes the reversal of the magnetization of the free layer, leading to the parallel, 
low R-state in the positive H-direction (Rp; point B). The reverse sequence occurs when H is 
decreased from +200 Oe to -200 Oe, closing the MR(H) cycle in the antiparallel state (point 
A). 

The following CIS cycle, R(ip) , was measured under a constant applied field H = - 200 Oe 
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Figure 6.8: Consecutive MR(H) and CIS(/P) cycles performed under an external magnetic 
field. The thicker (thinner) arrows refer to the magnetization of the pinned (free) layer. 
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[Fig. 6.8(b-l)], starting with the antiparallel magnetic state (point A: -Rinitial = -RAP; high-R 
state). As expected, the resistance remains fairly constant while increasing negatively the 
current pulses, down to 7P « —21 mA, where resistance switching to a low R-state starts. The 
final R-value attained at - 7 m a x = —39 mA is even smaller than the iîp-value achieved in the 
precedent MR(H) cycle shown in Fig. 6.8(a-l) (CIS = 15%). Thus, the observed resistance 
switching in the CIS cycle cannot be due to a magnetoresistive effect only, but must also 
have a structural contribution due to electromigration. Also visible is a large resistance shift 
Ô = - 7 % . 

(2) The second set of MR(H) [Fig. 6.8(a-2)] and CIS(JP) [Fig. 6.8(b-2)] measurements was 
then performed. The MR(H) cycle (starting at H = —200 Oe; point A) is now inverted 
relatively to that in Fig. 6.8(a-l). The TMR coefficient remains, however, practically 
unchanged, and when the MR(H) cycle is complete the junction is again left in the parallel 
magnetic state (point A). The following CIS cycle, R(-fp), was performed under a constant 
positive field H = +200 Oe [Fig. 6.8(b-2)]. We then start the R( / p ) measurements at point 
A (antiparallel state) in Fig. 6.8(b-2), and the corresponding curve qualitatively approaches 
the R(ip) behavior observed in Fig. 6.8(b-l), giving a CIS coefficient of 18% and S = —10%. 

(3) The third MR(H) cycle [Fig. 6.8(a-3)] is now quite similar to the initial one [Fig. 
6.8(a-l)], indicating that the CIS cycle performed under H = +200 Oe [Fig. 6.8(b-2)] re
verted the sample to its original magnetic behavior. Therefore, at the end of the third 
MR(H) cycle the junction is left in the antiparallel state. Subsequent R(IP ) measurements 
without a magnetic field (starting at point A) led to CIS = 12% and 6 = —7% [Fig. 6.8(b-
3)]. We notice however that the final magnetic state (point B) differs from the full antiparallel 
structure (see discussion in section 6.3.3). 

(4) As a consequence, the following MR(H) measurement [Fig. 6.8(a-4)] shows a significantly 
different, double (and shallow) MR loop with a considerably lower MR coefficient (5%). 
In the subsequent CIS cycle [Fig. 6.8(b-4)], measured under zero magnetic field, one has 
afinal ^ -^initial (negligible resistance shift <5 = -0.04%) and CIS = 8%. 

Therefore, important changes can be induced when we perform CIS cycles under adequate 
constant magnetic fields. 

6.3 Discussion 

6 .3 .1 T u n n e l i n g v e r s u s p i n h o l e c o n d u c t a n c e 

The absence of pinholes in tunnel junctions is usually tested using the three Rowell criteria 
[262]: Exponential dependence of resistance with insulator thickness, non-linear I(V) char
acteristics and weak insulating-like temperature dependence of the resistance (dR/dT < 0). 
However, the two first criteria have been shown as non-reliable even in high resistance tunnel 
junctions (~kfi/mi2) [184, 185] and the third criterion is insensitive to the presence of few 
or small pinholes in low resistance tunnel junctions (~ 10 Clfmi2) [208]. Thus the increase of 
resistance with decreasing temperature observed in our thin junctions (sample A; Fig. 6.3) 
does not rule out completely the existence of pinholes in the barrier, but shows that tunnel 
is the dominant transport mechanism. 
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Figure 6.9: Temperature dependence of the conductance of sample A (hollow circles; 300 -
25 K) and corresponding fit using Eq. (6.5) (line). 

The temperature dependence of the parallel conductance Gp(T) of sample A is displayed in 
Fig. 6.9 (hollow circles). As discussed in section 5.5, one can write: 

GP{T) = Gp(0) + AG^a9Tln ( l - e - T p / T ) + AGPpT, (6.5) 

where Gp(0) is the parallel conductance at 0 K, Tp = -^- represents the magnon cut-off 
temperature, below which no magnons are excited, AG™5 = — ^ K E — Pi Pi anc^ AGP

P = 
^X" (Pt + pf) \hf~) 1- All other parameters are defined in section 5.5. 

The fit to the experimental results (line in Fig. 6.9) shows a strong contribution from magnon-
assisted tunneling, with a low cut-off temperature of 9 K, which is usually attributed to 
an overoxidation of the initial Al film when the barrier is under formation [174]. On the 
contrary, if one considers the temperature dependence of the spin polarization and of the 
hopping conductance (sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2), a good fit cannot be achieved. 

6.3.2 CIS behav ior u n d e r zero magne t i c field 

Room tempera ture results. Previous data shown in Fig. 6.2 [page 139; see also Fig. 
6.10(a)] displayed consecutive CIS cycles measured at T = 300 K and using / m a x = 46 inA. 
Initially one sees that the TJ resistance remains fairly constant {high R-statt) when increas
ingly negative current pulses (starting from Ip = 0) are applied, down to Ip « —24 m A. At 
this stage, further negative increase in pulse intensity, to — / m a x = —46 niA, produces a sharp 
resistance decrease (CIS = 6.9%), i.e. switching to a lower R-state. This indicates a sudden 
weakening of the oxide barrier, here associated with the migration of ions from the bottom 
metallic electrode (Co, Fe) into the insulator. Such migration should occur preferentially 
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Figure 6.10: (a) Current Induced Switching cycle performed at room temperature in sample 
A. (b) Electrornigrationdriven barrier thickness decrease (t—>t'), due to the use of a 
sufficiently high electrical current density across a thin TJ. 

in hotspots [263] (nanoconstrictions where the barrier is thinner) and/or pinholes, and be 
assisted both by intense electrical fields and local thermal effects. One notices that even a 
small barrier weakening due to such migration [Fig. 6.10(b)] could considerably lower the 
tunnel resistance due to its exponential dependence on barrier thickness [181]. For example, 
for a resistance decrease of 6.9% the effective barrier thickness t needs only to decrease 
approximately 0.1 A. The estimated electrical field at the beginning of resistance switching is 
E ~ 1.5 MV/cm, considerably smaller than the electrical field causing dielectric breakdown in 
thin tunnel junctions (~ 5 — 10 MV/cm) [213]. On the other hand, local temperatures inside 
the TJ can rise above 520 K (thus considerably increasing atomic mobility), as experimentally 
confirmed below. In fact, in mesoscopic systems, local heating can be an almost instantaneous 
process and high temperatures (combined with E ~ 1.5 MV/cm) are able to remove an atom 
out of its lattice potential well in a very short time [264]. 

Returning to Fig. 6.10(a), one sees that the increase of the 7P from — / m a x = —46 mA to 
Ip ss —30 mA is accompanied by a significant rise in resistance (ARp). This indicates that the 
reduction of the migration driving force (electrical field) allows some atoms to easily return 
to their initial sites in the metallic electrodes, due to the existence of low energy barriers 
(Ai ~ 0.13 eV, according to the fittings). However, most of the displaced ions remain in 
their local minima inside the oxide barrier since we still have a low Rstate. This indicates 
that the displacement of such ions involves considerably higher energy barriers (A2 ~ 0.85 
eV; see below). 

Therefore, only when 7p reaches a sufficiently high positive value (Ip « +24 mA) does elec

tromigration start in the reverse sense (previously displaced metal ions now move from the 
oxide back into the electrode), increasing the effective oxide barrier and the junction electrical 
resistance. This indicates that at Ip « + 2 4 mA the electrical field (now in the opposite sense) 
is sufficient to induce the movement of the previously displaced metallic ions under negative 
Ip, now from the barrier back into the bottom electrode. We thus have a resistance recovery. 
Further increase in Ip produces a small resistance maximum around +36 mA. The subsequent 
resistance decrease (as Ip goes up to + / m a x ) could be caused by small displacements of 
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Figure 6.11: Asymmetric CIS R-switching. If a CIS cycle is started with increasingly positive 
current pulses, no R-switching occurs (full circles). When the tunnel junction is in the low 
R-branch, only positive current pulses lead to R-recovery (hollow circles). 

atoms from the top electrode into the barrier under the high positive electrical fields. If 
one reduces the positive pulses from +Imax. = 46 mA to zero, the plateau of high constant 
resistance again emerges (i2finai) below / p « +24 mA. The small difference between iïfinai 
and .Rinitial indicates a weak irreversibility, i. e., incomplete nanostructural recovery. The 
same irreversible changes are also visible when comparing consecutive CIS cycles, where 
both .Rfinai a n d ^half tend to decrease with cycling. Ultimately, consecutive cycling leads to 
metallic-dominated transport as seen in Fig. 6.5. 

Notice that if a CIS cycle is started with increasing positive current pulses, no R-switching 
is observed (Fig. 6.11; sample A). This indicates asymmetric electromigration between the 
FM/ I (I=insulating barrier) and I /FM interfaces, likely reflecting the structural differences 
between such electrode/oxide interfaces. While the top electrode is deposited onto a flat 
A10x surface, the bottom one is deposited onto a rougher Mnlr layer and its upper surface 
is covered with pure Al, subsequently oxidized. In fact, it was experimentally observed by 
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy that a more irregular interface exists 
at the FM/ I interface [265]. Because the migration of atoms into and out of the barrier 
should occur preferentially in nanoconstrictions, where higher electrical fields and higher 
local current densities occur (vacancies and defects more likely to be formed), one expects 
the bottom electrode/insulating barrier to be more susceptible to atomic migration. 

As we have seen in section 5.8, when an electrical field E is applied to a metal, electromigration 
can occur as the result of a driving force F = eZ*E (Z* the effective valence of the ion and 
e the elementary charge) [244]. The force F is usually divided into a direct force F,j = eZ^E 
[Zd « Z; arising from electrostatic interactions) and a wind force Fw = eZ w E (arising from 
momentum exchange; see section 5.8 for a detailed description). Using the ballistic model, 
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one can write the wind valence as Zw = —nlo~tr, where n is the the electron density, I the 
electron mean free path and atr the electron transport cross section for scattering by the 
ion. Using known values for Fe (n ~ 10 _ 1 Â - 3 , I ~ 50 Â, atr ~ 3 Â2; Refs. [260, 266]), one 
finds Zw « —15. One then has \Zw(Fe)\ » Zd(Fe) « 2, which shows that, for Fe, the 
wind force dominates the electromigration (EM) process. The resulting force F then has the 
opposite direction of the electrical field E (and current). The observed resistance decrease for 
negative currents (top to bottom direction; Fig. 6.11) indicates that ions from the bottom 
electrode migrate into the barrier under the high negative electrical currents applied, and in 
the opposite direction when the current is reversed. 

However, notice that the I /FM interface is also slightly active in electromigration processes. 
In Fig. 6.11, one sees a small resistance increase (point 2) for Ip « +26 mA, which is 
here associated with a small electromigration of metallic ions from the bottom electrode 
away from the barrier (notice that If « +24 mA). However, for current pulses higher than 
34 mA, a small R-decrease is observed, likely due to electromigration of ions from the top 
electrode into the barrier, thus decreasing the effective barrier thickness. When decreasing 
the applied current pulses from + / m a x , resistance switching is observed for / p — — 24 mA 
(point 3). If a —/max —> 0 —> — /max sequence is then performed (4-5-6 branch in Fig. 
6.11), a small R-maximum is visible for / p = —32 mA. This again is likely associated with 
electromigration of ions from the top electrode away from the barrier, increasing R. The 
subsequent R-decrease results from EM of ions from the opposite (bottom) electrode. The 
observed sharp resistance variations (dashed arrows in Fig. 6.11) then could result from a 
competition between electromigration in opposite interfaces. 

CIS cycles in t h e meta l l ic R ( T ) r eg ime . Let us consider the CIS cycles obtained after 
the tunnel junction (sample A) acquires a metallic-like R(T) behavior (Fig. 6.5). The fact 
that a measurable CIS coefficient is observed even when pinholes dominate transport through 
the insulating barrier (and a negligible TMR signal is observed) confirms the different origin of 
the two phenomena. The measured small CIS coefficient of « 0.8% (compared to CIS = 6.8% 
when transport was dominated by tunneling) probably arises from two different factors. First, 
because we now have large metallic paths, the enlargement of such pinholes through the 
migration of ions causes a much smaller R-variation than when tunnel dominates (and R 
depends exponentially on the barrier thickness). Second, one expects smaller local current 
densities to flow through such large pinholes. This of course leads to smaller electromigration 
forces acting on metallic ions and thus to a reduced CIS coefficient. Notice that, in this case, 
we have If « 36 mA, while when tunnel dominated transport we had If « 24 mA. 

R e l a x a t i o n effects after comple t e a n d half C IS cycles . We performed one half and 
one full CIS cycle to study time dependent effects (sample B). After the half CIS cycle [Fig. 
6.6(a)], the resistance first starts decreasing rapidly in time, but then a slow R-increase 
occurs. This indicates that atoms, through thermal fluctuations [the bias measuring current, 
of 1 mA, is too small (<êC If) to induce relevant electrical field effects] are returning to a 
more stable configuration. The higher resistance reached after full relaxation [point D; and 
asymptotic value in Fig. 6.6(b)] indicates an increase in the effective barrier, which is thus 
associated with migration of atoms from the barrier back into the electrodes. However, full 
R-recovery is not completely achieved, remaining some irreversible AR change [A-D in Fig. 
6.6(a)]. The two relaxation times observed in R(t) suggest two independent mechanisms 
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Figure 6.12: Current Induced Switching half cycle of (a) sample A and (b) sample B. (c) 
Time dependent measurements of the electrical resistance of a tunnel junction (sample D) 
after negative current pulses have been applied. The fit to Eq. (6.4) reveals the existence of 
two relaxation times, T\ = 35 min and TI = 770 min, both associated with increasing R. 

acting in the TJ . These could be due to ionic migration near the top and bottom electrodes 
(occurring at different stages), inducing opposite R-changes under high positive or negative 
electrical fields. 

After a complete CIS cycle [Fig. 6.7(a)] we also observed two relaxation times associated with 
opposite resistance changes. In this case ions appear to migrate in the reverse sense (when 
compared to the half CIS case). The final resistances after relaxation (asymptotic values in 
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7) are practically the same in both cases, indicating that the relaxed TJ 
nanostructure is the same for both complete and half CIS cycles. 

Let us now compare the R( / p ) behavior after switching near - / m a x of different samples 
of the same series [Figs. 6.2 for sample A and 6.7 for sample B; see also Fig. 6.12 (a) 
and (b)]. Clearly sample A [Fig. 6.12(a)] has a much more pronounced relaxation behavior 
than sample B [Fig. 6.12(b)]. Since the Current Induced Switching effect depends on local 
structural details at the electrodes/barrier interfaces, one expects the corresponding physical 
properties to strongly depend on the measured sample. In particular, the energy barrier 
which the migrated ions need to surmount to return to their initial positions could be different 
from sample to sample. Thus, in sample A ions return much quicker to their original sites, 
indicating a smaller energy barrier than in sample B. Such differences can be further observed 
in Fig. 6.12(c), displaying the R(t) behavior of a new sample of the same series (sample D) 
after a large negative current pulse has been applied. The tunnel junction is then in the 
low R-state (reduced barrier thickness; Rb) and subsequent R(t) data shows metallic ions 
migrating from the insulating barrier back into the electrode, increasing R. Although two 
distinct relaxation times are observed, both are associated with K-increases (T\ W 35 min 
and T2 « 770 min), which contrasts with the behavior of sample B. No ionic relaxation 
which decreases R is observed in sample D. In this case, we only observe migrated ions in 
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Figure 6.13: Quasilinear temperature dependence of the critical switching current. 

the interface bottom elecrode/insulator returning into the pinned layer and surmounting two 
different energy barriers. Notice that the initial Rincrease relaxation process is much faster 
in this case (sample D) than in the case of sample B (compare the now observed T\ « 35 min 
with the corresponding T2 « 125 min of sample B). 

Effects of t e m p e r a t u r e (30025 K ) . The observed decrease of the CIS effect with 
decreasing temperature suggests a thermally activated mechanism. Also, the anomalous 
sharp resistance peak which occurs at high positive pulse currents (just below + / m a x ) , in 
the T = 220 K and T = 120 K curves indicates preswitching effects. At T = 120 K a similar 
maximum at high negative pulses also appears, probably with the same origin. These effects 
tend to fade away with further temperature decrease (or cycling). Finally a different effect 
takes place around ± / m a x at low temperatures (T = 25 K), where the resistance sudden and 
irreversibly decreases, indicating progressive barrier breakdown. 

Another interesting point concerns the temperature dependence of the critical current Ic 

needed to induce resistance switching (notice that / + « | /~ | throughout the studied temper

ature range). Our data indicates that Ic decreases quasilinearly with increasing temperature, 
extrapolating to zero at T* « 425 K (Fig. 6.13). Such behavior can be understood if one 
considers the expression for the effective barrier modified by electromigration [251] Ao — ÇI, 
where Ao is the zerobias electromigrationenergy barrier, £ is a parameter that measures the 
change of such activation energy as a result of the electromigration force [267] and I is the 
applied current. Electromigration then occurs when the effective barrier becomes comparable 
to the thermal energy. The temperature dependence of the critical current (7C) is then given 
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by [268]: 
r A° kBT ir^ 
Ic^-z j-, (6.6) 

where ks is the Boltzmann constant. Although our data could be well fitted using this simple 
model, one should notice that the effective temperature inside the tunnel junctions is larger 
than that at which the measurement takes place (see below), which limits the quantitative 
understanding of our results. Nevertheless, we refer here the obtained results: Ao « 0.036 eV 
and Í « 0.4 eV/A. 

On the other hand, the localized resistance increase (Ai?p) observed just after switching 
at high negative current pulses (Fig. 6.2) shows an exponential temperature dependence 
e-Ai/KBT yjftfa Aj « 0.13 eV (Fig. 6.14). This is attributed to local low barrier channels for 
atomic migration of displaced metal ions, from the barrier into the electrode. Because in the 
current pulse range where ARp is obtained electromigration is certainly active (|7P | > \Ië\; 
see Fig. 6.2), the estimated Ai-value should be taken only as a limiting maximum value 
for the low-energy barrier. Additionally, the slope of the CIS cycles near Ip = 0 (in the low 
R-branch; dR/dIp in Fig. 6.2), gives an indication on the remaining high energy barriers, 
with A2 « 0.85 eV. This value is fairly close to the diffusion activation energy of atoms 
through grain boundaries in CoFe/Cu multilayers (0.90 eV) [269]. One concludes that ionic 
electromigration can occur through two microscopic processes with different energy barriers. 
These channels may be associated with electromigration of ions with different binding energies 
(and migration energies [270]), or trapped at different potential sites in the AlO^lattice 
[271, 272]. 

6 .3 .3 C I S ( H ) c y c l e s a n d c u r r e n t w r i t t e n m u l t i R - s t a t e s 

Let us now return to CIS cycles performed under an applied magnetic field, using sample C, 
which exhibits a standard magnetoresistance MR(H) cycle with TMR = 14% [Fig. 6.8(a-l); 
measured under 1 = 1 mA <£i Ic], In the CIS cycle shown in Fig. 6.8(a-2), starting with the 
high resistance state under a permanent applied field of —200 Oe (initial = ^APi point A), 
the application of increasing negative current pulses leaves the resistance virtually unchanged 
until Ip = —21 mA, where a considerable R-decrease starts. As before, this suggests a gradual 
weakening of the oxide barrier, associated with the migration of atoms from the metallic 
electrodes into the barrier. One also notices that R becomes smaller than the lowest resistance 
achieved in the previous MR(H) cycle [Fig. 6.8(a-l)] and thus Ai? at switching cannot be 
only due to a magnetic effect. 

The following MR(H) cycle appears inverted [Fig. 6.8(a-2)] with respect to that presented 
in Fig. 6.8(a-l). Therefore, while measuring the CIS(/p) cycle under H = —200 Oe [Fig. 
6.8(b-l); H opposite to the initial exchange bias], the magnetization of the pinned layer was 
reversed and the junction switched from the antiparallel to the parallel magnetic state (see 
Fig. 6.15). This magnetic switch was certainly caused by a significant heating effect under 
high current pulses, so that local temperatures inside the TJ increase above the blocking 
temperature of the 90 Â thick Mnlr AFM layer {TB ~ 520 K [273]; see section 6.4). The 
corresponding magnetization then easily aligns with the applied (negative) magnetic field. 
Subsequent cooling below TB [when | /p | is reduced in the CIS(/P) cycle] leaves the TJ in such 
inverted exchange bias direction, i. t., in the parallel (low resistance) state. This effect has 
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already been considered for pinned-layer writing under current pulses [274]. On the other 
hand, such temperature rise also enhances electromigration effects, due to the increase in the 
thermal motion of atoms [275]. 

Therefore, the additive resistance effects of magnetic switching and electromigration explain 
the large AR change near — / m a x in the CIS(7P) cycle performed under H = —200 Oe. 
Comparing the MR(H) and CIS(/P) data, we estimate a resistance decrease of ~12% due 
to magnetic switching and ~ 7 % due to electromigration.1 

Proceeding with the CIS(/P; H = —200 Oe) cycle [Fig. 6.8(b-l)], the subsequent decrease of 
ip towards positive values does not change R. However, when the current pulse reaches Ip « 
21 mA, thermally assisted electromigration occurs again, this time increasing the effective 
oxide barrier (and the electrical resistance) since the electrical field is now reversed (see Fig. 
6.15 for a schematic representation of a CIS cycle under an applied negative magnetic field). 
If pinned-layer magnetic switching had not taken place under strong negative / p , one would 
had simply a recovered barrier and a low i-shift. However, since the junction persists in the 
parallel state (due to the magnetic switching near — / m a x) , a large difference between initial 
and iîfinai (S = —7%) is observed and enables us to obtain an intermediate R-state. This 
large difference between iîinitiai and i2nnai is mainly due to the previous magnetic switching 
under sufficiently negative Ip (antiparallel to parallel state). The CIS(/P) cycles measured 
under H = +200 Oe [Fig. 6.8(b-2); H now opposite to the previously impressed exchange 
bias direction] and H = 0 [Fig. 6.8(b-3)] show essentially the same features. 

Three well separated (~ 7%) resistance states are therefore demonstrated in the same TJ, 
when one adequately plays with the thermo-magnetic and electromigration effects. Starting in 
the antiparallel, thick barrier state [RAP, RB], one can directly obtain a parallel, thin barrier 
state [Rp, Rb] using simultaneously a large electrical current and an external magnetic field 
opposite to the exchange bias direction. When a current pulse of opposite direction is applied, 
the parallel, thick barrier state is obtained [-Rp, RB]-

The lower CIS coefficients observed when cycles are performed under zero field (12% and 
8%), in relation to the cycles under ±200 Oe (18% and 15%), cannot be attributed to 
differences in electromigration (the magnetic field does not drive ion migration), but to 
magnetic effects. In fact, notice that when the temperature rises above TQ, the pinned 
layer magnetization (under H = 0) develops a complex multi-domain structure. Accordingly, 
the following MR measurement under H = —200 Oe [Fig. 6.8(a-4), see arrows; Î denotes a 
domain-like state] shows a double MR loop with a considerably lower TMR (5%) due to the 
lack of full parallelism between the free and pinned layer magnetizations. 

Finally, in the subsequent CIS cycle [Fig. 6.8(b-4)], measured under zero magnetic field, 
one has i?nnai ~ -^initial (resistance shift 6 = —0.04%) and CIS = 8%. The observed R-
switching is now only due to the migration of ions into/out of the barrier (thermally driven 
magnetization reversal of the pinned layer does not occur) and the negligible resistance shift 

'One notices that temperatures even higher than 520 K have been observed by thermographic analysis 
during electromigration in Al interconnects, for current densities > 27 M A/cm2 [276]. In our measurements, 
if the current would flow uniformly across the barrier, a much smaller current density (~1 MA/cm2, for 
/max ~ 40 mA) would result. However, atomic force microscopy studies on slightly different tunnel junctions 
showed the existence of hot-spots in the barrier that concentrate most of the current flowing through the TJ, 
leading to much higher local current densities. Further arguments suggesting the existence of hot-spots will 
be given in section 6.4.1, using numerical simulation of heating in tunnel junctions. 
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Figure 6.15: Exchange bias reversal when CIS cycles are performed under an external 
magnetic field. (1) The TJ is in its antiparallel state due to the applied negative magnetic 
field. (2) High current densities lead to intense heating above the blocking temperature of 
the AFM layer. The pinned layer magnetization then reverses and the TJ is in its parallel 
state. Electromigration of ions from the bottom electrode into the barrier further reduces 
the electrical resistance of the TJ below Rp. (3) Under lower current densities the TJ is 
cooled below Tg and a new exchange bias direction is impressed in the AFM layer. (4) 
High temperatures above 2¾ again occur, but leading to no magneticstate changes, since 
the TJ is already aligned with the applied magnetic field. Electromigration of ions from the 
barrier into the bottom electrode increases R. (5) When 7p is again reduced, the exchange 
bias direction is "permanently" impressed, opposite to the initial one. 
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is attributed to small barrier degradation. Notice that in both CIS cycles under / / = 0 
and H ^ 0, R-switching always occurs at / p « - 2 1 mA, indicating that the structural effect 
precedes the magnetic one (see corresponding vertical lines in Fig. 6.8, column b). 

D e v e l o p m e n t of i r revers ib i l i ty u n d e r c u r r e n t cycl ing. The presence of irreversible 
changes under cycling in the barrier can be followed by monitoring Rp and /?AP along the 
successive MR(H) curves (not shown). Both values show an overall 3% decrease (between the 
first and 7-th cycles; the latter not shown). The increase of the magnitude of the magnetic 
interlayer coupling [also deduced from the MR(H) curves] with the number of cycles (see 
column a in Fig. 6.8) is another sign of irreversible changes in the oxide barrier. Comparing 
only similar-shape MR(H) curves, one sees that the coupling field rises from 2.3 Oe [Fig. 
6.8(a-l)] to 9.0 Oe [Fig. 6.8(a-3)] and continues to rise in subsequent measurements (not 
shown). This increase in the magnitude of the coupling field is related to a degradation 
of the barrier properties (more or larger hot-spots/pinholes), producing a larger exchange 
contribution to the coupling between the free and pinned layers. 

6.3.3.1 Four s t a t e r e s i s t ance 

Four-resistance states can be further envisaged as illustrated in Fig. 6.16. For each MR state 
(Rp or RAP) two R-states due to electromigration are possible: The low resistance state 
characterized by a thin barrier (Rb) and the high resistance state characterized by a thick 
barrier (RB)- The alternative process can also be envisaged: For each structural state in 
the CIS effect (large or small barrier), two distinct MR states can still be produced using 
an external magnetic field and thermally induced switching. The magnetic antiparallel, and 
"thick"-barrier state is obtained with a small negative magnetic field and a large, positive 
electrical current pulse [RAP, RB]- The antiparallel and "thin"-barrier state [RAP, Rb] can 
be obtained with a small negative magnetic field (to reverse the free layer magnetization) and 
a high enough negative electrical current (to return ions to the electrodes). The [Rp, RB] 
state can be obtained with a small positive magnetic field and a sufficient positive electrical 
current. Finally the [Rp, Rb] state can be obtained with a positive magnetic field and a high 
enough negative electrical current. 

6.4 Heating in tunnel junctions 

The standard way to switch between R-states in MRAMs is to use magnetic fields generated 
by current lines. However, the undesirable switching of half-selected bits is a concern for 
MRAM devices. Furthermore, as the size of a memory cell decreases, the magnetic field 
needed to induce switching greatly increases. To overcome such limitations, a thermally-
induced pinned layer switching mechanism was proposed [274, 277]. As we have seen, when 
a sufficiently high electrical current flows through the insulating barrier, local temperatures 
can increase above the blocking temperature of the AFM layer ( ¾ ~ 500 K). One is then 
able to switch the magnetization of the pinned layer with a small magnetic field / / and, upon 
cooling (under / / ) , a new exchange-bias pinning direction is impressed. 

Heat generation in tunnel junctions arises from two processes [263]: Usual Joule heating 
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Figure 6.16: Envisaged four resistance states in thin tunnel junctions using both CIS and 
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in the metallic layers and electron inelastic scattering upon ballistic tunneling. The heat 
equation can then be written as [263]: 

d.c. 
&T 
dt -K 

d2T 
d2x 

■2, jy -

P-3 + J~
e (6.7) 

where cp is the heat capacity, d is the mass density, K is the heat conductivity, T is the 
temperature, x is the stack position, j = V/(RA) is the current density, V is the bias voltage 
and lin is the inelastic scattering mean free path. Numerical results were obtained assuming 
that the current density is constant throughout the junction stack. Two different simulations 
were performed. In the first (second), one disregards (includes) the top and bottom leads 
and the temperature at the bottom and top of the tunnel junction stack (leads) is assumed 
fixed at 300 K. Other boundary conditions do not alter much the results obtained by the 
simulation [263]. Values of the parameters used can be found in Ref. [263]. 

In section 6.3.3 we induced a current-driven pinned layer switching effect in thin MTJs with 
TB = 520 K [273] using mean current densities j ~ 1 x 106 A/cm2 through a tunnel junction. 
Our numerical results on heat generation in such TJ (with assumed uniform, j) show however 
that, for j ~ 1 x 106 A/cm2 , heating would be fairly small (see section 6.4.1). In fact, 
only much larger uniform current densities (~ 15 M A/cm2) would lead to heating above the 
blocking temperature of the AFM layer. One concludes that the experimental observation 
of thermally driven pinned layer reversal is due to localized heating in nanoconstrictions 
that concentrate most of the electrical current and lead to high local current densities. 
Furthermore, we will present dynamical simulations that show that both heating and cooling 
(above and below Tg respectively) occur over very small time scales (< ns), making current-

written pinned layer switching a competitive mechanism for technological implementation. 
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Figure 6.17: Simulation of heating processes inside the studied tunnel junctions, under 
different electrical current densities (1 MA= 106 A). Inset: Temperature increase as a function 
of current density passing through the junction. The results shown in the figure (inset) were 
obtained disregarding (taking into consideration) the top and bottom leads. 

6.4.1 Steadystate regime 

Our numerical results (Fig. 6.17) indicate that large heating can occur near the insulating 
barrier for high current densities. The results presented in the figure were obtained disre

garding the top and bottom leads but are here depicted because they allow us to have a more 
detailed knowledge on the temperature increase in the region of interest. More accurate 
results are shown in the inset of Fig. 6.17, where both leads were included. Notice that the 
simulated temperature increase is (for the same current density) higher when the leads are 
present. 

The expected Tincrease arising from an uniform current density j = I/A s d MA/cm2 is 
small (~ 30 K; inset of Fig. 6.17), and to reach Tg = 520 K our numerical results suggest 
Jnum ~ 15 x 106 A/cm2 . This corresponds to an effective area through which current flows 
Aeff = I/jnum ~ 0.3 /ma2, i.e., about 7% of the total tunnel junction area. These results then 
suggest that the obtained current density j « 1 x 106 A/cm2 is only an average value and 
that nanoconstrictions concentrate most of the current flowing through the barrier. Such 
hotspots have been revealed by atomic force microscopy [263] and correlate well with results 
presented here. 
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Figure 6.18: (a) Simulation of dynamical heating processes for j = 112.5 MA/cm2 . (b) 
Cooling under zero applied current. Inset: Maximum temperature inside the tunnel junction 
as a function of time during heating and cooling. All simulations were performed disregarding 
the top and bottom leads. 

6 .4 .2 D y n a m i c r e g i m e 

For MRAM application, write operations should occur in the ns-time frame. For that reason 
we performed dynamical simulations of heating and cooling (above and below 7¾ respectively) 
to predict if time was a constrainment when using the current-written pinned layer switching 
scheme. Figure 6.18 shows the obtained results using j = 112.5 MA/cm2 (disregarding the 
top and bottom leads). One observes that both heating up to Tg and cooling back to room 
temperature occur in a very small time frame of less than 1 ns, making current-written pinned 
layer switching a competitive mechanism for actual technological applications. 

6.5 Conclusions 

We presented a detailed study of the Current Induced Switching effect on thin, low resistance 
(7 A barrier) CoFe/A10x/CoFe tunnel junctions. We consistently traced the evolution of 
resistance switching in consecutive ClS(ip) cycles between two (or three) states, driven by 
an electrical current, both under H = 0 and H ^ 0. Such evolution is controlled by the 
nanostructural rearrangements of ions at the electrodes/barrier interfaces (electromigration) 
and also by magnetic switching in the pinned layer under sufficiently high current pulses 
(under H ^0). 

The temperature dependence of the junction resistance showed a weak non-metallic behavior 
from 300 to 25 K. This indicates proximity to the electrical continuity limit, so that several 
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competing mechanisms may be simultaneously operative. Current induced resistance switch
ing was observed over the same temperature range, decreasing with temperature (e.g. ~ 7 % 
at room temperature and ~3 .5% at T = 120 K). At low temperatures we observed irreversible 
resistance decreases near ± / m a x , indicating barrier degradation. The CIS measurements as 
a function of temperature (300 - 25 K) showed that this effect is thermally assisted. Low 
(Ai ~ 0.13 eV) and high (A2 ~ 0.85 eV) energy barriers were estimated. Such differences 
are here associated with electromigration involving different types of ions and sites/defects. 
Notice that the comparison between the energy-barrier obtained from the temperature de
pendence of the critical switching current (Ao » 0.04 eV) and A] is made difficult because of 
the observed large temperature increase in our tunnel junction. In fact, taken this increase 
into account, Ao would also increase considerably, being much closer to A i . Furthermore, 
as we noticed before, the estimated Ai-value should be taken only as an upper limit, since 
it was obtained while large current pulses were being applied. We then conclude that the 
actual low-energy barrier value would fall between the obtained Ao and Ai values. 

Time dependent measurements were also performed after a complete or a one-half CIS 
cycle, revealing two distinct relaxation times associated with opposite resistance changes. 
This experimental evidence on two opposite sign relaxation processes was explained by 
electromigration involving ions from the two FM/I interfaces. 

If CIS cycles are measured under an external magnetic field, one is able to current-induce 
a change in the sign of the exchange bias of the TJ , and the corresponding magnetic state 
(antiparallel to parallel). This effect was shown to arise from excessive local heating in the 
tunnel junction, and enables us to obtain a CIS cycle with three different electrical resistance 
states. The magnetic dependence of the CIS effect results from an indirect effect related to 
excessive heating in nanoconstrictions. In the presence of a magnetic field, the pinned layer 
magnetization can rotate if T > Tg, thus decreasing the TJ-resistance. 

Finally, we notice that, since the CIS effect depends on the structural characteristics of the 
electrode/oxide interfaces, differences in the measured properties are likely to occur between 
samples of the same series. In fact, even the most optimized characteristics of tunnel junctions 
(resistance and magnetoresistance) always show some dispersion in the same deposition batch 
[64]. 



Chapter 7 

Current Induced Switching in 
non-Magnetic Tunnel Junctions 

Summary 

In the previous chapter we studied the Current Induced Switching (CIS) effect in thin, 
low resistance magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). In a CIS cycle, the resistance commutes 
between two resistance (R) states due to electromigration of ions from the electrodes into the 
barrier (decreasing R) and from the barrier back into the electrodes (increasing R). However, 
we saw that cycling also produces irreversible R-decreases that ultimately lead to metallic-
dominated conduction. Time dependent measurements showed that (under a low measuring 
current), previously displaced metallic ions relax into their initial positions in the electrodes. 
CIS cycles performed under an external magnetic field provided conclusive evidence that high 
temperatures occur inside the TJ, likely due to the existence of nanoconstrictions carrying 
fairly large current densities. 

Here we study three different series of tunnel junctions with a Ta non-magnetic (NM) 
amorphous thin layer deposited i) just below, ii) just above and iii) just below-and-above 
the insulating barrier (fully non-magnetic TJ in this case; in cases i, ii one of the electrodes 
was magnetic). In particular, we investigate the influence of the Ta non-magnetic layers in 
the Current Induced Switching effect. 

Interestingly, we found that, in tunnel junctions having a Ta layer deposited below the barrier 
(FM/NM/I /FM or FM/NM/I /NM/FM) , the current direction needed to induce R-switching 
is opposite to that required in F M / I / F M or FM/I /NM tunnel junctions. In the first case 
switching occurs for positive current pulses whereas in the later it occurs oidy for negative 
currents (as discussed in chapter 6). Using the ballistic model of electromigration (EM), we 
will show here that the direct force likely dominates electromigration in Ta (NM) layers, while 
the wind contribution is dominant in CoFe (FM) layers. The different switching directions 
are then associated with the dominance of different EM forces (direct or wind) in these two 
types of tunnel junctions. 

Another important difference between tunnel junctions with and without a Ta layer deposited 
below the insulating barrier occurs in the relaxation phenomenon. Following the displacement 
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of CoFe ions into the barrier by the action of an electrical field (in FM/ I /FM and FM/I /NM 
tunnel junctions), subsequent relaxation R(t) measurements always show the return of such 
ions to their initial positions in the electrodes. On the other hand, electromigrated Ta ions 
(in F M / N M / I / F M and FM/NM/I /NM tunnel junctions) remain inside the barrier and thus 
the thin- and thick-barrier R-states (Rb and RB states respectively) remain stable when 
measured (under low bias current) over periods above 4 hours. This indicates that Ta ions 
need to surmount much larger energy barriers than CoFe ions to return to the electrodes. 

We measured the electrical resistance, magnetoresistance and CIS effect in the 300 - 20 K 
temperature range for all the TJ series here studied. We used the current pulse method 
to measure the CIS effect, and V( / p ) characteristics were also obtained while applying the 
current pulse 7P . The temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of the studied series 
always shows an initial negative dR/dT derivative, indicating an insulator-like behavior in the 
TJ virgin state. The Current Induced Switching effect was found to be strongly dependent 
on both maximum pulse current (/max) and temperature. At constant temperature, the 
CIS effect increases with increasing / m a x , until a plateau of constant CIS is observed. The 
temperature dependence of the CIS coefficient was obtained in the 300 - 20 K range and, for 
the same Imax, it decreases with decreasing temperature. 

We measured the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of the thin- and thick-
barrier states (Rb and RB), observing a smaller R(T) variation when the tunnel junction is 
in the Rb state. Studies on barrier degradation (irreversible resistance decrease; caused by 
sufficiently high / m a x values) showed a gradual transition from tunnel- to metallic-dominated 
transport, related to the formation and subsequent increase of pinhole size. Time evolution 
electrical resistance measurements under both low and high electrical currents allowed us 
to probe the dynamics of our system as electromigration proceeds. At low temperatures we 
found a rapid but quasi-continuous R(t) evolution in the early stages of EM. However, as time 
increases this smooth dependence gradually disappears and the resistance starts to vary by 
discontinuous steps, denoting a different dynamical EM-process. The increase of temperature 
definitely enhances this trend, and R(t) then reveals the existence of many active fluctuators. 

7.1 Experimental details 

To further study Current Induced Switching, new series of tunnel junctions with one or two 
non-magnetic electrodes were measured. Here we present our results on three series of tunnel 
junctions deposited by Ion Beam Deposition (IBD), with a non-magnetic Ta layer deposited 
just below (series 834), just above (series T l ) and on both sides (series 835) of the insulating 
A10x barrier (Table 7.1). 

The structure of the tunnel junctions of series 834 was Glass/Bottom lead/Ta (90 A)/NiFe 
(50 À)/Mnlr (90 Â)/CoFe (40 Â)/Ta (20 Â)/A10 x (3 Â+ 4 Â)/CoFe (30 Â)/NiFe (40 Â)/Ta 
(30 Â)/TiW(N) (150 Â)/Top lead. The tunnel junctions of series 835 differed from those of 
series 834 by the addition of a 20 Â Ta layer immediately above the A10x barrier. Series T l 
had the structure Glass/Bottom lead/Ta (90 Â)/NiFe (70 Â)/Mnlr (80 Â)/CoFe (30 Â)/A1 
(3 À+ 4 Â)/Ta (100 À)/TiW(N) (150 Â)/Top lead. 

The barrier was, in all series, formed by a two-step deposition and oxidation processes [62]; 
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Series Nonmagnetic layer 
834 20 À Ta pinned layer 
835 20 A Ta pinned + free layers 
T l 100 À Ta free layer  

Table 7.1: Tunnel junction series with nonmagnetic electrodes studied in this chapter. 

NiFe, CoFe, Mnlr and TiW(N) stand for Ni8oFe2o, Co8oFe2o, Mn78Ir22 and Tii 0W 8 0 (N) . The 
bottom and top leads are made of Al 98.5% Si 1% Cu 0.5%, and are 600 Â (26 /zm) and 3000 Â 
(10 /urn) thick (wide) respectively. The junctions were patterned to a rectangular shape with 
dimensions ranging from l x l /im2 to 6 x 2 /zm2 by a selfaligned microfabrication process. 

The electrical resistance, magnetoresistance and current induced switching were measured 
with a fourpoint d.c. method, with a current stable to 1:106 and using an automatic 
control and data acquisition system. Low temperature measurements were performed in 
a automatically controlled closed cycle cryostat. CIS cycles were performed using the pulsed 
current method [76] allowing us to measure the remnant resistance of the tunnel junction 
after each current pulse. The CIS cycles were obtained at constant temperatures between 
300 K and 20 K. Details to the measuring sequence were given in sections 2.2.2.2 and 6.1. 
However, notice that the voltage across the TJ was now also measured while applying the 
current pulse Ip, enabling us to obtain the (nonlinear) V(/ p ) characteristic for each CIS 
cycle. 

Recall that the CIS coefficient is defined as: 

fyjq ^ini t ia l ~ ^half ,  , , 

(■^initial + Rhalf) /2 

The resistance shift (6) in each cycle is given by: 

s afinal — "initial 

(■^initial + Rfinal)/2 
(7.2) 

7.2 Tunnel junctions with a nonmagnetic Ta layer covering 
the pinned CoFe layer (series 834) 

Here we study how a Ta nonmagnetic thin layer (20 A) deposited just below the insulating 
barrier affects Current Induced Switching. We measured the electrical resistance, magnetore

sistance and CIS cycles in the 32020 K temperature range. The CIS coefficient was found 
to be strongly enhanced by increasing Imax (3080 mA range), reaching almost 60% for the 
maximum applied current pulse, Imax = 80 mA. However, severe Rdegradation occurs for 
Imay. ^ 65 mA. We found that, as in the case of magnetic tunnel junctions (chapter 6), EM of 
metallic ions occurs in the bottom electrode/insulating barrier interface (Ta/AlOx in the TJs 
studied here; CoFe/AlOx in chapter 6). However, the current direction inducing resistance 
variations are different in the two cases: While in magnetic TJs one sees that Rdecrease 
or switching fRincrease or recovery,) occurs only for negative f positive,) current pulses, in 
FM/NM/I/FM tunnel junctions these changes are inverted: Switching f recovery,) occurs 
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Figure 7.1: (a) Current Induced Switching cycle for Imax = 30 mA and (b) corresponding 
V(ip) characteristic (hollow circles). The dashed line is a V(I) characteristic calculated using 
Simmons' model (ip = 1 eV; í = 9 A). 

under positive ('negative,) currents. The ballistic model of electromigration will enable us to 
associate these differences with the dominance of the direct (wind) EM-contribution in Ta 
(CoFe). Voltage-current characteristics show strong anomalous non-linearities, that are here 
associated with heating effects. One estimates that the temperature inside the tunnel junction 
reaches ~600 K for / m a x = 80 mA. Numerical results from a model of heat generation and 
diffusion in tunnel junctions again show that such high temperatures can only occur if local 
current densities much larger than uniform j = I /A (I is the current and A the total tunnel 
junction area) flow through the barrier. No time dependent (relaxation) effects were observed 
and the CIS effect did not depend on the applied magnetic field (up to H = 250 Oe). The 
temperature dependence of the Current Induced Switching coefficient was also obtained: For 
the same maximum current pulse, the CIS coefficient decreases with decreasing temperature, 
showing its thermally activated nature. 

7.2.1 Room temperature results 

7.2.1.1 C u r r e n t I n d u c e d Swi tch ing 

The initial resistance at RT of the studied tunnel junction was 54.9 O and the corresponding 
resistance area product R x A = 220 i2/xm2. No magnetoresistance was observed, due to the 
loss of interfacial polarization (Ta layer deposited just below the barrier). In fact, the tunnel 
magnetoresistance of a TJ is known to strongly decrease with the thickness of a non-magnetic 
layer inserted just below the insulating barrier [278, 279] and TMR goes rapidly to zero within 
the first monolayers of the non-magnetic material. 
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We measured CIS cycles with increasing / m a x , starting with a cycle up to / m a x = 30 m A [Fig. 
7.1(a); cycle starting at point S] from which we obtained CIS = 6.6% and ô = —1.2%. No re

sistance switching was observed under the initial negative current pulses (0—► — /max) How

ever, upon reversing the current (—/max —> 0 —» + /max) one observes that for Ip > 15 uiA 
[where we define the positive critical current I+; see Fig. 7.1(a)] the resistance starts to 
decrease, a trend that becomes increasingly enhanced (switching) up to / m a x = 30 mA. 
This switching is associated with electromigration of metallic ions from the electrodes into 
the barrier [253], decreasing the effective barrier thickness and consequently the junction 
resistance. The absence of Rswitching under negative current pulses again indicates an 
electromigration asymmetry with respect to the electrode/oxide interfaces, i.e. only ions 
from one interface appear actively involved in EM. Physically such asymmetry arises not 
only from the different materials deposited just below (Ta) and above (CoFe) the insulating 
barrier, but also from the deposition and oxidation processes used during tunnel junction 
fabrication; in particular the top electrode is deposited over an oxidized smooth surface (see 
also discussion in section 6.3.2). Since the migration of ions into and out of the barrier 
should occur preferentially in nanoconstrictions the asymmetry in EM must be related to 
the structural details inherent to the deposition and oxidation processes. Electromigrating 
ions then likely belong to the bottom electrode. The (assumed uniform) current density and 
electrical field at Rswitching can be estimated as j c ~ 0.4 x 106 A/cm2 and Ec ~ 3 MV/cm, 
respectively. 

Returning to Fig. 7.1(a), the decrease of / p from / m a x to zero hardly affects the low 
resistance state. However, for Ip < —15 mA (= / ~ ) , the resistance gradually increases until 
Ip = — /max, recovering a significant fraction of the previous Rswitching near + Imilx. This 
indicates that, under a reversed electrical field, most ions return to their initial sites in the 
metallic electrodes. The subsequent change of Ip from — / m a x to zero (to close the CIS cycle) 
produces no significant change in the resistance. However, the final 5shift (Rf\na\ < ^initiai; 
S = —1.2%) indicates some irreversible effects in this CIS cycle (7 m a x = 30 mA), associated 
with barrier degradation. 

The voltage across the junction was also measured for each applied current pulse, providing 
the V(.Zp) characteristic depicted in Fig. 7.1(b) (hollow circles). The use of Simmons' model 
[181] to fit this curve does not give reasonable fitting parameters. The unsatisfactory dashed 
line in Fig. 7.1(b) was obtained using the Simmons' model and adequate thin TJ barrier 
parameters [253] (barrier thickness í = 9 A, barrier height ip — 1 eV). Large discrepancies 
are thus observed, particularly near ±Imax, which will be related to the effects of localized 
heating inside the tunnel junction. Similarly, the use of the Brinkman model for asymmetric 
tunnel junctions [187] does not yield good fits. 

We then performed CIS cycles with increasing / m a x , from 30 to 80 mA, in A / p = 5 m A steps 
as shown in Fig. 7.2 for selected cycles. Notice the enhanced Rswitching and Rrecovering 
stages (versus / p ) , occurring from J+ to / m a x and from I~ to  / m a x , respectively. From this 
data we can obtain the CIS and áshift in each cycle, extracting the corresponding dependence 
on / m a x , as shown in Fig. 7.3(a). The CIS coefficient rises nonlinearly with / m a x until 
~65 mA (CIS = 57.4%), saturating for higher current pulses. On the other hand, 6 remains 
fairly small below / m a x ~ 60 mA (0.4%), but increases rapidly for higher / m a x (<*> =  9 . 6 % 
for /max = 80 mA). The CIS increase with increasing / m a x indicates that electromigrated 
ions are further pushed into the barrier (further lowering R) or/and more ions become active 
in the EM processes. Such processes lead to irreversible damage of the barrier, as reflected 
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Figure 7.2: Selected CIS cycles performed with Imax up to 80 mA. Notice the enhanced 
Rswitching occurring under increasing / m a x . 

in the 5shift enhancement observed for / m a x > 65 mA [Fig. 7.3(a)]. 

In the R(Imax) graph [Fig. 7.3(b)] we confirm that both i?initial and i?finai show an overall 
irreversible decrease with increasing / m a x . In particular, initial decreases by more than 
30% from the first CIS cycle (7 m a x = 30 mA; R = 54.9 Í2) to the last one (7 m a x = 80 mA; 
R = 38.9 H). Such decrease is, however, small until / m a x = 60 mA, but gets sharper at 
higher currents. Another interesting feature is the fact that Rhaif decreases rapidly whit 
/max until ~65 mA. This then leads to large AR — i?;nitiai

 — Rhaif and, consequentially, 
to the observed CIS coefficient enhancement in this / m a x range. When Imax is larger than 
65 mA, AR decreases slightly, and a plateau of constant CIS coefficient is observed. 

7.2.1.2 Discuss ion 

The observed resistance switching (Rdecrease) occurs only for positive current pulses in 
the here studied FM/NM/I /FM tunnel junctions (Rrecovery occurs under negative / p ) . 
However, in F M / I / F M tunnel junctions switching (recovery) occurs under negative (positive) 
currents (Fig. 7.4; see chapter 6). To explain such difference, we compare the electromigration 
direct and wind forces in the Ta (NM) and CoFe (FM) layers. Due to the lack of relevant 
data in the literature, one rewrites the characteristic wind force valence in the ballistic model, 
Zw = —nlatr (n = electron density, I = electron mean free path and atr = electron transport 
cross section) to obtain the ratio: 

Zw(Ta) = p{CoFe)vF(Ta) atr (Ta) ,_ „, 
Zw(CoFe) p(Ta)vF{CoFe) otr(CoFe)' [ ' ' 

where p is the electrical resistivity and vp the Fermi velocity. Inserting the parameters 
given in Table 7.2 [260, 266, 280, 23], one obtains Zw{Ta) ~ 0.07 x Zw(CoFe), so the wind 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Current Induced Switching coefficient and á-shift as a function of maximum 
applied current. The CIS coefficient is enhanced with Imax but large negative ó-shift values 
occur for / m a x > 60 mA, indicating progressive barrier degradation, (b) Maximum applied 
current pulse dependence of characteristic tunnel junction resistances in a CIS cycle. 

p (nVLcm) [23] atr (A2) [266] vF (cm/s) [260, 280] 
CoFe 17.1 ~ 3 ~2 

Ta 154.0 ~6 0.67 

Table 7.2: Electrical resistivity, electron transport cross section for scattering and Fermi 
velocity used to estimate Zw(Ta)/Zw(CoFe). 

force is much larger in CoFe (where it dominates electromigration) than in Ta. On the 
contrary, because Ta is in an amorphous state (notice its high electrical resistivity in Table 
7.2), the small electron mean free path prevents large momentum gains by electrons between 
consecutive collisions and thus a large wind force. 

Using the value estimated in section 6 for Zw(Fe) ( « -15 ) , one finds Zw(Ta) w —1.4 
[w Zd{Ta)\. Remembering that the magnitude of the direct force is enhanced relatively 
to the wind force in nanoconstrictions (section 5.8.2) and that the ballistic model usually 
overestimates Zw, one expects the direct force to dominate the wind force in the Ta layers. 
Thus, the likely cause for the observed difference in the R-switching directions is different 
dominant electromigration forces in Ta and CoFe. 

Figure 7.5 (left scale) shows the Current Induced Switching R(/p)-cycle obtained at RT, 
with /max = 80 mA (CIS = 55.5%; Ô = —9.6%). Notice again the R(/p)-switching from 
/ + = 15 mA to / m a x = 80 mA and from /~ = - 3 5 mA to - / m a x = - 8 0 mA. The V( / p ) 
characteristic is also displayed (hollow circles; right scale), showing an anomalous plateau with 
a slight negative d V / d / p slope for | / p | > 30 mA. This effect cannot be explained by tunnel 
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(B Ta ion 

Figure 7.6: Schematic electromigration of Ta ions into and out of the insulating A10x barrier. 
Notice that some Ta ions may remain in the barrier when the electrical current is reversed. 

transport theories and is here related to heating inside the junction. Using our temperature 
dependent Rdata (see below), the temperature inside the tunnel junction is estimated as 
~600 K. Such high temperatures confirm the results obtained in F M / I / F M tunnel junctions 
(chapter 6), where temperatures larger than 520 K where shown to occur. 

Numerical results of heat generation in tunnel junctions were obtained using the method 
described in section 6.4. The steadystate heat equation can be written as [263]: 

K 
d2T , jV x/, 

pj2 + J—e~x,ltr\ diX"J ' lin~ ' ( ?  4 ) 

where all terms were defined in section 6.4. The top and bottom leads were not included in 
the simulation and the temperature at the bottom and top of the tunnel junction stack is 
assumed fixed at 300 K. 

Our results (not shown; see Ref. [281]) indicate that the temperature increase expected 
from an uniform j c = Ic/A ~ 0.4 x 106 A/cm 2 is negligible (~ 1 K), and to reach 600 K one 
needs j n u m ~ 2 x 107 A/cm2 . This corresponds to an effective area through which current 
flows .Aeff = Ic/jnum * 0.1 fjim , i.e., about 2.5% of the total tunnel junction area. We again 
conclude that nanoconstrictions concentrate most of the current flowing through the barrier. 

One can now describe the observed electromigration in thin F M / N M / I / F M tunnel junctions 
with NM=Ta (amorphous; Fig. 7.4a). Under increasing positive current pulses, the dominat

ing EM direct force induced by the electrical field pushes Ta atoms from the bottom electrode 
into the barrier (Fig. 7.6; center), a process thermally assisted by heating generated by the 
high current densities flowing in nanoconstrictions. This rises the probability that an atom 
surmounts the energy barrier for migration .¾ (inset of Fig. 7.7), exponentially enhancing 
atomic mobility. Even a small barrier weakening (due to such migration) considerably lowers 
the tunnel resistance due to its exponential dependence on barrier thickness [181]. Using 
the Simmons' model one can calculate the resistance variation due to a barrier thickness 
reduction from t to t — St (St <S t): 

R{t)  R(t  St) 
R(t) 

^init ial — Rhalf 

■^initial 
1 _ g0.72vV72.5t ~ 0.72^ 

(7.5) 

http://g-0.72vV72.5t
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Figure 7.7: Dependence of the barrier thickness decrease (ôt) on the maximum applied current 
pulse, as obtained from the CIS( / m a x ) curve (Fig. 7.3) and Eq. (7.5) (for <p = 1 eV). Inset: 
Energy barrier for migration from Ta into the barrier (E^) and vice-versa (E^), in the first 
(left) and last (right) CIS cycles. 

For a CIS coefficient of ~ 60%, and assuming ip = 1 eV, the barrier thickness has to 
decrease by ôt ~ 0.8 A. [Notice that the barrier height tp is also expected to decrease with 
electromigration of ions from the electrodes into the barrier. That effect was not considered 
above for simplicity, but would lead to the decrease of the ôt value estimated from Eq. 
(7.5).] One can then plot the expected barrier thickness decrease ôt as a function of the 
maximum applied current Imax using the experimental -Rinitial and i?haif values (Fig. 7.7). 
We see that the ôt(Imax) dependence follows the same trend as the CIS coefficient (Fig. 
7.2). In particular, a non-linear behavior (as more clearly visible at low temperatures) is 
observed for / m a x < 60 mA, that is, while the 5-shift is small and electromigration is mainly 
reversible. In atomic diffusion processes one often has [257] |jp ex F (x the position and t' the 
time). Therefore, in electromigration in tunnel junctions one has ôt oc jôt', i.e. the barrier 
thickness decrease is proportional to the electrical current density. Following this simple 
analysis, one obtains [R(t) — R(t — ôt)] /R(t) ex j . The CIS effect then depends on how local 
current densities behave near nanoconstrictions and its dependence on nanostructural atomic 
rearrangements. 

Time dependent measurements (over 4 h) showed no relaxation phenomena after performing 
half [Fig. 7.8(a)] or complete [Fig. 7.8(b)] CIS cycles at T = 300 K. This is also visible 
in Figs. 7.2 (page 170) and 7.4, where no R-increase is observed after switching to the 
low R-state in the case of A F M / F M / N M / I / F M tunnel junctions [Fig. 7.4(a); near + / m a x ] , 
contrasting with the A F M / F M / I / F M case [see R-increase near — Imax in Fig. 7.4(b)]. Thus, 
under a reduced driving force, displaced Ta ions remain trapped in deep enough local energy 
minima inside lattice potential barriers (E\, S> ksT), so that mere thermal fluctuations 
cannot return them to the electrodes. In the CIS cycle of Fig. 7.4(a) one observes that 
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the low resistance state persists for / p from / m a x down to / ~ . However, when / p < I~ the 
driving force gets strong enough to return most of the previously displaced ions back into 
their initial positions in the NM layer (Fig. 7.6; right). The final resistance does not exactly 
reaches its initial value, indicating progressive barrier degradation. Such barrier degradation 
can result from metallic ions that remain in the barrier after the CIS cycle is completed. 
Notice also that in the initial CIS cycle with Imax = 30 mA [Fig. 7.4(a)] one has 7+ w \I~\. 
This indicates that the driving forces for electromigration into and out of the insulating 
barrier are approximately equal, i.e. the lattice sites where ions migrate from and to are 
energetically similar (E£ « E^; inset of Fig. 7.7). Furthermore, Fig. 7.2 (see dashed line) 
shows that l£ ~ 15 mA throughout all CIS cycles performed, indicating that cycling does 
not alter the EM force needed to induce atomic migration from Ta ions into the barrier. In 
other words, the energy barrier which the Ta ions surmount (when migrating into the barrier) 
is kept constant. This contrasts with electromigration in the opposite direction, for which 
| / ~ | increases with cycling (Fig. 7.2; see dotted line). Therefore, the force needed to return 
Ta ions from the barrier back into the electrodes has to be increased (E^ < E^; inset of Fig. 
7.7), indicating that under increasingly higher current pulses, Ta ions are pushed further into 
the interior of the barrier, being harder to remove from the insulator. 

Finally notice in Fig. 7.8(c), where we present the R(t) behavior after a complete CIS 
cycle, that the electrical resistance fluctuates between several discrete levels. These levels 
are attributed to the migration of ions from the barrier into the electrodes (R-increases) and 
vice-versa (R-decreases) as we will study in more detail in section 7.3.3. 

7 .2 .2 T e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n t r e s u l t s 

7.2.2.1 E lec t r i ca l r e s i s t ance 

The electrical resistance of the studied TJ (series 834) rises with decreasing temperature, 
indicating tunnel-dominated transport (Fig. 7.9). At T = 20 K, the electrical resistance 
was 108.0 Q, indicating a 97% increase above the room temperature value (54.9 0 ) . Such 
strong R(T) dependence is usually associated with a contribution from hopping conductance 
[282]. We then fitted the R(T) curve using magnon- and phonon-assisted tunneling and a two 
step hopping contribution (see section 5.5.2) having an associated temperature dépendance 
Ghop(T) = S2T4'3. The fit result (line in Fig. 7.9) reproduces quite well the experimental 
curve. Notice however that if one adds three-step-hopping for temperatures above T « 150 K, 
the obtained fit clearly improves. This confirms the current knowledge that higher order hop
ping contributions are enhanced by temperature [205]. Magnetoresistance was also measured 
at T = 20 K and no MR signal was observed. 

7.2.2.2 C I S effect 

We then measured CIS cycles in the 30-80 mA Imax range, at temperatures below room 
temperature, down to 25 K. 

For T = 200 K and Imax = 30 mA, we obtained CIS = 1.3% and S = - 0 . 5 % [Fig. 7.10(a)]. 
This indicates that, for the same / m a x , the CIS coefficient decreases with temperature, as 
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R(t) measurements, (c) Enlarged view of R(t) measurements performed after a complete CIS 
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Figure 7.9: Experimental temperature dependence of the electrical resistance and correspond

ing fit (red line; series 834). 

does the áshift (compare with CIS = 6.6%, and 6 =  1 . 2 % obtained at T = 300 K). For 
/ m a x = 80 mA, we obtained CIS = 37.3% and S =  0 . 1 % {CIS = 55.5%, and S =  9 . 6 % 
at RT). Nevertheless, at T = 200 K one still observes a nonlinear R{IP) behavior in the 
J+ —» + / m a x and / ~ —> — /max current pulse ranges (for / m a x = 40 in A, one has / ( t = 20 mA 
and / ~ = —20 mA). Notice that the 7+ and / ~ switching currents again vary with /max, 
consistently with what was observed at RT (see below). 

Interestingly, one observes negligible negative or even small positive áshifts (the later in the 
6080 m A /max range), indicating that the resistance at the end of a CIS cycle is higher 
than at the beginning [see also Fig. 7.12(a)]. This healing is also sometimes observed at 
RT and likely reflects the stochastic nature of atomic diffusion processes. In fact, the main 
Rdegradation induced in previous CIS cycles (at the same or at higher temperatures) is 
likely due to migrated ions from the electrodes which remained trapped in the barrier. In 
subsequent CIS cycles with higher /max, these ions have increasing probability to return 
to the electrodes, producing then a positive Jshift. One also sees that the CIS coefficient 
(at T = 200 K) continuously rises with / m a x and does not saturate for /max = 80 mA [Fig. 
7.11(a)], in contrast to what was observed at T = 300 K. Considering the absolute Rvalues 
[Fig. 7.12(a)], we observe that, in the 6080 mA / m a x range, /^initial and .fífinai increase with 
increasing / m a x (positive 5shift) and that AR (iihaif) increases (decreases) strongly above 
/max = 50 mA. 

Further lowering the temperature shows overall the same general features: For the same 
/max, the CIS coefficient is smaller at lower temperature; in the 3080 mA /max range, the 
CIS coefficient continuously rises with / m a x ; the dshift is always small, taking both positive 
and negative values, but following no clearly defined trend [Fig. 7.11(a)]. The initial and 
final resistance values then remain fairly constant in these /max and temperature ranges; the 
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Figure 7.10: CIS cycles performed at (a) T = 200 K and (b) T = 25 K. 

rise of the CIS coefficient is always related with the increase in AR [decrease of -Rhaif ; Fig. 
7.12(a)]. 

At T = 25 K, we increased 7 m a x up to 100 mA, obtaining the selected R(7p) cycles shown in 
Fig. 7.10(b). For 7 m a x = 30 mA we obtained CIS = 1.0% and 6 = - 0 . 5 % ; for 7 m a x = 80 mA 
we obtained CIS = 26.6% and 6 = 0.7% and for 7 r a a x = 100 mA, CIS = 45.3% and S = 
—3.1%. These cycles are mainly reversible in the 30-90 mA 7 m a x range with a CIS coefficient 
as high as 38%. However, for higher maximum pulse currents (Imax = 100 mA), a trend 
towards CIS coefficient saturation and a (negative) increase of õ starts to appears [see Fig. 
7.11(a)]. 

Figures 7.11(a) and 7.12 summarize the results obtained in the temperature and maximum 
pulse current ranges used. One observes in Fig. 7.12(b) that the CIS coefficient is increasingly 
enhanced with both increasing current pulses and temperature. The CIS(T) behavior follows 
approximately the same trend when plotted for several 7 m a x values [Fig. 7.12(b)]. Finally, 
V(ip) characteristics below room temperature (not shown; 7 m a x = 80 mA) all show a simi
larly anomalous behavior as that displayed in Fig 7.5. In particular, the temperature increase 
calculated from the V(7P) curves is approximately equal for all temperatures (AT « 300 K). 

E l e c t r o m i g r a t i o n ene rgy b a r r i e r s . Recall from chapter 6 that for electromigration to 
occur, the effective energy barrier modified by electromigration (Ao~£,1) has to be comparable 
to the thermal energy. Thus, as T decreases, the critical switching current must increase 
according to: 

Ief*-Z T-, (7.6) 

where all parameters were defined in chapter 6.3.2, page 149. Recall that £ measures the 
total change of the activation energy due to the electromigration force. In fact, we observe 
experimentally that both 7+ and 11~ | (driving force for ionic electromigration) increase quasi-
linearly with decreasing temperature (e. g. 7+ = 35 mA and 7~ = —50 mA at T = 25 K and 
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for / m a x = 80 mA), extrapolating to zero current at T = 500 K (J+) and T = 850 K (I~) for 
I max = 80 mA (not shown). Note that, as in the RT case, we again observe (at constant 
temperature) that / ~ gradually increases with increasing Imax, while 7+ remains fairly 
constant (see vertical lines in Fig. 7.10 and below). The fit of the / * ( T ; 7 m a x = 80 mA) data 
to Eq. (7.6) gives, A+ « 0.042 eV and £+ « 1.1 eV/A (obtained from 1+) and A^ « 0.071 eV 
and £~ « 1.4 eV/A (from 7~). Notice that the /+(71) dependence is the same for all / m a x 

and equal to the I~(T) curve for low / m a x (¾ 50 mA). 

We should notice that, also in this case, the effective temperature inside the tunnel junction 
rises with the applied current, so that the Ao value obtained should be taken only as a lower 
limit. However, such temperature increase does not affect the obtained value (from the fit) of 
the EM-parameter £, which should then be taken as a correct estimative. Furthermore, it is 
know that, when an atom in a nanobridge fluctuates between two metastable positions, the 
^-parameter is different for each of them [251, 267]. This effect is associated with the change 
of the effective EM-valence (direct+wind valences) with the atom-surrounding environment 
[251]. Thus, in our study, as ions migrate into the barrier, they experience a change in the 
lattice environment that in turn leads to the observed change in the ^-parameter (£+ ^ £~). 

We observe fairly different activation energies when migration occurs from the electrode into 
the barrier or from the barrier into the electrodes (for I m a x = 80 mA). This confirms our 
conclusions above that the force needed to return Ta ions from the barrier into the electrodes 
gets higher when / m a x increases, i. e. Ta ions migrate further inside the barrier. This 
then leads to large differences in the atomic surroundings of the migrating ions and thus to 
different EM-parameters (A+ and £+). On the other hand, for low / m a x the driving force 
for electromigration into and out of the insulating barrier is approximately equal [7+ (71) w 
| I~(T)\], i.e. the lattice sites where ions migrate (from and to) are energetically similar, and 
thus so is the temperature dependence of the critical switching current and the corresponding 
EM-parameters. 

CIS(7 m a x ) behav io r . We turn now to the non-linear increase of the CIS coefficient with 
/max ( a n d 7p) observed at all measured temperatures (see Fig. 7.11). Such enhancement of 
R-switching with applied current can be associated with two factors likely to occur: i) Atoms 
migrating under low currents are continuously pushed further into the barrier with increasing 
current and, ii) an increasing number of ions take part in the EM processes as / m a x increases. 

In fact, the initial decrease of R due to EM of ions near a nanoconstriction is expected 
to further lower the local barrier thickness and consequently increase the current density 
through such hotspots. This would lead to an increase of the force acting on both migrated 
and surrounding ions (increased £7 factor), and of the local temperature (increased ft^T 
energy). Such enhancements would then lead to the participation of ions with higher EM-
energy barriers in the EM process [see Eq. (7.6)], leading to the enhancement of the measured 
R-switching. 

One also expects other TJ-regions to become active (in EM), with the increase of / m a x and T, 
due to the likely existence of a distribution of EM-energy barriers. In fact, a broad distribution 
of such activation energies was observed in studies of electromigration in aluminium test lines 
[283]. Our present studies (see section 7.3.3) also show a wealth of energy barriers when 
performing R versus time measurements under large applied continuous electrical currents. 
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Figure 7.13: CIS coefficient and 5-shift as a function of /max (first and second set of 
measurements) at T = 300 K and 250 K. 

At the early stages of EM one observes a sharp resistance variation associated with the 
electromigration of a great number of ions. At later stages (t > 5 min) we still observe a 
fairly large number of actively migrating ions displaying different EM-characteristics (R-
variation amplitude and switching rates), likely associated with EM through different energy 
barriers. 

Reproducibility of the CIS behavior. After such a long series of studies in the same 
TJ (54.9 O and R x A = 220 ft/xm2), we re-measured CIS cycles, at T = 300 K and 250 
K, obtaining the results displayed in Fig. 7.13 (open triangles; compare with the initial 
measurements displayed in full circles). The corresponding CIS coefficients (open triangles) 
are considerably lower than the initial ones (solid circles). Also, the new <5-shift does not 
show the sharp negative increase above 60 mA, rather remaining fairly small, taking both 
positive and negative values. The CIS saturation at large Imax has been shifted to higher 
current values. Although the electrical resistance is now fairly smaller (due to the irreversible 
barrier degradation which occurred in previous measurements) the shapes of the re-measured 
CIS cycles are similar to the initial ones. 

Finally, Fig. 7.11(b) displays the CIS(/max) behavior obtained for a new sample (R « 40 Í); 
R x A « 240 fi/iin2 at RT) of the same series, studied at several temperatures. A comparison 
of these results with those presented in Fig. 7.11(a) denotes a similar CIS(/max) trend in both 
samples for all temperatures. We observe for this sample CIS = 23%, which is lower than that 
of the previously presented one (CIS = 49%; for / m a x = 60 mA and at RT). Furthermore, 
we do not observe any CIS saturation above a certain current value. Nevertheless, the CIS 
coefficient still decreases with decreasing temperature (for the same /max) and a non-linear 
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Figure 7.14: CIS coefficient as a function of the cycle number using Ip = ±50 mA and room 
temperature measurements. 

CIS(/m a x ) behavior is always observed. 

7 .2 .3 D i r e c t ( + / r / m a x ) C u r r e n t I n d u c e d S w i t c h i n g 

We also performed measurements applying only two current pulses (repeated about 800 
cycles), but large enough to produce resistance switch (/p = +50 mA and —50 mA; Fig. 
7.14; in the TJ with R « 40 ÍÍ and R x A « 240 il/mr2). As expected, one observes one low 
R-state after applying a positive +50 mA current pulse and a high R-state after applying a 
negative -50 mA current pulse. Both resistances start by declining sharply over the first set of 
measurements (36.0 fi —>34.5 Q), but then a small gradual rise is observed (34.5 Q —>35.3 ÍÍ). 
The CIS coefficient (Fig. 7.14, middle graph) also starts by declining, but stabilizes after 
about 250 cycles (9.2%—>6.4%). In Fig. 7.14 (lower graph) we observe the 5-shift as a function 
of pulse number revealing a near zero 5-shift with an erratic fluctuating behavior. The Ô-
shift was defined in these measurements as the difference in resistances between consecutive 
+50 mA pulses, divided by their average value. The same overall features are seen when 
Ip = ±65 mA (CIS = 18.5%—> 13.8%; not shown) with a trend towards a constant CIS 
value. A near zero <5-shift (average 5 = —0.003%) is obtained, although the average (5-shift 
decreases with cycling (6 = -0.006% in the first 200 pulses and Ô = -0.002% in the last 
200 pulses). These data indicate that irreversible resistance switching is being progressively 
exhausted and that, after many CIS cycles with the same /m a X) R-switching occurs mainly 
through reversible processes. 

When ±80 mA pulses are applied (Fig. 7.15), one observes 0 / 5 = 17.3% ( i î ~ 3 5 f t ) . 
However, when the number of pulses is just above 100, a small decrease in resistance is 
seen (R ~ 30 fi). This is followed by a large irreversible R-decrease after a few more 
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Figure 7.15: CIS coefficient as a function of the cycle number, for Ip = ±80 mA at room 
temperature. 

pulses (R ~ 4.5 Í2). Before N reaches 200, another (final) decline in the resistance is seen, 
practically bringing it to zero ( i 2 ~ 0 . 1 Í2). One notices that it is the positive H 80 m A 
pulse (which usually slightly and rtversibly decreases R) that always causes this dramatic 
change in conductance. Thus, the migration of ions from the electrode into the barrier 
(decreasing R) under high electrical currents can severely damage the structural integrity 
of the insulator. The CIS coefficient is also influenced by such Rdegradation. Initially, it 
decreases from 17.3% to 13.7% (for N ~ 100). A slight change in CIS is observed after the 
second R decrease (CIS ~ 10 % for N = 130) but a rapid decrease (CIS ~ 4 % for N > 140) 
then occurs. When the resistance approaches zero, so does the CIS coefficient. 

7.3 Tunnel junctions with nonmagnetic pinned and free layers 
(series 835) 

The CIS effect was also studied in MTJs with two thin (20 Â) nonmagnetic Ta electrodes, 
above and below the insulating barrier (series 835). We observe that Rswitching in CIS cycles 
occurs for the same current direction as in the previously studied AFM/FM/NM/I/FM tunnel 
junctions (section 7.2), and that no time dependent relaxation phenomenon occurs (Ta ions 
remain in deep energy minima inside the barrier). This enabled us to measure the temperature 
dependence of the electrical resistance of both the thin and thickbarrier states (Rb and Rn). 
Experiments show a smaller R(T) variation when the tunnel junction is in the Rb state. The 
temperature dependence of the CIS effect essentially corroborates the results in section 7.2. 
In particular we again find that the CIS coefficient increases as Ima.x and T increase. For 
this reason, we will only briefly describe those results. CIS cycles with increasingly higher 
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maximum current pulses produce increasing barrier degradation (resistance decrease). This 
enabled us to study how R(T) behaves as a function of barrier degradation and its smooth 
passage from tunnel- to metallic-dominated transport. We also studied the time evolution of 
the electrical resistance under both low and high electrical currents, to probe the dynamics 
of our system as electromigration proceeds. At low temperatures and in the early stages of 
EM, we found a rapid quasi-continuous R-trend (decrease for positive currents and increase 
for negative currents). However, as time increases, this trend gradually disappears and the 
resistance varies by discontinuous steps, associated with different EM-processes. The increase 
of temperature leads to very complex R(t) signals, with many active fluctuators. 

7 .3 .1 C u r r e n t I n d u c e d S w i t c h i n g 

The electrical resistance of the studied sample of series 835 was 32.9 Q at room tempera
ture (and R x A = 197.4 fi/um2). As in the previous series 834, we again observed that R 
rises with decreasing temperature, indicating tunnel-dominated transport (not shown). At 
T = 20 K, the electrical resistance was 61.6 Í2, indicating a 87.2% resistance increase above 
the room temperature value. 

We then measured CIS cycles at T = 300 K, with increasingly higher maximum pulse cur
rents I max, ranging from 30 mA to 60 mA [Fig. 7.16(a)]. We again observe a CIS effect 
(CIS = 6.5% and negligible 5-shift for / m a x = 40 mA). As also observed in series 834, in
creasing / m a x results both in an increase of the CIS coefficient and of the 5-shift (CIS = 12.2% 
and ô = —4.1% for / m a x = 60 mA). The voltage across the junction was again measured 
while applying the current pulses, to obtain the I(V) characteristic. These I(V) curves are 
also anomalous, again due to heating effects in the TJ . 

As we decrease the measuring temperature, the same general features described previously 
are observed: CIS cycles performed in the same / m a x range displayed lower CIS coefficients 
and <5-shifts at smaller temperature [Fig. 7.16(b)]. For example, at T = 25 K we only 
obtained CIS = 1.1% and 5 = —0.2% for 7 m a x = 60 mA. Furthermore, the critical switching 
current again increases quasi-linearly with decreasing temperature and a numerical fit to Eq. 
(7.6) gives A0 « 0.050 eV (corresponding to T* « 600 K) and £ « 1.0 eV/A. These values 
compare fairly well with those obtained for series 834 (Ao « 0.042 eV and £ « 1.1 eV/A). 
The similitude of the Ao and £ parameters obtained in both 834 and 835 series (having a Ta 
layer deposited below the insulating barrier) shows that electromigration in these samples 
occurs through similar processes. 

7 .3 .2 I n f l u e n c e of E M - i n d u c e d b a r r i e r s t a t e o n t h e R ( T ) b e h a v i o r 

7.3.2.1 RB a n d R(, t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e 

Taking advantage of the fact that no relaxation phenomena occur in this series, we measured 
the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of both thick (RB) and thin (Rb) 
barrier states [Fig. 7.17(a)]. A new tunnel junction with R « 43 Í2 (R x AK, 170 Í2^m2) 
was used in this study. A CIS coefficient of « 25% for / m a x = 50 mA was obtained [Fig. 
7.17(b)]. 
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Figure 7.16: (a) Selected CIS cycles performed at RT. (b) CIS coefficient as a function of 
temperature for several selected /max-

The electrical resistance of the RB state increased with decreasing T from RB = 43 ÎÎ at RT 
to 76 Í7 at T = 20 K [Fig. 7.17(a)]. If we define the relative resistance change between RT 
and 20 K as: 

R300K — R20K ,- -X 
« = 0 (7-7) 

-K300K 

so that a < 0 (> 0) indicates tunnel (metallic) dominated transport, we obtain for the thick 
barrier state, as = —78%. 

On the other hand, after performing one half CIS cycle at RT [Fig. 7.17(b); open circles], 
the tunnel junction is left in its thin barrier state with Rb «32 0 . Our measurements of the 
temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of such thin barrier state reveal a smaller 
R-increase from RT down to 20 K than in the RB{T) case. In fact, Rb « 53 SI at T = 20 K 
which gives a^ = —66%. Thus, the electrical resistance of the thick barrier state increases 
more with decreasing temperature than in the thin barrier state ( ag < a;, < 0). We relate 
this observation to a larger tunnel contribution when the TJ is in the RB state, as will be 
discussed below. 

Fitting the RB(T) and Rb(T) curves using phonon-assisted tunneling and two and three 
step hopping, revealed a decrease of both hopping contributions and a slight increase of 
the phonon-assisted tunneling term when the R-state changed from RB to Rb- This is 
attributed to the decrease of the barrier thickness (which leads to a decrease of the hopping 
contribution) and to enhanced excitation of phonons at the electrodes/barrier interface by 
tunneling electrons. 
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Figure 7.17: (a) Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance in the low ( i4 ; thin 
barrier) and high {RB; thick barrier) CIS states, (b) Half CIS cycle performed with 
/max = 50 mA (open circles) that enabled us to change from the thick to the thin barrier 
state. 

7.3.2.2 Evo lu t ion of R ( T ) w i t h b a r r i e r d e g r a d a t i o n 

We studied how the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of a tunnel junction 
evolves with increasing barrier degradation. For this we performed CIS cycles with high 7 m a x 

(in the 80-110 mA range) which usually lead to large negative 5-shifts (i?finai < ^initial), 
indicating that the barrier is being progressively weakened. After each CIS cycle n, we 
measured R(T) in the 300-20 K range. We will show that the tunnel junction transport 
changes progressively from a tunnel- (dR/dT < 0) to a metallic-dominated (dR/dT > 0) 
behavior. Two tunnel junctions were used to perform this study: TJ1 with R= 11.3 Í2 
(R x A = 67.8 fymi2) and TJ2 with R = 21.6 Q. (R x A = 259.2 ft^m2). 

Both tunnel junctions initially (n = 0; before any CIS cycle was performed) displayed a 
tunnel-dominated R(T) behavior, with a = —20% and —75% for samples TJ1 and TJ2 
respectively. Subsequent CIS cycles performed with increasing maximum applied current 
pulses (if CIS cycles were performed with the same /max they soon became almost completely 
reversible, with low 5-shifts) lead to the irreversible decrease of the TJs electrical resistance 
and to the steady increase of a in both samples [Fig. 7.18(a)]. Nevertheless, our R(T) 
measurements still showed tunnel-dominated transport (a < 0) down to R x A « 20 ffytm2. 
The last R(T) measurement with such tunnel dominated behavior displayed a = —3% for 
TJ1 (n = 6; R « 2.5 Í2) and a = - 1 5 % for TJ2 and n = 10 (R « 5 il). Finally, further EM-
induced decrease of R leads to a metallic-dominated transport [a = 47% for TJ1 (n = 10; 
R = 0.65 Í2) and a = 40% for TJ2 and n = 12 (R = 1.9 ÎÎ)]. 

We then normalized our R(T) data, according to \R
R~^0K i • Figure 7.18(b) displays 
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Figure 7.18: (a) The relative resistance change from 300 K to 20 K (a) as a function of the 
R x A product (lower scale; for TJ1 and TJ2) or R300K (upper scale; TJ2 only) as changed 
by EMinduced barrier degradation (TJ1, open squares and TJ2, open circles). The numbers 
in the Figure are the number of CIS cycles measured up to the considered R(T) run. (b) 
Selected normalized R(T) curves in the 30020 K range (TJ1). 

selected curves for different stages of barrier degradation (sample TJ1), obtained after per

forming CIS cycle n (see legend). Although the shapes of the (tunnel dominated) curves are 
almost equal, some display increasing Rsteps. On the other hand, the normalized metallic

dominated transport curves (n > 6) are all identical. 

7.3.2.3 Discuss ion a n d conclus ions 

Electromigrationdriven irreversible resistance decrease allowed us to progressively change 
the dominant transport mechanism of the studied junctions from tunnel to metallic. We will 
now show that such transition occurs due to the decrease of barrier thickness and to the 
formation and subsequent enlargement of pinholes. 

Electrical transport will then have two contributions: Tunnel through the undamaged part 
of the barrier (with resistance Rt) and metallic transport through pinholes (resistance Rm). 
We write for the measured resistance (R): 

1 1 1 
R Rt Rm 

(7.8) 

We can also estimate the evolution of the pinhole size with decreasing tunnel junction 
electrical resistance [Fig. 7.19(a)]. As stated in section 5.5.5, the Sharvin theory allows 
us to calculate the resistance of a nanoconstriction modeled as a circular aperture of radius 
a between two metallic layers of electrical resistivity p and electron mean free path I [209]. 
We then have in the ballistic limit (£ > > a): 

Rsha 
4p£ 

37ra2 (7.9) 
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Notice that the Ta layers of the studied TJs have a high resistivity (p ~ 150 pilcm), so we 
do not expect the electron mean free path £ to be very large (£ < a). We then write the 
electrical resistance of a constriction in the diffusive transport regime, known as the Maxwell 
resistance: 

•^Maxwell = r ~  (7 10) 

A good approximation for the actual resistance of the nanoconstriction of a sample with finite 
£ is simply [284]: 

"constriction = "Maxwell ' ^Sharvin {'•*■*) 

To calculate the pinhole radius, let us assume that i) a pinhole is formed just after the 
first irreversible resistance decrease; ii) only one pinhole is formed and grows in the tunnel 
junction and, hi) the tunnel resistance remains constant throughout the CIS degrading stages 
(the only Rvariation factor arises from the enhancement of the metallic contribution). Rt is 
thus simply the tunnel junction resistance measured before EMinduced barrier degradation 
(for TJ1 , Rt « 11 il and for TJ2, Rt « 22 il). This then allows us to estimate the metallic 
resistance [Rm; see Fig. 7.19(b)]. Identifying Eq. 7.11 as the metallic contribution (Rm) to 
the measured electrical resistance, and based on the above simplifications, we obtain for the 
pinhole radius: 

3irp + 
UnRr, 

(7.12) 

Using the values mentioned for our Ta layers (p « 150 pilcm, £ ?» 5 Â), we can estimate the 
value and evolution of the pinhole radius [Fig. 7.19(a)]. 

Let us first consider the results obtained for TJ2: As expected, a increases with decreasing 
resistance from about 30 Â for n = 4 (Rm = 250 il), to 1500 Â for n = 10 (Rm = 5 il) and 
finally up to 4300 Â for n = 12 (Rm = 1.7 il). Notice however that this simple model does 
not describe our data in a fully satisfactory way. In particular the model underestimates 
the metallic resistance: For n = 10 (for which we still observe tunnel dominated transport; 
a < 0) we obtain Rm « 5 Í 1 , which is already smaller than the (assumed constant) tunnel 
resistance, Rt « 22 il. Our model then predicts a metallic R(T) behavior for n = 10, which 
is in contradiction to our experimental data. Notice that the obtained Rm depends only on 
the Rt value used in Eq. (7.8). 

We conclude that the initial EMdriven irreversible resistance decrease is not due to the 
formation of pinholes but to the progressive weakening of the tunnel barrier (decreasing 
barrier thickness) and that the minimum experimental .Rvalue without pinholes (R = Rt) is 
considerably lower than the initial TJ resistance of 22 il. Using Eq. (7.8), we predict that, 
to ensure Rt > Rm up to n = 10 we must have Rt « 8 il. Then, the initial 22 il ^ 8 il 
Rdecrease corresponds only to a barrier thickness decrease (ôt) without the formation of 
pinholes. We estimate 5t ?» 1.3 Â [using Eq. (7.5), with tp = 1 eV]. 

Assuming then Rt ~ 8 il, we calculated the new pinhole radius using Eq. (7.12). For 
n = 10 we obtain a = 900 Â (Rm = 8.3 il) and for n = 12, a = 3700 Â (Rm = 2.0 il), which, 
nevertheless, is fairly close to the value obtained above considering Rt « 22 il. Still, the 
results presented here must be taken as qualitative only. In fact, Rt « 8 il is not the only value 
that adequately adapts to the observed a(R) dependence and we estimate 3.5 il < Rt < 8 il. 
For Rt « 3.5 il one has pinhole appearance only for n = 11, already having Rm < Rt 
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Figure 7.19: (a) Pinhole radius as a function of the tunnel junction electrical resistance 
[TJ1 using Rt = 3.8 CI (open squares) and Rt = 5 il (squares with crosses) and TJ2 using 
Rt = 22 CI (open circles) and Rt = 8 CI (circles with crosses); see discussion for details], (b) 
Corresponding metallic resistance Rm, as calculated from Eq. (7.8). 

(a = 2500 Â). In this case (Rt 

metallicdominated transport. 
3.5 ft), the formation of a pinhole immediately leads to 

In the case of TJ1 , we have more avalues near the tunnel/metallic transition. We can thus 
limit the Rt estimate to a narrower interval. First, notice that, as in the case of TJ2, if 
we use the initial TJresistance (Rt « 11 ft) to calculate Rm, we again obtain Rm < Rt 
for a R(T) data showing that transport is still dominated by tunneling (a < 0). Thus, we 
again conclude on the initial progressive weakening of the tunnel barrier (decreasing barrier 
thickness) leading to the decrease of the tunnel junction electrical resistance. We predict 
[using Eq. (7.8)] that 3.8 CI < Rt < 5 Cl, which corresponds to a barrier thickness decrease 
of 1.1 Â< õt < 1.3 A. Using the two mentioned limiting resistances, we observe that Rm 

decreases with decreasing TJ electrical resistance [Fig. 7.19(b)], denoting the increase of 
pinhole radius [Fig. 7.19(a)]. In the case of TJ1 , we observe that pinholes are already formed 
(a « 1000 Â) while a < 0 is still experimentally obtained (demonstrating tunnel dominated 
transport; Rm > Rt). Further currentinduced decrease of the tunnel junction resistance 
is seen to be due to the growth of the pinhole size which enhances the metallic electrical 
conductance contribution, and ultimately leads to metallicdominated transport (a > 0). 

In conclusion, we showed that the initial insulating barrier degradation arises from irreversible 
barrier thickness decrease (6t « 1.3 A; no pinholes were present in the barrier in the as 
deposited state), without formation of pinholes. Such barrier weakening leads to higher 
a values. The same aincrease trend was observed in our Rb{T) and RB(T) measurements 
(at, > OÍB), which suggests that irreversible and reversible switching arise from the same phys

ical mechanism. Under adequate experimental conditions we might even reversibly switch 
between OLB < 0 (tunneldominated transport) to at, > 0 (metallicdominated transport), 
and viceversa, by electromigration. Such phenomenon was in fact recently observed by Deac 
et al. [253] in ultrathin TJs (barrier thickness i = 5 A ) . 
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We further observed that increasing barrier degradation leads to the formation of metallic 
paths between the two electrodes that, however, do not lead to a metallic dominated transport 
for small enough pinhole radius. The increase of such radius leads to the decrease of the 
metallic (Sharvin—Maxwell) resistance and thus to the ultimate dominance of metallic over 
tunnel transport. 

7 .3 .3 P r o b i n g i n d i v i d u a l E M - d r i v e n a t o m i c m o t i o n e v e n t s 

7.3.3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

A general observation in nanobridges when their electrical resistance is measured versus time 
[R(t)], is the appearance of two-level resistance fluctuations (TLFs) [251, 267], originating 
from reversible motion of single atoms between two metastable states in the nanobridge 
region. Depending on the applied bias current and measuring temperature, a variety of 
phenomena can be observed, including the change of fluctuation rates and number of active 
fluctuators with applied current and temperature and interaction between different fluctua-
tors (in which the reconfiguration of one affects the fluctuation rates or even the amplitude of 
another). For sufficiently high applied electrical current, a net resistance variation is observed 
due to atomic electromigration [251]. Subsequent decrease of the current to low bias reveals a 
variation of the previously observed (also under low current) TLF characteristics: EM leads 
to irreversible atomic reconfigurations. Nevertheless, the dynamical processes exhibited by 
the electrical resistance under large currents were never studied in great detail. 

We now present a study on the time evolution of the electrical resistance of a tunnel junction 
(series 835), subjected to both low and high electrical currents (compared to the critical 
switching current Ic). Studies performed with a R-acquisition time of 10 ms allowed us to 
probe both two-level fluctuations and to follow the dynamics of our system as electromigration 
proceeds. We found a rapid quasi-continuous R-trend (decrease for positive and increase for 
negative currents) in the early stages of EM (just after I > Ic was applied; T = 25 K). How
ever, at later stages this trend gradually disappears, showing the decrease of the fluctuation 
rates and the appearance of resistance discontinuous steps that are within the bandwidth of 
our experimental setup. Such steps occur through different EM-paths, including sharp R-
steps, switching preceded by fluctuations between two R-levels and dumped fluctuations 
(possibly associated with collective processes involving several atoms). With increasing 
temperature we observe more complex R(t) signals, with many active fluctuators. After 
long periods with the current applied (for I > Ic), no net resistance variation is observed, 
although many fluctuators remain active. 

7.3.3.2 E x p e r i m e n t a l de ta i l s 

Changes in the atomic arrangement at the electrode/barrier interfaces in the measured tunnel 
junction were monitored by real-time data acquisition. In our setup, the sample is current-
biased by a constant DC current source (Time Electronics 9818 with AI/I = 1/106). The 
voltage drop across the sample is measured each 10 ms with a Keithley 182 nanovoltmeter. 
Data is stored in the buffer of the voltmeter, allowing the recording of 1024 points. Acquisition 
is then stopped (although the current is still applied) for the stored data to be retrieved by 
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a personal computer. Such data transference takes about 20 s, after which acquisition is 
resumed. This procedure is repeated for a given number of sets, allowing us to obtain the 
intended R(t) evolution. 

Measurements were performed from room temperature down to 25 K and applied electrical 
currents ranged from 0.1 m A to 60 mA. This allowed us to span the current region where 
no net atomic flow occurs (no net resistance variation is observed below the critical switch
ing current; low applied electrical current) to that where electromigration is visible (sharp 
variation of the electrical resistance). Data-acquisition starts about 1 s after the current is 
applied to the sample. All R(t) measurements under negative currents were performed after 
one half CIS cycle, so that the TJ is in the thin, low resistance state. The tunnel junction 
studied initially had R = 20 Ct (R x A = 240 Q/zm2). 

We define the maximum resistance variation within one complete measurement (constituted 
by n sets of 1024 data points) under the same applied current, R(t,I), as: 

R (Rmax + -Rmin)/2 

where Rm&x {Rmin) is the maximum (minimum) measured electrical resistance. 

7.3.3.3 E x p e r i m e n t a l r e su l t s 

Low t e m p e r a t u r e . Figure 7.20 displays R(t) measurements performed at T = 25 K for 
selected applied electrical currents (I = 10, 40, 60, —10, —40 and —60 mA, corresponding 
to maximum resistance variations of ÔR/R « 0.03%, 0.7%, 2.3%, 0.04%, 1.0% and 1.5%, 
respectively). 

As expected, for I < Ic ( « 35 mA at T = 25 K), we observe a small resistance variation with 
no defined trend [Fig. 7.20(a); I = 10 mA; 5R/R ~ 0.03%]. When the applied current is just 
above the critical switching current [Fig. 7.20(b); I = 40 mA], a clear R-decrease is visible 
(6R/R « 0.7%), associated with electromigration of ions from the bottom electrode into the 
barrier. Such R-decreasing trend is enhanced for higher applied currents [larger OR/R; Fig. 
7.20(c) for I = 60 mA]. A similar behavior is observed for negative currents: For | / | < / c , 
no R-switching is visible [Fig. 7.20(d); I = - 1 0 mA], but for I = - 4 0 mA and I = - 6 0 mA 
[Figs. 7.20(e) and 7.20(f), respectively], the electrical resistance steadily increases with time. 
Previously displaced ions now return to the electrodes [recall that R(t) measurements under 
negative current were performed after one half CIS cycle, so that ions have migrated into the 
barrier]. 

For low bias current, TLFs are sometimes observed, but no net resistance variation occurs. 
Unfortunately, the R-fluctuation rates are at the edge of time resolution in our setup, so 
that a detailed analysis cannot be performed. Also, even at low temperature and bias, 
many fiuctuators are seen at all times. In fact, fairly complex dynamic R(t) behaviors are 
observed [see inset of Fig. 7.20(b) for selected time frame of measurements with I = 0.2 mA], 
including multi-level R-fluctuations or the sudden appearance and disappearance of different 
fiuctuators. For larger positive currents, true electromigration occurs and a net resistance 
decrease is observed. Although the R(t) dynamics is apparently still dominated by discrete 
R-fluctuations (see below), the motion of ions is now strongly biased by the applied positive 
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Figure 7.20: Timeevolution of the electrical resistance of the studied tunnel junction 
for T = 25 K and several applied electrical currents: (a) I = 10 mA, (b) I = 40 mA, (c) 
I = 60 mA, (d) I = 10 mA, (e) I = 40 mA and (f) I = 60 mA. 
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Figure 7.21: Selected sets of 10 s of the R(t) evolution for (a) I = 50 mA and (b) I = 60 inA, 
obtained at T = 25 K. The times in the figure correspond to the time approximately passed 
since the current was applied. 

current, and an overall R-decrease is observed. Figure 7.21 displays representative sets of 1024 
experimental R(t) data points obtained for I = 50 and 60 mA. In the case of I = 60 mA [Fig. 
7.21(b)], we see a continuous R-decrease in the top curve (obtained just after the electrical 
current was applied), associated with the fast diffusion of a large number of ions, beyond 
the experimentally available bandwidth. If, however, one subtracts a linear average curve 
from the experimental data, we more clearly observe several small R-fluctuations of different 
amplitude and rate (not shown), although (as in the low-bias case) the corresponding rates 
are close to the time resolution of our setup. 

With increasing time [second curve of Fig. 7.21(b), obtained 30 s after the current was 
applied], the overall switching rates clearly decrease and, what were mainly unobservable fast 
switching events, are now often within the bandwidth of our setup (see several R-decreasing 
steps in curve). Although we still observe an overall continuous decreasing trend, several 
discrete, discontinuous R-fluctuations, are now also observed and associated with individual 
EM-events. We conclude on the existence of at least two different EM-driven resistance 
decrease processes, one that leads to a fast and strong decrease of the electrical resistance 
and another characterized by lower switching rates which lead to an overall small R-decrease. 

Measurements performed at later times (two bottom curves, obtained 60 and 90 s after 
the current was applied) allowed us to observe several terraces of constant resistance. We 
sometimes observe that the resistance evolves from one terrace to the next (with a lower 
resistance), fluctuating between them, before such fluctuations disappear and the resistance 
is left in the state favored by the applied electrical current (in the case of a positive current, 
that of lower resistance; see R-fluctuations in boxes and subsequent terraces). Furthermore, 
other R-switching processes are also observed, like sharp R-decreases without fluctuations 
between two R-levels. 

The same general properties are observed under I = 50 mA [Fig. 7.21(a)]: With increas
ing time the overall net resistance variation decreases (less ions active in EM); several R-
switching processes are visible (see boxes in 30, 60 and 300 s curves); two-level fluctuations 
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are occasionally observed but rapidly disappear (box in 60 s curve). Returning to how the 
resistance switches between terraces, Fig. 7.21(a) gives clear evidence on the existence of 
several different processes. In the upper curve (obtained 30 s after the current was applied; 
see box), we see that R switches between two different levels through what appears to be 
dumped fluctuations. This can result from a collective process where several atoms are 
migrating between metastable energy minima, although the applied current is biasing the 
whole system. Note that such collective motion of atoms has been observed experimentally 
[285] and predicted by computer simulations [286]. Other processes are visible: In the third 
curve (180 s; see box), we observe e. g. a sharp, single R-decrease; in the bottom curve 
(see box), we see a complex R-switching between two terraces, where several fluctuators are 
apparently active before the electrical resistance finally settles at a low level. 

Two explanations can be given for the observed wealth of active fluctuators. First, interaction 
between migrating ions, for which the reconfiguration of one atom can induce the appearance 
or disappearance of other fluctuators, influencing both their switching rates and amplitude 
[251]. In fact, Ralls et al. [251] found complex R(t) signals above T « 150 K (the effect 
of increasing temperature was found to be quite similar to that of increasing the applied 
electrical current), associated with constantly changing rate, amplitude and number of active 
fluctuators, having strong interactions between them. Also, ions from (constantly changing 
in time) different regions of the electrode/barrier interfaces can be independently active in 
electromigration. 

R o o m t e m p e r a t u r e . Figure 7.22 shows the time-evolution of the electrical resistance of 
the studied TJ at RT for different bias currents: A positive, low current (I < Ic « 25 mA 
at RT) that does not induce electromigration [I = 10 mA; Fig. 7.22(a)] and a positive, high 
current (7 > Ic) that clearly results in a pronounced R-decrease [I = 40 mA; Fig. 7.22(b)], 
due to electromigration of ions from the electrodes into the barrier. For I = 10 mA, the 
electrical resistance remains fairly constant throughout all the measurement (i ~ 7 min) and 
the R-variation observed is small (ÔR/R « 0.1%). On the other hand, for I = 40 mA, we 
clearly observe a R-decreasing trend (6R/R& 1.5%) that is still visible even at the end of 
our measurement. For negative currents, we observe a fairly similar picture: For low applied 
electrical current (I = —10 mA) R remains fairly constant {5R/R « 0.2%); for I = —40 mA, 
we observe a R-increase (6R/R « 4.2%) associated with electromigration of ions from the 
barrier back into the electrodes. 

If one again studies the individual R(t) curves more closely, we see that for small current 
bias, we have no time resolution to observe TLFs. This is expected because the fluctuating 
rates and number of fluctuators increase strongly with temperature. In fact, we expect that 
the temperature increase leads to complex noise signals, that we believe are still composed 
of discrete resistance fluctuations, but with rapid switching times, outside our experimental 
bandwidth. Figure 7.23(a) clearly shows for the top curve (obtained just after the 40 mA 
electrical current was applied) mainly a continuous R-decreasing trend, but not the corre
sponding individual R(t)-discontinuous fluctuations, denoting that the 10 ms acquisition time 
is not low enough for its observation. 

As time increases, we observe smaller overall resistance variations, but a fairly complex R(t) 
behavior is still visible, like multi-level resistance fluctuations [box in Fig. 7.23(a)]; the 
sudden appearance of new fluctuators; or discrete, irreversible (within the time frame of our 
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Figure 7.22: Timeevolution of the electrical resistance of the studied TJ for several applied 
electrical currents: (a) I = 10 mA, (b) I = 40 mA, (c) / =  1 0 mA and (d) I =  4 0 mA. 

measurements) Rdecreases (see arrows). After even longer times we can see more clearly the 
Rfluctuations [Fig. 7.23(b); curves obtained for t > 200 s]. Although many Rfluctuations 
are still visible, the net resistance decrease is now fairly small (sharp Rswitches; see arrows). 
Furthermore, we observe in the bottom curve no net resistance variation, although a complex 
R(t) signal is seen, with at least six different fluctuating levels. Thus, even after applying 
an electrical current for such a long time, many atoms are still actively contributing to R

fluctuations (due to the thermal energy), although leading to no net resistance variation. 
This contrasts with the results at T = 25 K, where we observed terraces of fairly constant 
resistance. We also notice that the ions involved in electromigration at the earlier stages 
are likely those that we observe to fluctuate at low bias currents, having lower EMenergy 
barriers. The presence of still many active fluctuators at the last stages of EM indicate the 
existence of a distribution of energy barriers for electromigration. 

For the I = —40 mA case (Fig. 7.24), we again observe that the first set of measurements 
(top curve; corresponding to the first 10 s after the current was applied) reveals only a quasi

continuous Rincrease, associated with the return of ions from the barrier into the electrode. 
The two middle curves, corresponding to 60 and 120 s after the current was applied, still 
show the same quasicontinuous Rincrease, although we observe some discontinuous Rsteps 
(see arrows). This again confirms that two EMprocesses are contributing to the observed 
phenomena: Fast Rincreasing EMevents that are outside our acquisition bandwidth, and 
other, slower events, that distinguish themselves as Rincreasing steps in our curves. After 
large periods (bottom curve) the fast Rincreasing trend disappears and Rfluctuations are 
the main cause for the observed resistance variation. 
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Figure 7.23: Time-evolution of the electrical resistance of the studied tunnel junction for 
I = 40 mA for several periods of 1024 data points acquired every 10 ms; (a) In the beginning 
of the data acquisition and (b) at the end. 

Figure 7.24: Time-evolution of the electrical resistance of the studied tunnel junction for 
I = —40 mA for several periods of 1024 data points acquired every 10 ms; the top three in 
the beginning of the data acquisition and the bottom one at the end. 
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7.4 Tunnel junctions with non-magnetic free layer (series T l ) 

We now briefly present our studies on the current-induced switching effect in tunnel junctions 
having a ferromagnetic pinned layer and a non-magnetic free layer' (FM/I/NM; series Tl), 
with the structure Mnlr (80 Â)/CoFe (30 Â)/AlOx (7.0 Â)/Ta (100 Â). We observed a CIS 
effect of « 0.4% at room temperature. In this case (as in FM/I/FM tunnel junctions), 
resistance switching occurs for negative Ip (R-recovery for positive applied current pulses). 
We again associate this effect with EM of CoFe ions from the bottom electrode into the barrier. 
Also, we observe that the CIS effect depends on / m a x and large applied electrical currents lead 
to visible R-lowering. Electrical resistance measurements as a function of time were also 
performed and, after half a CIS cycle, R(t) follows a typical relaxation behavior with a single 
relaxation time of approximately 4-5 min. We measured the temperature dependence of the 
electrical resistance and current-induced switching in the 300 - 25 K temperature range. We 
observed that R slightly increases with decreasing temperature, while the CIS coefficient, for 
the same / m a x , decreases with decreasing temperature. 

7.4.1 Electrical resistance 

We measured the temperature dependence of electrical resistance in the 300-25 K tem
perature range (not shown). We observed a small R-increase in the studied temperature 
range of approximately 6% [3.65 ft at RT (R x A = 14.6 ft/xm2) and 3.88 ft at 30 K]. Such 
marginal tunnel behavior indicates close proximity to the barrier-continuity limit, so that 
several competing transport mechanisms may be simultaneously operative, although tunnel 
is the dominant one. 

7 .4 .2 C u r r e n t I n d u c e d S w i t c h i n g 

Figure 7.25 shows ClS(ip) cycles obtained at selected temperatures for a FM/I /NM sample 
of series T l . A 0.4% CIS signal was observed at 300 K [for / m a x = 39 mA; Fig. 7.25(a)]. 
Under increasingly negative current pulses the junction resistance remains constant until 
Ip « —21 mA (= / ~ ) , where a rapid decrease in R starts to occur, down to —/max = —39 mA. 
This indicates enhanced junction conductivity after negative current pulses of increasing 
intensity are applied. As discussed throughout chapters 6 and 7, this results from enhanced 
current paths, due to electromigration of metallic atoms into the insulating barrier so as 
to slightly reduce the effective thickness of the TJ . Notice that the observed resistance 
decrease occurs only for negative / p , as in FM/ I /FM tunnel junctions. On the other hand, 
in F M / N M / I / F M and F M / N M / I / N M / F M tunnel junctions, R-decrease was observed for 
positive current pulses. Thus, we associate R-switching with EM of CoFe ions from the 
bottom electrode into the barrier. The critical switching current and critical electric field can 
be estimated as j c sa 1.0 x 106 A/cm 2 and Ec « 1.0 MV/cm, respectively. 

If one then increases the negative current pulses from — / m a x , we observe a significant R-
increase, although R remains below its initial value. For Ip > +21 mA (= / + ) , switching-
occurs to a high R-state, and at the end of the CIS cycle one has /îfinai « -Rinitiai- Previously 
displaced metallic atoms have returned to their positions in the electrode. 
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Figure 7.25: Selected Current Induced Switching cycles obtained in a sample of series T l , at 
representative temperatures. 

Notice that the CIS cycle performed at RT with / m a x = 45 inA [Fig. 7.25(a)] shows a R

maximum at Ip « 36 mA (for which one has the initial Rvalue). This indicates that the 
migration of ions under negative current pulses was completely reversed for positive / p . 
However, further increasing pulse intensity produces a Rdecrease, and a nonnegligible 5

shift is observed (ô = —0.2%). Also, no significant changes in either / 7 or l£ were observed 
as /max was increased. This behavior in FM/I /NM tunnel junctions was also observed in 
F M / I / F M tunnel junctions. Such behavior contrasts with that observed in F M / N M / I / F M 
and FM/NM/I /NM/FM TJs, where / J increased with / m a x . We relate the observed I~ « 1+ 
to the existence of relaxation phenomena in F M / I / F M and FM/I /NM tunnel junctions (see 
below) : Because ions gradually return to the electrode as soon as the negative current starts 
to be decreased, changes in the atomic surroundings are small and thus 1+ « \I~\ for all 

■i m a x 

CIS cycles measured at lower temperatures [Fig. 7.25(b)  (d)] show essentially the same 
features. In particular, the Rincrease observed after switching to the low Rstate is still 
visible, although its amplitude is smaller than at RT. We also observe that, for the same /max, 
the CIS coefficient is smaller than at RT. Furthermore, as expected, the critical switching 
current Ic increases with decreasing temperature (e. g. Ic « 60 mA at T = 25 K.). 

As observed in all the other series, the CIS coefficient increases with increasing / m a x (Fig. 
7.26), but a trend towards saturation is visible for large / m a x . Furthermore, increasing the 
maximum current pulse used also leads to the (negative) increase of the <5shift. In fact, Õ is 
almost zero for low /max, decreasing sharply above a given current (Fig. 7.26). The critical 
switching current was seen to increases quasilinearly with decreasing temperature, extrapo

lating to zero at T* « 425 K. Fitting the data to Eq. (7.6), we obtained A0 « 0.036 eV and 
£ « 0.5 eV/A. 
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Figure 7.26: CIS coefficient and resistance shift S as a function of / m a x at selected 
temperatures for a sample of series T l . 

7 .4 .3 T i m e d e p e n d e n t effects 

As in the fully magnetic tunnel junctions studied in chapter 6, TJs of series T l also presented 
time dependent resistance variations under a low bias current. To investigate such effects we 
performed several consecutive CIS cycles at RT ( /m a x = 42 inA; Fig. 7.27). The last one 
(red circles) was stopped after only one half cycle (0—► —42 mA + 0) and we then monitored 
the electrical resistance of the TJ over a period of time of about one hour (under a low bias 
current / = 1 mA). As shown in the inset of Fig. 7.27, a typical relaxation behavior with a 
single time constant is observed: 

R(t) = R(oo) + ARe~t/T, (7.14) 

where R(oo) (Ai?) is the asymptotic resistance (resistance change) and r is the relaxation 
time. The corresponding rise in R is displayed by the vertical bar in Fig. 7.27, at 1 = 1 mA. 
We obtained r 1¾ 4.5 min and the fitted AR value indicate that about 80% of the initial 
resistance (that of the first cycle; black triangles) is recovered by this relaxation phenomenon. 
In fact, after the R(t) measurements the electrical resistance had a higher value than at the 
beginning of the corresponding CIS cycle. Thus, some of the barrier degradation produced 
at high negative current pulses (as seen by the Rdecrease from cycle to cycle) is healed if 
one allows sufficient time for the system to relax to its stable configuration. 

One can also observe these relaxation processes in the CIS cycles presented above [notice 
the significant rise in resistance ARP observed just after the current pulses are decreased 
from — /max, and the positive (dR/dip) slope at the low Rstate near Ip = 0; see Fig. 7.25]. 
As in the MTJs case, CoFe ions that have migrated into the barrier under negative current 
pulses return to the electrode surmounting two energy barriers (Aj , A2). In fact, both ARp 
and (dR/d/p) follow an exponential temperature dependence ( e _ A / f c B T ; not shown) with 
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Figure 7.27: CIS cycles performed at room temperature and relaxation phenomena (inset). 

Ai «0.11 eV (when the electrical current is slightly decreased, some CoFe ions present in 
the barrier easily return to the electrode, through a low energy barrier) and A2 «0.25 eV 
(a slightly higher energy barrier is responsible for the observed low R-state), respectively. 
(Recall the discussion in section 6.5, page 162, regarding a comparison of Ao with Ai and 
A2.) 

7.4.4 Discussion 

As stated above, we associate the observed R-switching to migration of CoFe ions from the 
bottom electrode into the barrier (decreasing R) and their return to the FM layer (increasing 
R). The current direction for which resistance decreases is the same as that observed in 
F M / I / F M tunnel junctions. Thus, we again attribute the Current Induced Switching effect 
to EM of CoFe ions from the bottom electrode. Confirming the CIS effect similarities 
in both F M / I / F M and FM/I /NM tunnel junctions, we note that only in these two series 
were relaxation phenomena observed. [Compare Figs. 6.2 and 6.6 with Figs. 7.25(a) and 
7.27 (pages 139, 145, 198 and 200, respectively)]. Thus, CoFe ions always relax back to 
the electrodes after migrating into the barrier under negative applied currents, as inferred 
from the lower Ao ( « /c^T*) value given by the fit of the IC{T) data in this type of TJs, 
when compared to FM/NM/I /FM and F M /N M /I /N M /F M tunnel junctions. (Remember, 
however, that the obtained Ao values are in fact their lower limits, since heating occurs in 
the studied samples, making a comparison between different series of TJs rather difficult.) 

We can now compare the main results concerning the CIS effect in magnetic (chapter 6) and 
non-magnetic (series T l ) tunnel junctions. Table 7.3 summarizes such comparison. First no
tice the smaller CIS coefficient observed for the non-magnetic tunnel junctions (CIS = 0.4% 
versus CIS = 2.8% for / m a x « 3 5 m A ) . However, the critical switching current, critical 
switching current density and critical switching electrical field are similar in both series, 
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CIS jc Ec A0 « fcBT* r Ai A2 É 
(%) (MA/cm2) (MV/cm) (eV) (min) (eV) (eV) (eV/A) 

MTJ 2.8 1.2 1.5 0.04 174 0.13 0.85 0.4 
nMTJ 0.4 1.0 1.0 0.04 4.5 0.11 0.25 0.5 

Table 7.3: Comparison of relevant CIS-parameters obtained for FM/ I /FM (chapter 6) and 
F M / I / N M (series T l ) tunnel junctions. 

indicating that the forces needed to induce electromigration of CoFe ions are the same in 
the two series. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of Ic is also quite similar and, in 
particular, extrapolates to zero current at the same temperature (¾ 425 K). Thus, the EM-
energy barriers observed in these two series are also much the same (Ao « 36 meV). However 
the resistance relaxation seen in these series shows quite different behaviors, particularly 
concerning the relaxation times (r « 174 min and » 4.5 min for the magnetic and non
magnetic tunnel junctions respectively) and the EM-energy barriers calculated from the 
dR/dIp slopes (A2 « 0.85 eV and A2 ~ 0.25 eV). Similar differences in the relaxation 
phenomena were also observed within magnetic tunnel junctions of the same series (chapter 
6) and should be related to structural differences in the measured tunnel junctions. However, 
further studies are still required to better understand these results. 

7.5 Conclusions 

We presented a detailed study on the Current Induced Switching effect in three different 
series of tunnel junctions with a Ta non-magnetic (NM) layer deposited i) just below, ii) just 
above and iii) just below and above the insulating barrier. 

In CoFe/Ta/A10x /CoFe low resistance (7 Â barrier) tunnel junctions we observed that the 
CIS coefficient increases with increasing maximum applied current pulses, reaching ~60% 
for /max = 80 mA. Such effect is controlled by nanostructural rearrangements at the elec
trodes/barrier interfaces, due to ion electromigration (reversible and irreversible). When 
high currents are applied, one observes large irreversible resistance decreases. The V( / p ) 
characteristics showed an anomalous behavior near ± / m a x due to heating effects inside the 
tunnel junction. The analysis of these effects shows that nanoconstrictions indeed concentrate 
most of the tunneling current through the barrier, forming local hot-spots. One further 
demonstrates that the R-switching direction is related to a competition between dominant 
electromigration contributions (direct/wind forces): The direct (wind) force dominates elec
tromigration in Ta (CoFe) layers. 

Our studies on CoFe/A10x /Ta (CoFe/Ta/A10x /Ta/CoFe) showed the opposite (same) It-
switching direction when compared to that of CoFe/Ta/A10x /CoFe. Furthermore, tun
nel junctions without a Ta layer deposited below the insulating barrier always showed It-
relaxation phenomenon. Thus, the diffusion of CoFe ions into the barrier always lead to 
return of such ions to their initial positions in the electrodes. On the other hand, Ta ions 
remain inside the barrier in both the thin- and thick-barrier R-states. 

Our measurements of Rb(T) and i?s(T) in F M /N M /I /N M /F M tunnel junctions showed a 
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smaller increase of the electrical resistance of the thin barrier state state when the temperature 
decreased from 300 to 25 K. We related this fact to a smaller tunnel-contribution for the 
overall conductance. In fact, with increasing barrier degradation we smoothly changed the 
R(T) behavior from tunnel- to metallic-dominated, due to the formation and increase of 
pinhole sizes. We also studied the R(t) behavior when electromigration occurs in a tunnel 
junction. At T = 25 K and at the earlier stages of EM we observed a rapid quasi-continuous 
R-trend that gradually disappears. We then observe discontinuous R-steps denoting different 
EM-processes. For high temperatures we observe an increase in the number of fluctuators 
and complex R(t) signals. 



Chapter 8 

Underoxidized Magnetic Tunnel 
Junctions 

Summary 

Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) consisting of two ferromagnetic (pinned and free) layers 
separated by an insulating barrier are strong candidates for magnetoresistive sensors in high-
density storage devices [287]. Requirements for actual MTJ-sensors implementation [288] in
clude low resistance-area product ( R x A < l i)/mi2) and reasonable tunnel magnetoresistance 
(TMR>20%). Such goals are being intensively pursuit, usually by decreasing the thickness 
of the insulating barrier well below 10 A (ultrathin barriers; ~5-6 Á). However, this can also 
lead to the formation of pinholes (regions of direct contact between the two FM electrodes) 
and to the undesirable enhancement of the corresponding coupling field. 

A different approach recently showed that similar TJ-characteristics (high TMR, low RxA) 
can be obtained by only partially oxidizing thicker (9 Â) A10x-barriers [289], ». t., by de
creasing the oxidation time (see Fig. 8.1; taken from Ref. [289]). Fairly high TMR (~ 20%; 
R x A ~ 2-5 ffytm2) are still observed even when the oxidation process is performed with 
the shutter closed. Furthermore, a small number of MTJs showed very low RxA values 
(~ 0.5 í2/iin2) while preserving similar tunnel magnetoresistance ratios. 

Here we study the magneto-transport of such low-resistance, underoxidized MTJs. Under a 
low bias current, the electrical resistance in both parallel (Rp) and antiparallel (RAP) states 
presents jumps between two closely separated (ÔR/R ~ 0.6%) stable levels. These jumps 
are about 10 times more frequent for the antiparallel alignment of the ferromagnetic (FM) 
layers. This effect is here associated with spin-dependent electron tunneling through localized 
defects in the insulating barrier [290, 291, 292]. In fact, we observe a clear dependence of 
the fluctuation amplitude and rate on the degree of oxidation, and thus on the number 
of defects on the barrier. For a low oxidation time (high transparency barrier) we see 
no fluctuations; however, a slight increase of the oxidation time leads to the appearance 
and subsequent enhancement of such fluctuations; ultimately they gradually disappear with 
further enhancement of the oxidation time. 

We also studied dielectric breakdown (DB) in these underoxidized CoFeB/AK)x /CoFeB 

203 
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MTJs. We will show that breakdown occurs at localized spots of the barrier, likely where 
a large concentration of defects (oxygen vacancies due to the underoxidation of the barrier) 
exists. Furthermore, a relation between TJarea and breakdown mechanism is seen for the 
MTJs with the largest studied oxidation time: While failure in junctions with large areas 
(A ~ 10 /im2) is usually of an extrinsic nature (smooth Rdecrease at DB), MTJs with 
small areas (A ~ 1 /mi2) fail mainly by an intrinsic mechanism (abrupt Rdecrease). In 
fact, with increasing MTJarea, we expect more defects to appear in the barrier, leading to 
the observed change in the breakdown mechanism from intrinsic to extrinsic. However, with 
decreasing oxidation time we observe that extrinsic breakdown becomes the dominant failure 
mechanism, independently of MTJarea. 

We measured the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance and TMR in the 
30020 K range. In the low resistance MTJs with A10xbarriers formed during extremely 
small oxidation times (25 s, with the shutter closed) we found different R(T) behaviors 
for different samples: Tunneldominated transport (dR/dT<0) , metalliclike R(T) behavior 
(dR/dT>0) and a mixture of the two. However, the magnetoresistance ratio is still fairly 
large in all samples even at room temperature (~ 20%). This suggests a competition between 
tunneling and diffusive/ballistic transport, showing that metallic nanoconstrictions (unoxi

dized Al) play an important role in the magnetotransport of underoxidized tunnel junctions. 
We conclude that these metallictransport channels are spin dependent and are likely the 
reason for the fairly large MR values observed for extremely underoxidized tunnel junctions. 
This effect will be discussed in terms of ballistic magnetoresistance through nonmagnetic 
nanoconstrictions. 
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Oxidation Process 

<t,> <t,wy i^iyi, 

Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of the oxidation process used to fabricate the here 
studied tunnel junctions. 

8.1 Experimental details 

We studied several series of ion beam deposited magnetic tunnel junctions with different 
oxidation times [289, 293]. Before actual TJ stack deposition, a Akjg.sSiiCuo.s low resistance 
buffer is smoothed with a grazing angle ion beam. The complete structure of the tunnel junc
tions studied was glass/Al (70 Â)/Ta (90 Â)/NiFe (70 Â)/CoFeB (50 Á)/A10 x (9 k)/X/Mnlr 
(250 Â)/Ta (90 Â)/TiW(N) (150 Á). The top electrode X is either a FM CoFeB layer or 
a synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF or SyAFM) CoFeB (40 Â)/Ru (6 Â)/CoFeB (40 Â) 
structure. NiFe, Mnlr, CoFeB and TiW(N) stand for NisoFe2o, Mn78Ir22, C073.5Fei6.5B10  
[130] and TiioWgo(N). The junctions were patterned to a rectangular shape with areas 
between l x l /im2 and 3 x 8 fim2 by a self-aligned microfabrication process. The fabrication 
of these MTJs was performed at INESC-MN. 

The AlOx barrier was formed by a remote Ar /02 plasma (110 W RF in a 20 cm diameter 
assist ion gun), 60 cm away from the sample [289]. Ions drift to the chamber due to pressure 
gradient only (no acceleration voltage on the gun grids). The oxidation is divided into 
three consecutive stages with total oxidation time ( t i )+( t2)+t3. During the first two stages 
( t i)+(t2) the sample is protected by a shutter preventing most of the oxygen from reaching 
the sample. The plasma O2 content is also progressively increased. During the first stage the 
plasma is created with 4 seem (Ar)+20 seem (O2) at a pressure P = 6.5 x 10~5 Torr and in 
the following two stages (2, 3) one has 4 seem (Ar)+40 seem (O2) at P = 1.4 x 10~4 Torr 
(Fig. 8.2). Stage 3 occurs without shutter, i. e. with the sample directly exposed to the O2 
plasma. 

The dependence of the tunnel magnetoresistance on the applied electrical current, TMR(Z), 
and the current-voltage V(/) characteristics were simultaneously measured at room tem
perature (RT) with a fully automated KLA10007E wafer probe station. Measurements were 
performed as follows: under the electrical current I one measures the resulting voltage drop in 
both the magnetic parallel (Vp) and antiparallel (VAP) states. A small current /0 ~ 0.1 111A 
is then adopted and Vp(io) and VAP(IO) measured again. The same procedure is performed 
for — I. The electrical current I is then step increased and the above set of measurements 
repeated at each step. This method allows us to obtain detailed data on each tunnel junction: 
the corresponding Vp(7) and "VAP(I) characteristics, the TMR(7) behavior and the TMR 
under IQ, after application of I (allowing a more detailed study of dielectric breakdown). 

http://C073.5Fei6.5B10
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(30")+(30")+5" 
(30")+(30")+0" 
(30")+(30")+l" 
(30")+(30")+4" 
(30")+(30")+5" 
(25")+(00")+0" 

Series Structure Oxidation time 
TJ1001 NiFe70 /CoFeB5 0 / Al8+Ox/CoFeB4 0 /MnIr25o  
T J1018 NiFe70 /CoFeB5 0 / Alg+Ox/CoFeB40 /Mnlr2 5 0 

TJ1019 NiFe7o/CoFeB5o/Al9+Ox/CoFeB4o/MiiIr25o 
TJ1022 NiFe7o/CoFeB5o/Al9+Ox/CoFeB4o/MnIr25o 
T J1043 NiFe7o/CoFeB5o/Al9+Ox/SyAFM/MnIr25o 
TJ1135 NiFe7o/CoFeB5o/Al9+Qx/SyAFM/MiiIr25o 

Table 8.1: Series of magnetic tunnel junction studied during this work. Here, SyAFM is a 
CoFeB4o/Ru6/CoFeB4o synthetic antiferromagnetic structure. The numbers in subscript are 
the layer thickness in A. 

Such room temperature measurements were performed at INESC-MN by Ricardo Ferreira. 
Temperature dependent measurements were performed using the four-point d.c. method, 
with a current stable to 1:106 and an automatic control and data acquisition system. 

The Tunnel Magnetoresistance is, as usual, defined as 

TMR = R A P ~ RP . (8.1) 
itp 

8.2 Experimental results 

Figure 8.1 (taken from Ref. [289]) shows the tunnel magnetoresistance ratio versus R x A of 
tunnel junctions with different oxidation times [289, 293]. Decreasing oxidation time leads to 
a decrease of TMR and R x A. Nevertheless, fairly high TMR (~ 20%; Rx A~5 O/xm2) is 
still obtained, even when all the oxidation process is performed with the shutter closed. We 
will here study in detail the transport properties of the magnetic tunnel junctions displayed 
in Table 8.1, having different oxidation times. 

8 .2 .1 D i e l e c t r i c B r e a k d o w n 

The dependence of the tunnel magnetoresistance on the applied bias current TMR(I) of a 
MTJ with (30")+(30")+5" oxidation time (A = 1 x 1 /mi2; R x A « 10 O/mi2) is displayed 
in Fig. 8.3(b) (solid squares; series TJ1001). Also shown are the TMR values measured under 
IQ « 0.1 m A, after the current I was applied (open circles). Figure 8.3(c) depicts the V(7) 
characteristics in both the parallel and antiparallel states. Using Simmons' model [181], one 
obtains the barrier thickness (t ~ 9 Â) and height (<p ~ 0.25 eV) of the tunnel junction. The 
small barrier height is indicative of underoxidation of the barrier. Figure 8.3(a) displays the 
electrical resistance obtained under I and IQ for both parallel and antiparallel states. 

The TMR(7) curve [Fig. 8.3(b); solid squares] displays the usual gradual TMR decrease 
with increasing bias current. However, increasing I also leads to a sharp TMR decrease 
(sudden discontinuity at \I\ « 32 mA), visible in both measurements under I and IQ. At 
such breakdown point, all TMR(I), V>(I) and V A P ( I ) [and Rp(I), R A P ( I ) ] curves show an 
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Figure 8.3: (a) Electrical resistance versus bias current of a MTJ with (30")+(30")+5" 
oxidation time (series TJ1001; A = 1 x 1 /xm2), under both I (black curves) and /o (red 
curves) and for both parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) states, (b) Tunnel magnetoresistance 
versus bias current [TMR(7); solid squares]. Open circles display the TMR ratio obtained 
under a low bias current IQ « 0.1 rnA after I is applied, (c) V(J) characteristics in the P 
and AP states. Notice the abrupt decrease in the measured electrical resistance and TMR 
observed at | / | « 32 mA, denoting the intrinsic breakdown of the barrier. 
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Figure 8.4: (a) Electrical resistance versus bias current of a MTJ with (30")+(30")+5" 
oxidation time (series TJ1001; A = 2 x 3 £tm2), under both I (black curves) and IQ (red 
curves) and for P and AP states, (b) TMR(/) (solid squares) and TMR obtained under a 
low bias current IQ ~ 0.1 mA after I is applied (open circles), (c) V(J) characteristics in the 
parallel and antiparallel states. Notice the gradual R- and TMR-decrease observed at and/or 
just after the breakdown of the barrier. 

abrupt decrease, associated with the intrinsic breakdown of the studied sample [212], through 
the formation of a pinhole in the barrier under the high applied electrical field (see section 
5.6). As I is further increased, a new breakdown event is seen (at \I\ « 55 mA), related with 
the formation of a new pinhole (see arrows in Fig. 8.3). 

On the other hand, tunnel junctions with larger area show a fairly different behavior. Figure 
8.4 displays the obtained results for a MTJ with A = 2 x 3 fim2 (R x A « 50 fi/xm2). In this 
case we observe several breakdown events characterized by smooth R-decreases (see arrows 
in Fig. 8.4). At the first breakdown point (\I\ « 35 mA), all TMR(/), TMR(I0), VP(I) and 
VAP(I ) [Fig. 8.4(c); see also Rp, RAP in Fig. 8.4(a)] show a slight and gradual decrease, a 
behavior that we associate with defect-driven extrinsic breakdown of the barrier [212], reflect
ing the growth of existing pinholes with the applied current [213]. Three more breakdown 
events are visible at higher currents (|/| « 50 mA, « 65 mA and « 80 mA), bringing TMR 
to zero and further reducing Vp and MAP (lower R-values). These new breakdown points 
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Figure 8.5: Tunnel magnetoresistance measured under I (full squares) and IQ (open circles) 
for MTJs of series TJ1043 [(30")+(30")+5"] with different areas. Notice the gradual TMR-
decreases observed for MTJs with (a) A = 3 x 6 /mi2 and (c) A = 1 x 4 /mi2, contrasting 
with the sharp ones for MTJs with (b) A = 2 x 3 /mi2 and (d) A = 1 x 3 /tm2. 

are characterized by a small but sharp R-decrease, followed by a gradual one. We believe 
that this is due to the formation of new pinholes in the barrier at localized weak-spots (sharp 
R-variations) and their subsequent current-induced growth (smooth R-decrease). Moreover, 
after the first breakdown point [|/| ss 35 mA; Fig. 8.4(a)] the electrical resistance decrease 
is not constant but shows a trend towards saturation, suggesting progressive pinhole-growth 
exhaustion. Breakdown in this MTJ then also seems to occur at different, localized spots 
of the barrier, likely where a large concentration of defects (oxygen vacancies due to the 
underoxidation of the barrier) exists. 

As stated above, the extrinsic breakdown mechanism is dominant in large area MTJs of series 
TJ1001. In fact, with increasing MTJ-area, defects are more likely to appear in the barrier, 
leading to the observed change in the breakdown mechanism from intrinsic to extrinsic. 
This is also seen in MTJs of series TJ1043 (SAF pinned layer structure), where most of 
the junctions with large areas fail by an extrinsic mechanism, while those with small areas 
(A < 1 x 4 /mi2) fail mainly through an intrinsic one. This can be observed in Fig. 8.5 for 
MTJs of series TJ1043 with different areas [(30")+(30")+5"]. Samples with A = 3 x 6 /mi2 

and 1 x 4 /mi2 display a slight and gradual TMR-decrease at breakdown (also visible in the 
electrical resistance; not shown), while those with A = 2 x 3 /mi2 and 1 x 3 /tin2 show an 
abrupt change of TMR (and R). 

Magnetic tunnel junctions with smaller oxidation times fail mostly through an extrinsic mech
anism, independently of the area, although some samples of series TJ1022 [(30")+(30")~4"] 
still display intrinsic breakdown [see Fig. 8.6(a) and (c); A = 1 x 2 Jim2]. Figures 8.6(b) and 
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Figure 8.6: R x A product (for the parallel and antiparallel states) versus applied current 
of MTJs of series (a) TJ1022 [(30")+(30")+4"] and (b) TJ1018 [(30")+(30")]; (c) and (d) 
display the corresponding TMR bias dependence. 

(d) show R x A and TMR electrical current bias dependencies for a sample of series TJ1018 
[(30")+(30")+0"; A = 2 x 6 /xm2], where extrinsic breakdown is observed (see arrow). Also 
notice the fairly large R-increase seen before TJ-dielectric breakdown, associated with heating 
due to large current densities flowing through metallic pinholes across the barrier (see below). 

Figure 8.7(a) displays a typical TMR(I) dependence of tunnel junctions with extremely small 
oxidation time [(25")+(00")+00"; s e r ies TJ1135], giving T M R ~ 15% under low bias current. 
At | / | « 70 mA, both TMR(I) and TMR(Io) sharply decrease to zero. Corresponding V(I) 
characteristics for the parallel and antiparallel magnetic states [Fig. 8.7(c)] show a quasi-
linear behavior also up to |7| « 70 mA. Fitting our data to Simmons' model allows us to 
estimate the corresponding barrier thickness (i « 4.5 Â) and barrier height (</? « 0.4 eV). 
The extremely small values obtained indicate that only part of the initially deposited Al layer 
(9 A) was oxidized (low barrier thickness) and that the oxidized Al is likely not stequiometric 
(low barrier height). The decrease of TMR to zero is due to the abrupt drop of the electrical 
resistance of the antiparallel state (RAP)- However, the electrical resistance of the parallel 
state (Rp) remains constant [see Fig. 8.7(c) and inset]. Notice again the increase of the 
electrical resistance observed at high applied electrical current [inset of Fig. 8.7(b)], related 
to heating in the measured tunnel junction, indicating a metallic R(T) behavior, d R / d T > 0 
(see below). Figures 8.7(b) and 8.7(d) display TMR(I) and TMR(I0) and V(I) characteristics 
for a MTJ of the same series with A = 2 x 4 /mi2. In this case we clearly see that TMR(I) 
and TMR(Io) do not go to zero at the same applied current. Thus, such decrease appears not 
to be related with junction breakdown. In fact, one again observes [inset of Fig. 8.7(d)] that 
i?P is not affected by this applied current (I), and only RAP is decreased. This phenomenon 
then seems to be of a magnetic origin, but further investigations are needed for us to fully 
explain it. Further increasing the applied electrical current again leads to a fairly large R-
increase (due to heating). Only at higher electrical currents (see arrows) is the electrical 
resistance seen to decrease, due to the extrinsic breakdown of the barrier. 
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Figure 8.7: (a) Tunnel magnetoresistance versus bias current [TMR(/)j of a MTJ with 
(25") oxidation time, (b) V(7) characteristics in the parallel and antiparallel states. Inset: 
Corresponding electrical resistance (V/I). 

8 .2 .2 S p i n d e p e n d e n t r e s i s t a n c e f l u c t u a t i o n s 

The electrical resistance of the parallel (Rp) and antiparallel (RAP) states (Fig. 8.8; measured 
under J0) of a a MTJ with (30")+(30")+5" oxidation time (series TJ1043; A = 3 X 8 ^m 2) 
is observed to fluctuate between two closely separated (SR/R ~ 0.6%) stable levels. While 
Rp is most of the times in the low R-level, with rare fluctuations to the higher R-level, RAP 
is preferentially in the higher R-level. These fluctuations are about 10 times less frequent 
for the parallel alignment of the pinned and free layers, indicating that this phenomenon is 
spin-dependent. Consequently, TMR also shows similar fluctuations (inset of Fig. 8.8). 

The above phenomenon is likely related with transport through localized defects in the 
insulating barrier, leading to the closing/opening of conductance channels [290, 291, 292] 
through the trapping/untrapping of electrons by oxygen vacancies in the A10x underoxidized 
barrier. When an electron is captured by the barrier, conduction within a volume oc t3 

is blocked [292], thus decreasing the overall MTJ conductance. When the MTJ is in the 
antiparallel state, there is an electron trapped in a defect most of the times (the higher R-level 
is more frequent) because (spin dependent) tunneling to the other electrode is less probable 
in this magnetic configuration. However, in the parallel state the tunneling probability is 
higher and electrons are not so often trapped. 

Because the experimental procedure in some of the here studied MTJ-series did not include 
measurements under IQ, we will present our results on R-fluctuations in MTJs with different 
oxidation times using only measurements obtained under the applied electrical current I. 
We also notice that the presented data does not include the study of the dynamics of the 
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Figure 8.8: Electrical resistance of the antiparallel (AP) and parallel (P) states and 
corresponding TMR values (inset) of a MTJ with (30")+(30")+5" oxidation time (series 
TJ1043; measured under Io). Notice the two R-levels existent in both Rp and RAP-

observed phenomenon. Such study as a function of TJ-magnetic state, temperature and 
applied electrical current is currently underway. 

Our results indicate that the amplitude and frequency of the resistance fluctuations depend 
on the tunnel junction oxidation time (Fig. 8.9). Tunnel junctions with the lowest oxidation 
times [performed with the shutter closed, (25")+(00")+00" and (30")+(30")+00"] reveal 
small and rare resistance fluctuations (Fig. 8.9, first row). A slightly higher oxidation time 
[(30")+(30")+l"; Fig. 8.9, second row] leads to large, frequent and multi-level R-fluctuations. 
However, such fluctuations are then seen to decrease with increasing oxidation time [third and 
fourth rows for MTJs with (30")+(30")+4" and (30")+(30")+5" oxidation time, respectively]. 
In fact, for (30") + (30")+5" tunnel junctions only two level fluctuations are observed. 

These results can be understood as follows. When the oxidation is performed for small 
time periods and with the shutter closed, few oxygen atoms reach the Al layer and only a 
superficial, discontinuous (see section 8.2.3) AlO^ insulating barrier is formed. Thus, electrons 
will either flow through the metallic part of the barrier or tunnel between the two electrodes 
through the incipient barrier and defects are not expected to have an important effect in the 
overall TJ-conductance. When the shutter is opened, more oxygen reaches the sample and a 
thicker barrier is formed [as seen by the increase of the barrier thickness, obtained from fittings 
to the corresponding I(V) characteristics]. The barrier formed during (30")+(30")+l" is 
very inhomogeneous (low barrier height) and should have a large amount of oxygen vacancies 
where electrons can be trapped. This then leads to fluctuations between several resistance 
levels, likely due to the simultaneous trapping of electrons at different defects. When the 
oxidation time is further increased, a more uniform oxidation of the Al layer is obtained and 
the number of defects decreases. The corresponding resistance fluctuations then also decrease 
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Figure 8.9: Electrical resistance of the antiparallel and parallel states (column 1), corre
sponding TMR values (column 2) and enlarged low current region (column 3) for MTJs with 
different oxidation times. 

in amplitude and, for (30")+(30")+5" oxidation time, we observe only two level resistance 
fluctuations. 

8.2.2.1 E l e c t r o n t r a p p i n g a n d 1/f noise 

We will here briefly review some basic considerations on the relation between electron trap
ping, defects and 1/f noise in TJs, following the reference work of C. T. Rogers [294]. 

1/f noise is a general phenomena that appears in a wide variety of electronic devices. In fact, 
the power spectrum of many systems (in the low frequency regime) follows a l/f* dependence 
(usually 0.85 < a < 1.15). 1/f noise can then deteriorate device performance if one is 
interested in low frequency signals. The early models of 1/f noise started by considering an 
individual noise source characterized by an exponential relaxation. The corresponding power 
spectrum is Lorentzian and, if many noise sources are active, having a wide distribution of 
relaxation times, 1/f noise arises. 

Rogers studied small area tunnel junctions at low temperatures, so that only few noise sources 
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were active, thus allowing the study of the corresponding individual spectra. In fact, if the 
bandwidth of the measuring system is limited so that only one Lorentzian is active, one is 
able to see discrete jumps between two R-levels (state 1 and 2) in the time evolution of the 
tunnel junction electrical resistance [R(t)]. The Lorentzian power spectrum was then proved 
to arise from the switching on and off of single microscopic scattering centers of some kind. 
In fact, if the system under study has an exponentially decaying probability (in time) of 
remaining in a given state (1 or 2), one finds a Lorentzian spectrum with a roll-off frequency 
given by l / r e / / = 1/T\ + 1/T2, where T ^ ) is the mean lifetime of the system in state 1 (2). 

Rogers then concentrated on the origin of the TJ electrical resistance fluctuations. He 
focused on the variation of the TJ-barrier height ipo arising from changes in the local charge 
distribution in the barrier, via capture and/or emission of electrons. Schmidlin [295] was the 
first to consider the effect of point ionic charges on the TJ electrical resistance and was able 
to determine how a trapped charge in the barrier changes the corresponding barrier height. 
To perform a qualitative analysis of his data, Rogers considered the effect of an uniform sheet 
of charge in the barrier. The effective barrier height <pq upon capture of a charge q is then 
given by: 

*« = ^° I 1 + 2 ^ ) ' (8-2) 

with 

*-è"(;-7)- <8-3» 
where e is the insulating barrier permittivity, A is the tunnel junction area, ZQ is the position 
of the uniform sheet of charge in the barrier and t the barrier thickness. The change in the 
barrier height then depends on the position of the trapped charge and is maximum for i /2 . 
The resulting change in TJ-conductance can be approximated by: 

4 « -ay/^t—, (8.4) 

where a = y \ / 2 m e . The estimations of <fi ( » 5 x 10~6 V) and Sj/j ( « 5 x 10 - 5 ) were in 
fair agrément with the experimental results obtained by Rogers. 

8 .2 .3 T e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n t m e a s u r e m e n t s 

We will now present our studies on the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance 
and magnetoresistance of tunnel junctions with extremely small (25")+(00")+00" oxidation 
time. Figure 8.10 displays the Rp, RAP and TMR (insets) temperature dependencies of four 
different tunnel junctions of series TJ1135 [(25")+(00")+00"]. In Fig. 8.10(a) we observe 
that the electrical resistance of MTJ1 (A = 3 x 8 /xm2 and R x A « 12 f2/im2) decreases with 
decreasing temperature, denoting a metallic-like behavior (dR/dT>0) . This effect is more 
pronounced for the parallel than for the antiparallel magnetic state. Recall that we can define 
the relative resistance change between 300 K and 25 K as: 

R300K — R20K ro cX 

a = . (8.5) 
•K300ÍÍ 

For the MTJ1 sample we obtain cup = 10.2% and CIAP — 1.4% for the parallel and antiparallel 
states respectively (see table 8.2). Nevertheless, TMR increases with decreasing temperature 
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Figure 8.10: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance and magnetoresistance 
(insets) of four different tunnel junctions of the same series, with (25") + (00")^00" oxidation 
time. 

(~ 16% at RT and ~ 27% at T = 20 K). Thus, although tunnel (which would lead to 
dR/dT<0) is not the dominating transport mechanism in this MTJ, a large magnetoresistance 
is still observed. 

On the other hand, a different TJ of the same series and with the same area (MTJ2; 
A = 3 x 8 /mi2) displays a different R(T) behavior: Both Rp and RAP show a small, negative 
d R / d T slope, indicating tunnel dominated transport [Fig. 8.10(b); R x A « 3.4 fi/zm2]. This 
occurs even though the electrical resistance (and Rx A product) of MTJ2 is smaller than that 
of MTJ1 . Also, TMR slightly increases with decreasing temperature (20% at RT and 23% 
at 25 K). 

Strikingly, in MTJ3, MTJ4 [Figs. 8.10(c) and (d)] and MT.I5 (not shown; see table 8.2) 
samples we observe negative d R / d T for the antiparallel state {OAP = —5.5%, -7.2% and 
-2.6%) and positive dR/dT for the parallel state {aP = 2.3%, 2.4% and 3.1%). 

We conclude on the existence of two parallel conductance channels, tunnel (with resistance 
Rt) and metallic (with resistance Rm), in the studied tunnel junctions (with Rt ~ R-m)- The 
dominance of one over the other is expected to be due to small structural and composition 
variations in the underoxidized A10x layer. In particular, nanobridges of metallic unoxidized 
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A R300K R25K Op OAP TMR300.fi TMR.2E 
(Mm2) P/AP (ft) P/AP (ft) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

MTJ1 3x8 0.59/0.69 0.53/0.68 10.2 1.4 16.3 27.4 
MTJ2 3x8 0.14/0.17 0.16/0.19 8.7 11.8 20.0 23.3 
MTJ3 1x2 2.20/2.56 2.15/2.70 2.3 5.5 16.6 26.0 
MTJ4 1x3 2.46/2.90 2.40/3.11 2.4 7.2 18.5 27.7 
MTJ5 2x3 1.95/2.29 1.89/2.35 3.1 2.6 17.4 24.3 

Table 8.2: Transport characteristics of the measured tunnel junctions of series TJ1135. 

Al connecting both electrodes must play an important role in the transport properties of 
these extremely underoxidized MTJs. Differences in the measured TJelectrical resistance 
and corresponding temperature dependence should then arise either from incipient barrier 
thickness or height variations (changing Rt) or from different Alnanobridge area (changing 
Rm). The question then arises if the measured large magnetoresistance originates only from 
tunneling, or also from some other mechanism, like ballistic [296] or diffusive [297] MR 
through narrow nonmagnetic constrictions, as discussed further below. 

8.2.3.1 I m p a c t of b a r r i e r a n d cons t r i c t ion p a r a m e t e r s on M T J  e l e c t r i c a l resis

t a n c e a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e 

We can model the electrical resistance of underoxidized tunnel junctions as two resistors in 
parallel, one arising from metallic paths through unoxidized Al and another from tunneling 
through the oxidized AlO^. If the electrical resistance of an oxidized tunnel junction is given 
by Rto, one can write Rt = j^ié^i, where a is the radius of the unoxidized part of the junction 
(in our case a has only a small impact on Rt, so that it can be neglected in the equation above; 
no2 <C A, see below). The Rto X A product depends only on the thickness (t) and height (<p) 
of the insulating barrier [181]. On the other hand, the electrical resistance of the metallic 
contribution is, for simplicity, considered to be given only by the Maxwell formulation [298], 
■̂ Maxwell = 2a {P the electrical resistivity). 

As stated above, the observed different R(T) behaviors for different MTJs of the same series 
are expected to be the outcome of small variations in t, ip or a. Let us then consider the 
case of MTJ3 for which one expects Rt « Rm. Consequently one has (for the parallel state 
and at 25 K), i î m ~ ¾ ~ 2RP = 4.3 i l Using A = 1 x 2 /mi2, <p = 1 eV and p = 10 /ificm, 
we obtain i « 7 . 6 A and a « 115 Â. 

Figure 8.11 shows how the variation of t (a) changes Rt {Rm) and the total resistance 
i ? _ 1 = Rf +Rm

i. Clearly, a small variation of t [Fig. 8.11(a)] may lead to a change in 
the dominant transport mechanism for the set of parameters here considered. If t increases 
just from 7.6 to 7.8 A, Rt increases by more than 25% and changes from below to above 
Rm = 2Rp = 4.3 Í2. On the other hand, with increasing constriction radius a [Fig. 8.11(b)], 
we can also observe a change in the dominant transport mechanism from tunnel to metallic. 
Thus, in our underoxidized tunnel junctions with nanobridges of metallic Al embedded in 
the A10x barrier, the interplay between metallic and tunneling transport is likely the cause 
of the observed wealth of R(T) behaviors for different MTJs. 

http://TMR300.fi
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Figure 8.11: Effects of small variations of (a) t and (b) a in the overall tunnel junction 
resistance. 

In the case of MTJ1 [RP(25K) = 0.53 ÎÎ] one has Rm < Rt (ap,AP > 0). Considering the 
Rm <C Rt hypothesis, we obtain a « 940 Ã, corresponding to a metallic constriction area 
Am « 28000 nm2 or « 0.1% of the total TJarea. However, this is the upper limit of a 
since the tunnelresistance arising from the oxidized part of the junction should also be 
included. If we now assume Rm « .Rt, and using ip = 1 eV and p = 10 ^ffcm, we obtain 
t « 9 À (Rt « 1.13 0) and a « 500 Â (Rm « 1.0 Í2), corresponding to an equivalent 
resistance R « 0.53 ÍÍ. Further notice that, for the parameters used, one obtains Rm < Rt 
corresponding to a metallic R(T) behavior. The extremely small area of the unoxidized Al 
( « 0.03% of the total area of the junction) leads to fairly high current densities across the 
TJmetallic constriction (j « 13 MA/cm2 for I = 1 mA), although the voltage drop is small 
( V w l mV). 

Let us now return to the inset of Fig. 8.7(c) where we display the R(I) dependence of a 
MTJ of series TJ1135 in a dielectric breakdown experiment. Clearly, the electrical resistance 
(parallel state) increases with increasing current magnitude, denoting Joule heating due to 
high current densities flowing through metallic nanoconstrictions (dR/dT^O). 1 Using the 
linear d R / d T of our R(T) experiments ( d R / d T « 0.16 mft/K for MTJ3) and the AR values 
between R(I=0) and R for which TMR goes to zero (\I\ « 70 mA) we obtain A T « 190 K. 
Such temperature increase can then be the cause for the observed TMR disappearance before 
the onset of dielectric breakdown.2 

The two resistances in parallel model can also account for the negative d R / d T observed in 
MTJ2 if one considers that the decrease of the barrier thickness or height leads to reduced 
Rt values (so that Rt < Rm). 

'Notice that, if tunneling was the dominant transport mechanism, a decrease of R with increasing | / | 
would be observed [see Fig. 8.3(a)]. 

2For the maximum applied current (|ij « 95 mA) we would obtain AT « 2000 K. Such high temperatures 
also result from simplified numerical simulations of Joule heating in nanoconstrictions (performed using Eq. 
(6.7); e. g., AT « 1500 K for j « 1000 MA/cm2; corresponding to I « 80 mA and a = 500 Ã). The results 
obtained are, as expected, very sensitive to the constriction radius. On the other hand, the extremely high 
temperature values predicted should be taken with great caution, in face of the severe simplification underlying 
such analysis. 
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8.2.3.2 M a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e origin 

In theory, one would expect the presence of unoxidized Al constrictions in the insulating 
barrier to result in the sharp decrease of the measured tunnel magnetoresistance [208]. 
However in the here study underoxidized tunnel junctions, we still observe fairly large TMR 
(~ 20%) even when dR /dT>0 is observed. If transport through our metallic constrictions 
was spin-independent and considering Rm « Rt, the effective magnetoresistance of a MTJ 
with similar barrier-parameters but without metallic constrictions would then have to be 
~ 50%. 

Notice that this TMR value is even larger than that observed for the highest used oxidation 
time (see Fig. 8.1) and similar to those obtained in MTJs with optimized oxidation processes. 
Furthermore, we expect the oxidized barrier of MTJs with (25") + (00")+0" oxidation time 
to be substantially different from those with (30")+(30")+5" (lower barrier thickness and 
height). With decreasing insulating thickness the effective spin polarization of a MTJ system 
is known to decrease [160]. The metallic Al remaining after oxidation should also lead to 
the decrease of TMR due to the loss of interfacial spin polarization [278]. Consequently, for 
underoxidized MTJs, TMR should naturally decrease with decreasing oxidation time, leading 
to the conclusion that the metallic conductance through nanobridges in our system is spin 
dependent. 

To reinforce this statement, we now refer in more detail the R P , A P ( T ) results of MTJ3 
and MTJ4 (and MTJ5) presented in Figs. 8.10(c) and (d). For these MTJs we observed 
ap > 0 and « A P < 0. Since one obviously has RP < R^p, if transport through the metallic 
nanobridges was spin-independent (R^ = R^p) we would expect the metallic conductance 
to be further visible in the antiparallel state. [Since R^ < Rp (ap > 0), we would have 
R^ = R^p < RP < Rfp (which would then lead to OLAP > 0).] The change from metallic 
to tunnel dominated transport when the MTJ-magnetic configuration goes from parallel to 
antiparallel can then only be explained if we assume spin dependent metallic transport across 
Al nanoconstrictions. Furthermore, R^p — R^ > Rfp — Rf, i. e., the magnetoresistance 
arising from metallic transport is larger than that arising from tunnel. In other words, the 
tunnel magnetoresistance is in fact limiting the MR obtained in our system. Because giant 
magnetoresistance in the current perpendicular to the plane configuration is usually small 
( « 0.5%), other magnetoresistive mechanisms must be taken into account, such as ballistic 
and diffusive (spin dependent) transport through nanoconstrictions. 

Ball is t ic m a g n e t o r e s i s t a n c e . Although ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR) is in fact the
oretically predicted, its experimental observation is still a topic surrounded by controversy 
[299, 300]. Ballistic magnetoresistance [301, 302, 303, 304] experiments are performed in 
FM-nanocontacts (with physical dimension generally in the range 10-100 Â) between two 
FM electrodes and is theoretically explained in terms of domain wall, scattering. If a domain 
wall is trapped in the nanobridge region (so that the constriction radius is much smaller than 
the mean electron free path) and the FM-magnetizations (M) are antiparallel, polarized 
electrons will be strongly reflected at such sharp domain wall resulting in a large resistance. 
On the other hand, if the magnetizations at the two sides of the nanocontact are parallel, 
electrons with their spin along M cross the domain wall without scatter (small resistance). 

Experimentally, BMR values of more than 3000% have been reported [304] but other results 
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suggested that such large resistance variations may be due to artifacts (magnetostatic forces, 
magnetostriction) that can mimic true BMR [305, 306, 307]. However, recent experiments 
on single atom conductors showed large BMR values that apparently cannot be attributed 
to any such artificial phenomena [299]. 

The similitude between BMR and TMR was discussed by N. Garcia [296]. He argued that 
pinholes can be present in thin tunnel junctions and give rise to large ballistic MR. In 
fact, BMR [296] (for spin conserving transport) and TMR [16] depend equally on the spin 
polarization P of the FM-electrodes: 

2 P 2 

MR = r r j r 2 , (8.6) 

so that based in MR measurements alone, one cannot distinguish between (spin-dependent) 
currents arising from tunneling or from pinholes. 

Notice that the values of a estimated above for our underoxidized MTJs (a ~100-50() Â) 
are larger than the electron mean free path in Al (a > £). However, we expect the relevant 
parameter in our system to be the spin flip mean free path, which can be much larger than 
the mean electron free path. Also, notice that the estimated values of a are in fact an upper 
limit, since it is likely that several nanobridges are present in the MTJ-system (and not a 
single one as assumed above). We then have several (N) constrictions with radius ai (< a) 
acting in parallel (so that R^ = J2i=i Rmò Rim = 2o~)- Both situations lead to the recovery 
of the ballistic regime in the case here studied. 

In Ballistic Magnetoresistance experiments performed in nanocontacts, the magnitude of the 
BMR effect is a function of contact area, decreasing sharply with its increase |308, 309]. 
This occurs because the width of the domain wall scales with the nanocontact size (and 
thus with the sample resistance). However, this is not the case for our underoxidized tunnel 
junctions, where the existence of the BMR effect does not depend on any domain wall. Thus, 
BMR in non-magnetic nanobridges does not scale with contact area the same way it does in 
FM-nanocontacts. In fact, transport through non-magnetic nanoconstrictions does not even 
need to be ballistic for very large MR to be observed [297, 310]. A smooth BMR decrease 
is predicted when the transport regime goes from ballistic to diffusive, and values as high 
as 100% have been predicted in the diffusive regime [310]. The theoretical study of Yang 
et al. [297] of non-magnetic nanoconstrictions connecting two large magnetic electrodes also 
predicted a decrease of MR with increasing constriction radius, but MR values of ~ 60% are 
still obtained for a = 200 A. They concluded that the presence of non-magnetic constriction 
in tunnel junctions does not necessarily leads to the suppression of the magnetoresistance and 
that, by playing with the constriction parameters, it is possible to obtain large MR values 
while controlling the electrical resistance. For all the above, whether the system under study 
is in the ballistic (a, < £) or diffusive (a, > £) regime, the BMR effect should be observable 
in our non-magnetic Al nanobridges and is likely the origin of the metallic, spin-dependent 
transport in underoxidized tunnel junctions. 

8.3 Conclusions 

We showed that transport in underoxidized MTJs is controlled by nanoconstrictions and 
defects in the A10x barrier. We observed that TMR and both RP and RAP fluctuate between 
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two closely separated levels, and this effect was associated with spin dependent transport 
through localized defects in the barrier. Furthermore, we observed that the fluctuations 
amplitude and rate depend on the barrier oxidation time, due to the variation of the number 
of defects on the barrier. 

We showed that dielectric breakdown in underoxidized MTJs occurs at different, localized 
spots in the barrier, likely where a large concentration of defects exists. Furthermore, we 
observed a clear dependence of the breakdown process on the MTJ area: Failure in MTJs 
with large areas is usually of an extrinsic nature, while small-area junctions fail mainly by an 
intrinsic mechanism. Nevertheless, with decreasing oxidation time the extrinsic breakdown 
becomes dominant, independently of the MTJ-area. 

R(T) measurements on MTJs with extremely small oxidation times (25 s, with the shutter 
closed) show different R(T) behaviors for different samples: Tunnel-dominated transport 
(dR/dT<0) , metallic-like R(T) behavior (dR/dT>0) and a mixture of the two. Nevertheless, 
a fairly large magnetoresistive ratio is still observed in all samples. We attribute this to spin 
dependent transport through nanoconstrictions of unoxidized Al and discussed this effect in 
terms of ballistic magnetoresistance through non-magnetic nanoconstrictions. 



Chapter 9 

Conclusions and Outlook 

This Thesis presents an extensive investigation on the transport properties of magnetoresis-
tive devices, namely specular spin valves and tunnel junctions. In the following we summarize 
our main results and conclusions. 

1. Our comparative study of conventional (non-oxidized) and specular (oxidized) spin 
valves allowed us to conclude that: 

• The introduction of the nano-oxide layers formed by the partial oxidation of the 
pinned and free layers greatly enhances the GMR ratio, due to specular electron 
reflection at the FM/NOL interfaces. In fact, the observed break of the correlation 
between magnetic and transport processes in the studied specular spin valve 
indicates the extreme importance of interfacial scattering in this type of GMR 
nano-structure. 

• The (CoFe) nano-oxide layers are AFM with TB ~ 175 K (likely Fe 2 0 3 ) , that lead 
to the large increase of the exchange and pinned layer coercive fields below such 
temperature. A broad distribution of blocking temperatures in the nano-oxide 
layer was experimentally inferred. We then obtained the temperature dependence 
of the exchange bias arising from the Mnlr and AFM-NOL layers. 

• The MR(H) curves are strongly influenced by the paramagnetic/antiferromagnetic 
transition in the NOL. Field cooling measurements showed that the MR(H) curves 
depend strongly on the sign and value of the cooling field HQ. Furthermore, the 
MR(T,Ho) curves departed from the zero field cooling situation below TQ. We 
relate all these features to the effects of HQ on the AFM ordering and AFM 
domain structure of the NOL below its blocking temperature. 

• We showed the importance of the domain structure of the NOL on the residual 
magnetoresistance observed at large positive fields, using training effect measure
ments. 

• We extended a model based on the total energy of a conventional spin valve to 
the case of a NOL SV, and related the observed anomalous bump in the MR(H) 
curve with the presence of the FM;, layer in the NOL SV. 

2. Our detailed studies on the recently discovered Current Induced Resistance Switching 
effect on thin, low resistance magnetic tunnel junctions allowed us to: 
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• Attribute the CIS effect to nanostructural rearrangements of metallic ions from the 
FM electrodes near the interface with the insulating barrier. At high maximum 
applied electrical currents we observed irreversible resistance decreases due to 
barrier degradation. Because electromigration (EM) of ions into and out of the 
barrier should occur preferentially in nanoconstrictions and/or pinholes, we expect 
the bottom electrode/insulating barrier to be more susceptible to ionic migration. 

• Show that the current induced resistance switching effect is thermally assisted 
(it decreases with decreasing temperature while the critical switching current 
increases with decreasing temperature). We then estimated two electromigration-
energy barriers, Ai ~ 0.13 eV and A2 ~ 0.85 eV, associated with EM involving 
different types of ions sites/defects. Furthermore, time dependent measurements 
after a complete or one half CIS cycle enabled us to observed two distinct relaxation 
times, associated with opposite resistance changes. This evidence on two opposite 
sign relaxation processes was explained by electromigration involving ions from 
the two FM/I interfaces. 

• Trace the evolution of resistance switching in consecutive CIS cycles, between two 
(or three) states, driven by an electrical current, both under H = 0 and H ^ 
0. We attributed such evolution to a conjugation of electromigration-driven and 
magnetic field-driven switching. In fact, if CIS cycles are measured under an 
external magnetic field, one is able to current-induce a change in the sign of the 
exchange bias of the TJ, and the corresponding magnetic state (antiparallel to 
parallel). This effect arises from excessive local heating in the tunnel junction, and 
enables us to obtain a CIS cycle with three different electrical resistance states. We 
then attributed the observed excessive heating to localized high current densities 
flowing through nanoconstrictions in the barrier. 

3. We further studied the Current Induced Switching effect on series of tunnel junctions 
with one or two non-magnetic electrodes, observing that: 

• Tunnel junctions with a Ta layer deposited below the barrier had opposite current 
switching direction compared to that obtained with a CoFe pinned layer. We 
attributed this difference to a competition between the direct and wind electromi
gration forces in Ta and CoFe layers. 

• Tunnel junctions with a Ta layer deposited below the insulating barrier show no 
relaxation phenomenon: Ta ions remain inside the barrier and both the thin- and 
thick-barrier R-states are stable. On the other hand, the diffusion of CoFe ions 
into the barrier always allowed their later return to the initial positions in the 
electrodes. 

• When the TJ is in the low barrier state, the electrical resistance decrease with 
temperature is smaller than in the thick barrier state, denoting a smaller tunnel-
contribution to the overall conductance. Furthermore, with increasing barrier 
degradation we smoothly changed the R(T) behavior from tunnel- to metallic-
dominated transport, due to the formation of pinholes and subsequent increase of 
pinhole size. 

• The earlier EM-stages at low temperatures occur through a rapid quasi-continuous 
R-trend that gradually disappears. We then observe discontinuous R-steps denot
ing different EM-processes. For high temperatures we observe an increase in the 
number of fluctuators and complex R(t) signals. 
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4. Finally, our study of underoxidized tunnel junctions led to the following conclusions: 

• Transport in underoxidized MTJs is controlled by defects within the AlOv barrier. 
In fact, TMR and both resistances in the parallel and antiparallel states fluctuate 
between two closely separated levels, and this effect was associated with spin 
dependent transport through localized defects in the barrier. Such fluctuations 
(both amplitude and frequency) depend on the oxidation state of the barrier. 

• Dielectric breakdown in these TJs occurs at different, localized spots in the barrier, 
likely where a large concentration of defects (oxygen vacancies due to the under-
oxidation of the barrier) exists. Furthermore, we observed a clear dependency of 
the breakdown process on the MTJ area. 

• R(T) measurements on different MTJs with extremely small oxidation times show 
a wealth of behaviors: metallic-like behavior (dR/dT>0), insulating-like behavior 
(dR/dT<0) and a mixture of the two (metallic for the parallel and insulating 
for the antiparallel states). Therefore, unoxidized Al plays an important role in 
the magneto-transport of such tunnel junctions, and can be usefully exploited for 
device optimization. In particular, transport through Al nanobridges was found to 
be spin dependent, allowing us to attributed the fairly large MR values observed in 
extremely underoxidized tunnel junctions to ballistic magnetoresistance through 
non-magnetic nanoconstrictions. 

5. Although not being a main objective of this thesis, our results have important impli
cations for the performance of actual devices. We emphasize the following: 

• The domain structure of the AFM-NOL was seen to clearly influence the Giant 
Magnetoresistance and, with H-cycling below the NOL blocking temperature, both 
GMR and exchange field decrease. This effect can have important consequences 
in device performance if TB of the NOL is above room temperature. Although 
in our results we observed TB ~ 175 K, the formation of thicker NOLs (to further 
enhance specularity and GMR) should lead to the increase of TB, deteriorating 
GMR-sensor performance, including long term stability (due to the training effect). 

• We demonstrated that Current Induced Switching could be used to obtain three 
resistance-states in magnetic tunnel junctions. However, electromigration is also 
a reliability concern for MTJs used in Magnetic Random Access Memories or read 
head sensors. This is particularly true for MRAMs where industry currently re
searches the spin torque effect aiming to replace H-driven switching of TJ-magnetic 
configuration. High current densities must then be used and electromigration can 
be a major reliability issue. 

• The presence of defects in the barrier of underoxidized tunnel junctions was 
linked to the dielectric breakdown observed at high applied electrical currents. 
Such defects are then also a reliability concern in MTJs. Furthermore, they 
are likely the origin of the observed resistance fluctuations that may in fact 
decrease device performance. Also, the presence of a spin-dependent metallic 
channel was confirmed by our R(T) measurements which could help in MTJ-sensor 
optimization. 

The work performed in the last four years and presented in this thesis has opened several new 
possible lines of research in the near future. The spin-torque effect is seen for current densities 
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j > 107 A/cm2 , an order of magnitude higher than those we need to induce electromigration-
driven resistance changes. Why recent spin-torque studies do not reveal the CIS effect is still 
a rather open question that could possibly be answered by studying e-beam lithographed 
samples. Nevertheless, some reports on dielectric breakdown have revealed resistance changes 
due to electromigration in MTJs, but systematic studies were never developed. We just notice 
that, as demonstrated, the Current Induced Switching effect is strongly dependent on the 
topography of the electrode/barrier interface. This was experimentally confirmed in TJs with 
different barrier thicknesses and different insulating barrier materials [253], 

Also, a deeper study of the differences observed in the CIS effect on TJs from the same 
deposition batch should be performed. This would include experiments with a large number of 
samples to obtain statistical data on the CIS coefficient, critical switching currents, relaxation 
times and corresponding distributions, so as to obtain a more complete understanding of 
the CIS effect. One should also deepen the knowledge on the dynamics of current-driven 
electromigration, trough the use of ultra-fast data-acquisition boards. The implementation 
of such new setup (allowing data acquisition every 3 fis) is planed for the near future. 

Such implementation can also be very helpful in studies of resistance fluctuations in under-
oxidized MTJs, arising from the trapping/untrapping of electrons in defects in the insulating 
barrier. Measurements as a function of TJ-magnetic state (parallel/antiparallel), temperature 
and applied current can help the understanding of the mechanisms behind this phenomenon. 
Furthermore, the development of magnetic tunnel junctions with MgO barriers displaying 
very large TMR can further complement this study, because of the enhanced sensitivity of 
their transport properties on the corresponding crystalline structure. For TMR>200% one 
envisages the emergence of a wide new field of very low magnetic field (~ 1 0 - 1 2 T) sensor 
applications, namely biosensing. 

Studies on the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance and TMR of tunnel 
junctions with low oxidation times should also be continued, in particular to separate different 
conductance contributions (tunnel/metallic/diffusive/ballistic) and to optimize Al nanocon-
striction characteristics to enhance MTJ-magnetoresistance. 
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